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ABSTRACT 

Loberg, Otto 
Co-occurrence of oculomotor behaviour and electrocortical brain activity during 
naturalistic reading and word recognition. 
Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä, 2019, 85 p. 
(JYU Dissertations 
ISSN 2489-9003; 131) 
ISBN 978-951-39-7849-5 (PDF) 
 
Reading is a process of converting symbols to meaning. Traditionally, eye 
movements and brain activity during reading have been investigated separately. 
This thesis examined the co-occurrence of brain activity and eye movement patterns 
during reading by utilising co-registered Eye Tracking & Electroencephalography 
(ET-EEG) methodology. The studies’ focus was on how sublexical features of 
words—specifically, word length and identity of a single letter—affect the co-
occurring eye movements and brain activity. The influence of reading proficiency 
was also examined. Study I aimed to disentangle the influences of two word length 
aspects, spatial width and the number of letters, on eye movements to find out 
whether dysfluent readers would be more sensitive to them. The number of letters 
had an impact on the temporal aspects of eye movements while spatial width was 
reflected in the spatial aspects of the eye movements. Overall, dysfluent readers 
exhibited longer duration measures than typical readers but no different effects. 
Study II examined the influence of word length and reading proficiency on Fixation 
Related Potentials (FRPs) during sentence reading. Word length had an influence on 
brain activity during additional fixations but not during the first fixations. In terms 
of eye movements, word length had an influence on first fixations but not on 
additional ones. Both typical and slow readers had different brain activity and eye 
movement behaviour. The word length effect was stronger in the eye movements of 
slow readers but the effect on brain activity did not differ between groups. Study III 
investigated how semantic anomaly detection influences FRPs and eye movements. 
It was found that, a deviation of a single letter from a plausible sentence was able to 
modulate eye movements and brain activity. When comparing one letter deviations 
from a plausible sentence to full word deviations, the brain activity for semantic 
processing was delayed, suggesting competition between parallel interpretations of 
the sentence meaning. Study IV examined the effects of inserting deviating letters to 
actual words on co-occurring brain activity and small saccades. The spatial location 
of the deviation attracted small saccades suggesting attempts to focus attention on 
important letters. The deviation type had a clearer influence on brain activity and 
reaction times, which suggested that if a deviation does not adhere to spelling rules, 
then no attempt for deciphering the semantics of the letter string is made. Overall, 
these studies show that sublexical features of words cause co-occurring brain activity 
and eye movement effects. These results help refine the understanding of the 
relationship between the eye and the mind. 
 
Keywords: FRP, eye movements, reading, electroencephalography
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TIIVISTELMÄ (FINNISH ABSTRACT) 

Loberg, Otto 
Okulomotorisen käyttäytymisen ja elektrokortikaalisen aivoaktiivisuuden yhteisesiinty-
minen luonnollisen lukemisen ja sanantunnistamisen aikana.  
Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä, 2019, 85 p. 
(JYU Dissertations 
ISSN 2489-9003; 131) 
ISBN 978-951-39-7849-5 (PDF) 
 
Lukeminen on kognitiivinen prosessi, jossa visuaaliset symbolit muunnetaan vastaa-
viksi merkityksiksi. Perinteisesti lukemisen aikaisia silmänliikkeitä ja aivoaktiivisuutta 
on tarkasteltu erillisinä ilmiöinä. Tämä väitöskirja tarkastelee niiden yhteisesiintymistä 
luonnollisen lukemisen ja sanantunnistuksen aikana käyttäen katseenseurannan ja ai-
vosähkökäyrän rinnakkaisrekisteröintiä. Tutkimuksissa keskityttiin siihen, miten sano-
jen subleksikaaliset ominaisuudet, erityisesti sanan pituus ja yksittäisen kirjaimen iden-
titeetti, vaikuttavat silmänliikekäyttäytymiseen ja aivoaktiivisuuteen ja näiden yhteis-
esiintymiseen. Tarkastelun kohteena oli myös lukutaidon tason vaikutus näihin ilmiöi-
hin. Ensimmäinen osatutkimus pyrki erottelemaan sanan leveyden ja kirjainmäärän vai-
kutuksia silmänliikkeisiin lukemisen aikana. Näiden suhdetta heikkoon lukutaitoon tut-
kittiin myös. Sanan kirjainmäärä oli ensisijaisesti yhteydessä silmänliikkeiden ajallisiin 
piirteisiin, ja sanan leveys oli yhteydessä silmänliikkeiden spatiaalisiin piirteisiin. Hitai-
den lukijoiden silmänliikkeiden kestomuuttujien arvot olivat tyypillisien lukijoiden vas-
taavia pidempiä, mutta tämä ei ollut yhteydessä sanan kirjainmäärän tai sanan leveyden 
vaikutukseen. Toinen osatutkimus tarkasteli sanan pituuden ja lukutaidon vaikutusta 
fiksaatiovasteeseen lauseen lukemisessa. Sanan pituus vaikutti aivotoimintaan ensim-
mäistä fiksaatiota seuraavien fiksaatioiden aikana, ei ensimmäisen fiksaation aikana. Sil-
mänliikkeissä sanan pituudella oli vaikutus ensimmäiseen, mutta ei sitä seuraaviin fik-
saatioihin. Hitaiden ja tyypillisten lukijoiden välillä oli eroja aivoaktiivisuudessa ja sil-
mänliikkeissä. Sanan pituuden vaikutus silmänliikkeisiin oli suurempi hitailla lukijoilla, 
mutta sen vaikutuksessa aivotoimintaan ei havaittu eroja ryhmien välillä. Kolmas osa-
tutkimus tarkasteli sitä, miten semanttisten anomalioiden havaitseminen vaikuttaa fik-
saatiovasteisiin ja silmänliikkeisiin. Jo yhden kirjaimen poikkeama uskottavasta lau-
seesta muokkasi silmänliikkeitä ja aivotoimintaa. Verrattaessa koko sanan poikkeamiin, 
yhden kirjaimen poikkeamaan liittyvä aivoaktiivisuuden ero oli viivästynyt, mikä viit-
taa rinnakkaisten merkitystulkintojen keskinäiseen kilpailuun. Neljäs osatutkimus tar-
kasteli sanoista muodostettujen epä- ja pseudosanojen prosessoinnin aivotoiminnan ja 
mikrosilmänliikkeiden yhteisesiintymistä. Epä- ja pseudosanat muodostettiin korvaa-
malla yksi sanan kirjain siten, että kirjainjono oli merkityksetön. Pienet sakkadit suun-
nattiin kohti poikkeaman sijaintia eli tarkkaavuus kohdentui informatiivisiin kirjaimiin 
sanantunnistuksen aikana. Poikkeaman tyyppi vaikutti aivoaktiivisuuteen ja reaktioai-
koihin. Tulokset osoittavat, että mikäli kirjainjono rikkoo kielensä kirjoitusasua, aivot 
eivät pyri tulkitsemaan kirjainjonon merkitystä. Kokonaisuutena osatutkimukset osoit-
tavat, että sanojen subleksikaaliset ominaisuudet ovat riittäviä aiheuttamaan yhteisesiin-
tyviä vaikutuksia aivotoimintaan ja katselukäyttäytymiseen. Tuloksia voidaan käyttää 
edistämään teoreettista ymmärrystä mielen ja silmän vuorovaikutuksesta.  
 
Avainsanat: fiksaatiovaste, lukeminen, silmänliikkeet, elektroenkefalografia  
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1 INTRODUCTION PART I: BRIEF OVERVIEW ON 
READING AND RELATED PHENOMENA 

In everyday experience, we perceive our visual world to be a unified percept for 
which we are constantly receiving visual information. However, this is a delusion. 
Reality is that we are blind for tens of milliseconds several times each second. 
The phenomenon known as saccadic suppression interrupts the flow of visual 
information from the eyes to the confines of the occipital lobe every time we make 
even the smallest (ballistic) eye movement (Bridgeman, Hendry, & Stark, 1975; 
Thiele, Henning, Kubischik, & Hoffmann, 2002). Thus, for example, as you are 
reading this thesis, you are moving your eyes in an alternating sequence of rapid 
jerks and relatively slow stops (Holmqvist, Nyström, & Andersson, 2011; Rayner, 
1997). Overall, you are making a stop for most of the words you read—some you 
skip over while some you might come back to because the text is complex and 
you need to re-evaluate what it is that is actually suggested by it (Rayner, 1997). 

During each jerk, a saccade, you are blind. At the start of each stop, a fixation, 
the flow of information from the eye to the cortex begins anew.  

Saccadic suppression allows fixation onset to be treated as a starting point 
for visual processing. With a simple combination of an eye-tracker (ET) and an 
electroencephalograph (EEG) amplifier, it is possible to examine the brain activ-
ity related to fixations (Dimigen, Sommer, Hohlfeld, Jacobs, & Kliegl, 2011). This 
is important because most of the research on brain activity during reading is done 
using methods that limit ecological validity. In the traditional methodology 
framework for brain activity studies, you would be reading this thesis one single 
word at a time, presented at the centre of the screen for a second or so and you 
would not be allowed to go back in the text. This is an important distinction from 
natural reading because parafoveal processes and volition are instrumental for 
natural reading, thus traditional experimentation in brain studies places funda-
mental constraints on the generalisability of the findings in relation to natural 
reading.  

The overarching goal of this thesis is to examine eye movements and brain 
activity as they co-occur during the natural reading and word recognition pro-
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cess. This is achieved by observing modulations of eye movements and brain ac-
tivity to sublexical features of words. More specifically, the impact of word length 
and the impact of switching one letter are examined. The secondary overarching 
goal is to examine how reading ability affects eye movements and brain activity 
during natural reading. This thesis comprises an overview and four original 
studies. The term natural reading is used through the thesis when it is important 
to denote that what is read is read in the manner in which reading would occur 
in non-laboratory settings and is in contrast to other reading research procedures 
in which behaviour is constrained by methodological requirements. 

1.1 Reading 

Even though it is one of the core skills for functioning in modern society, reading 
is a curious cultural phenomenon. It is a process of converting fairly arbitrarily 
chosen visual symbols into assigned meanings. In its purest essence, reading is a 
highly specialised form of object recognition. Neuro-cognitive structures that 
evolved for visual information processing are re-purposed through education to 
perform the specialised task of word recognition (for streamlined discussion see 
Dehaene, 2009). However, this re-purposing of the neuro-cognitive functioning 
requires significant effort. Phonemic awareness and learning grapheme-pho-
neme correspondence are at the core of learning to read (Ziegler & Goswami, 
2005). Debate on whether phonemic awareness precedes learning grapheme-
phoneme correspondence is ongoing (Castles & Coltheart, 2004; Castles, Rastle, 
& Nation, 2018). However, being aware of separate speech sounds and connect-
ing these sounds to letters enables an emergent reader to engage in self-teaching, 
as voicing out the letters of a word in a sequence establishes a feedback loop—if 
letters are converted into correct phonemes and uttered in a correct sequence, 
then they form a word and hearing that word acts as feedback (Share, 1995). 
Whether this feedback loop can be feasibly formed is influenced by many factors. 
One major obstacle to or facilitator of, depending on point of view, this process 
is the language in which an emergent reader is learning to read (Seymour, Aro, 
& Erskine, 2003). In languages with opaque orthographies like English, where 
the letter-phoneme correspondence is ambiguous and finding the correct pho-
neme depends on the surrounding letters, learning phonological decoding is 
cumbersome and essentially requires parallel processing of multiple letters to be 
successful (Ziegler & Goswami, 2005). Conversely, in transparent orthographies 
like Finnish, where the letter-phoneme correspondence is in practical terms un-
ambiguous,1 the learning of letter-phoneme correspondence is feasible and emer-
gent readers can usually proceed to the self-teaching stage relatively fast. 
Through practice, an emergent reader manages to process a larger amount of let-
ters parallel or even all letters of a word parallel.  

                                                 
1 The sole exemption in Finnish is the phoneme /ng/. 
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 However, for some individuals, in the absence of more severe neurological 
ailments or particularly low IQ, learning to read is an almost impossible achieve-
ment. This neurodevelopmental disorder is called dyslexia (Lyon, Shaywitz, & 
Shaywitz, 2003; Vellutino, Fletcher, Snowling, & Scanlon, 2004). Impaired pho-
nological processing is proposed to be present in dyslexia (Guttorm et al., 2005; 
Lyytinen et al., 2004), as speech sound discrimination in early development is 
shown to predict the incidence of reading difficulty in later development. Multi-
ple findings suggest that genetic background is involved (Démonet, Taylor, & 
Chaix, 2004; Galaburda, 2005). Features of the writing system in a given language 
have an influence on the phenotype of the symptoms of reading difficulty. In 
languages with transparent orthography, reading difficulty manifests as an over-
all slowness when reading aloud, whereas, in languages with opaque orthogra-
phy, reading difficulty manifests as numerous mistakes during reading aloud 
(Seymour et al., 2003). Poor discrimination of speech sounds hinders learning of 
the letter–phoneme correspondence and this, in turn, leads to a variety of behav-
ioural symptoms (Ziegler & Goswami, 2005). An alternative explanation suggests 
that problematic cognition is the attentional capacity to process multiple letters 
simultaneously (Bosse, Tainturier, & Valdois, 2007; Valdois, Bosse, & Tainturier, 
2004). 

To summarise, reading can be considered to be a highly specialised form of 
object recognition, a skill that is attained through learning to connect phonemes 
to letters. One of the most efficient techniques to study reading is recording eye 
movements with an eye-tracker. Hence, the rationale behind tracking eye move-
ments, eye movement patterns during reading and how symptoms of poor read-
ing skill manifest through eye movements are explored next.  

1.2 Eye movements during natural reading 

At the very core of the rationale behind examining how eyes move during any 
task lies the concept of the eye–mind link. Simply put, the eye–mind link is a 
theoretical assumption that there is coupling occurring between eye movement 
behaviour and ongoing cognitive processes. To simplify this even further, the 
assumption is that what is looked at is what the mind is processing. Previous 
research has shown that neither absolute decoupling of the eye and mind nor 
one-to-one coupling between the eye and mind survive empirical testing. How-
ever, the ongoing debate in eye movement research of reading relates to the de-
gree of decoupling between what word is looked and what word is processed. In 
computational eye movement models, the simplified general pattern is that most 
of the processing effort is directed towards the word that is fixated. In case of the 
EZ-reader model, which is a model of eye movement control during reading that 
assumes serial shifts of attention (Reichle, Rayner, & Pollatsek, 2018; Reichle, To-
kowicz, Liu, & Perfetti, 2011), if the processing is successful enough, then the at-
tention is allowed to move to the next word—which is not directly fixated. In 
another eye movement control during reading model—SWIFT (Engbert, 
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Nuthmann, Richter, & Kliegl, 2005)—the processing is assumed to be distributed 
parallelly over several words simultaneously and yet it is thought to be most in-
tense for the word that is directly fixated. 

When adults without any developmental difficulties read normal text, a sig-
nificant part of their eye movement variation can be attributed to three word 
properties: word frequency, word length and predictability (Kliegl, Grabner, 
Rolfs, & Engbert, 2004; Rayner, 1997). Fixation durations and gaze durations are 
longer for low-frequency words than high-frequency words (Kliegl et al., 2004). 
Conversely, long words receive longer fixation durations and gaze durations 
than short words do (Hautala, Hyönä, & Aro, 2011; Kliegl et al., 2004). Long 
words are also skipped less often. Words that are predictable receive shorter fix-
ations and gaze durations (Kliegl et al., 2004; Rayner, 1997). In addition, predict-
able words are skipped more often than unpredictable words (Kliegl et al., 2004). 

Learning to read is clearly reflected in how eye movement patterns change 
during development. The eye movements of beginning readers are characterised 
by long fixations (Blythe, Häikiö, Bertam, Liversedge, & Hyönä, 2011; Blythe & 
Joseph, 2012; Tiffin-Richards & Schroeder, 2015) and short saccades (Blythe & 
Joseph, 2012). As saccades are shorter, more fixations are allocated to each word. 
Through practice, as reading becomes more fluent, fixations become shorter 
(Blythe et al., 2011; Blythe & Joseph, 2012; Tiffin-Richards & Schroeder, 2015) and 
saccades become longer (Blythe & Joseph, 2012), which reflects cognitive pro-
cessing becoming more efficient. Low-level factors, such as word length, play a 
significant role earlier on in the development process but this influence dimin-
ishes as reading skill improves (Tiffin-Richards & Schroeder, 2015). Simply put, 
the eye movement pattern transitions from slow and piecewise to fast, accurate 
and largely automatic. 

The eye movements of individuals with reading difficulty do not manifest 
this transfer. Overall, the eye movement pattern of dyslexics during reading is 
reminiscent of a pattern that is present earlier in an earlier developmental stage. 
Saccades are shorter and there is a higher amount of fixations per each word (De 
Luca, Borrelli, Judica, Spinelli, & Zoccolotti, 2002; De Luca, Di Pace, Judica, Spi-
nelli, & Zoccolotti, 1999; Dürrwächter, Sokolov, Reinhard, Klosinski, & Trauzet-
tel-Klosinski, 2010; Hawelka, Gagl, & Wimmer, 2010). In addition to overall dif-
ference, word length effect is stronger for dyslexics than typical readers (De Luca 
et al., 1999, 2002; Dürrwächter et al., 2010; Hawelka et al., 2010). 

In summary, the measurement of eye movements during reading is moti-
vated by the eye–mind link assumption. This means that the modulations to eye 
movement patterns by text features are thought to be associated with the modu-
lations in cognitive processes. During reading acquisition, the eye movement 
pattern progresses from a piecewise slow and cumbersome pattern to a fluid, 
swift and accurate pattern. Individuals with dyslexia do not exhibit this transfer 
to a similar degree but, instead, they manifest eye movement patterns that their 
typical reading peers exhibited earlier on in their development.  
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1.3 Miniature eye movements 

In addition to fixation / saccade eye movement patterns exhibited during natural 
reading, the eye movements carry informative signals on a more miniature scale 
(Martinez-Conde, Macknik, & Hubel, 2004). These miniature eye movements in-
clude microsaccades, tremor and drift. Drift is a low frequency and low ampli-
tude movement of the gaze position and tremor is a high frequency and low am-
plitude movement of the gaze position. Whether drift and tremor have an asso-
ciation with cognitive functions is unclear and they are mostly considered to 
serve the basic biological aspects of vision. 

Microsaccades, on the other hand, are associated with spatial attention 
functions (Engbert & Kliegl, 2003; Laubrock, Engbert, & Kliegl, 2005; Meyberg, 
Werkle-Bergner, Sommer, & Dimigen, 2015; Rolfs, Kliegl, Laubrock, & Engbert, 
2015) and sensitivity to auditory discrimination (Valsecchi & Turatto, 2009; Wid-
mann, Engbert, & Schroger, 2014) and are reactive to letter string characteristics 
(Hautala & Parviainen, 2014; Yablonski, Polat, Bonneh, & Ben-Shachar, 2017). 
During visual tasks, microsaccades are suggested to optimise the foveal location 
in a way that supports the task at hand (Kagan & Hafed, 2013). However, there 
is an ongoing debate about whether microsaccades and voluntary small saccades 
should be distinguished from one another (Sinn & Engbert, 2016). 

In summary, the eye exhibits informative behaviour during the period that, 
in the context of natural reading, is understood as the period in which the eye is 
still. A couple of studies have examined microsaccades during single word recog-
nition (Hautala & Parviainen, 2014; Yablonski et al., 2017) and no studies have 
been conducted on the co-occurrence of microsaccades and brain activity during 
single word recognition. 

1.4 Neuroanatomical and electrophysiological correlates of  
reading 

It is established above that reading, reading skill and encountered text features 
have a profound impact on the pattern of eye movements. Unsurprisingly, a com-
plex network of brain areas is involved in the generation of saccades (Martinez-
Conde, Otero-Millan, & Macknik, 2013). Several cortical areas are implicated in 
the voluntary control of voluntary gaze control and these are the bilateral frontal 
eye fields, the supplementary eye fields, the lateral intraparietal area and the 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Two components of basal ganglia are involved: the 
caudate nucleus and the substantia nigra pars reticulata and they are thought to 
perform inhibitory functions to avoid unwanted eye movements. Reticular for-
mation and superior colliculi are the brainstem regions involved in producing 
the motor command needed to move the eyes. The fastigial oculomotor region 
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and the oculomotor vermis are structures of the cerebellum that provide a feed-
back loop to control saccade accuracy (Martinez-Conde et al., 2013).  

Reading, in the absence of eye movements, utilises large parts of visual pro-
cessing hierarchy and areas related to semantic processes, which are essentially 
in the left hemisphere (Price, 2012). Visual information is processed in the occip-
ital and ventral occipitotemporal cortex. Words, as a specific form of visual infor-
mation, are found to specifically activate the left inferior temporal cortex, also 
known as the left fusiform gyrus or the visual word form area (McCandliss, Co-
hen, & Dehaene, 2003). Semantic properties of words are associated with activity 
in the middle regions of the left temporal lobe and the inferior frontal gyrus 
(Jobard, Crivello, & Tzourio-Mazoyer, 2003). In addition, activity in anterior tem-
poral lobes are associated with semantic processing (Price, 2012). Propagation of 
brain activity during reading begins with initial visual processing in the occipital 
cortex, at around 100 ms, while at around 170 ms the activity is in the posterior 
part of the occipitotemporal cortex, spreading to the middle temporal regions 
and inferior frontal areas at around 250 ms (Marinkovic et al., 2003). The sum-
mary of the cortical areas that are plausibly connected to brain activity during 
natural reading is presented in Figure 1.  
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FIGURE 1 Rough schematic of the cortical areas involved in natural reading. A) Cortical 
areas involved in voluntary gaze shifts. LIP = Lateral intraparietal area. FEF = 
Frontal eye field. SEF = Supplementary eye field. DLPFC = Dorsolateral pre-
frontal cortex. B) Cortical areas involved in visual word recognition and pro-
cessing of semantic content during reading. OCC  = Occipital cortex. LFG = 
Left fusiform gyrus. MT= Middle temporal cortex. AG = Angular gyrus. pMTG 
= Posterior middle temporal gyrus. ATL= Anterior temporal lobe. IFG = Infe-
rior frontal gyrus. 
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In the event-related potential (ERP) literature, the visually evoked occipital N1, 
especially the left-lateralised variant, has been associated with word recognition 
processes (Sereno & Rayner, 2003). Word length, the number of word neighbours 
and word frequency are found to influence the ERP during the early time win-
dow, preceding 150 ms, while words are shown to be differentiated from 
pseudowords by as early as 160 ms (Hauk, Davis, Ford, Pulvermüller, & Marslen-
Wilson, 2006). Thus, word features that influence eye movements, word length 
and frequency are found to generate differences in ERP within the constraints set 
by the fixation duration. Semantic processing is a slightly different matter be-
cause related ERP signatures often span outside the fixation duration limits. The 
ERP responses P600 and N400 are associated with semantic processing (Friederici 
& Weissenborn, 2007). Even though P600 was originally thought to reflect syn-
tactic processing (Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992), in the end, these two parietally 
maximal responses are shown to be evoked by fairly similar manipulations 
(DeLong, Quante, & Kutas, 2014; Friederici & Weissenborn, 2007). The critical 
distinction between the two is that N400 has stronger amplitude when attempts 
to fit an encountered word into the preceding context is difficult. P600, on the 
other hand, is found using manipulations that render the entire sentence incom-
prehensible, which, in part, explains why the P600 modulations are also reliably 
found with syntax violations. Also, the suggestion that P600 would reflect the 
conscious processing of semantic anomalies is raised (Sanford, Leuthold, Bohan, 
& Sanford, 2011). 

Electrophysiological brain activity for letters and words changes as reading 
skill is acquired. N1 to visual words is larger for children in the second grade 
than children in kindergarten (Maurer, Brem, Bucher, & Brandeis, 2005; Maurer 
et al., 2006, 2007). In addition, when kindergarten children receive grapheme-
phoneme correspondence training, their N1 response to visual words becomes 
stronger (Brem et al., 2010). Similar to acquiring reading skill, the difficulties in 
doing so are reflected in occipital responses. Magnetoencephalography (MEG) 
studies, comparing adult dyslexics to typical readers, have indicated that the left 
inferior occipitotemporal cortex shows different activity at around 150–200 ms 
from stimulus onset (Helenius, Tarkiainen, Cornelissen, Hansen, & Salmelin, 
1999; Salmelin, Service, Kiesila, & Uutela, 1996). Furthermore, a clear association 
between word-related visual N1 and reading difficulty is established (Fraga Gon-
zález et al., 2014; Hasko, Groth, Bruder, Bartling, & Schulte-Körne, 2013; Maurer 
et al., 2007) but the pattern of effects is not uniform. Two studies found N1 to be 
weaker in dyslexics than in typical readers (Hasko et al., 2013; Maurer et al., 2007), 
while another study found N1 to be stronger in dyslexics than typical readers 
(Fraga González et al., 2014). However, while successful remedial intervention 
removed this N1 difference between dyslexics and typical readers, the unsuccess-
ful one did not (Fraga González et al., 2016).  

In summary, reading involves multiple cortical structures in the brain that 
are also related to oculomotor control, visual processing and semantic processing. 
From the point of view of the brain, learning to read is essentially re-purposing 
the existing structures to make connections between symbols and sounds, as well 
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as symbol arrays and semantic meanings. Learning to read changes the function-
ing of the brain upon exposure to written words and people with reading diffi-
culties do not exhibit these changes to the same extent. However, research on 
brain activity during reading that uses traditional methodological implementa-
tions is limited in its generalisability for the reading process in natural settings. 
Next, the core findings from limited but growing body of literature about co-
registered EEG and eye-tracking are briefly summarised. 

1.5 Brain activity during natural reading 

Recently, studies examining brain activity during reading have implemented re-
search techniques that allow for monitoring of electrical brain activity during 
reading as it occurs in natural circumstances. In co-registered eye-tracking elec-
troencephalography, this is achieved by pairing an eye tracker with an EEG am-
plifier, which allows for monitoring eye movement patterns concurrently with 
brain activity patterns (Baccino & Manunta, 2005; Degno et al., 2019; Dimigen et 
al., 2011; Henderson, Luke, Schmidt, & Richards, 2013; Hutzler et al., 2007; Korn-
rumpf, Niefind, Sommer, & Dimigen, 2016; Kretzschmar, Bornkessel-Schlesew-
sky, & Schlesewsky, 2009; Kretzschmar, Schlesewsky, & Staub, 2015; López-Peréz, 
Dampuré, Hernández-Cabrera, & Barber, 2016; Metzner, von der Malsburg, Va-
sishth, & Rösler, 2016; Niefind & Dimigen, 2016; Simola, Holmqvist, & Lindgren, 
2009).  

Overall, electrophysiological signature time-locked to the fixation onset is 
highly similar to the one evoked at the stimulus onset (Dimigen et al., 2011; Korn-
rumpf et al., 2016; Metzner, von der Malsburg, Vasishth, & Rösler, 2015; Niefind 
& Dimigen, 2016). Studies utilising the fixation-related potential (FRP) method 
have managed to establish that those component modulations that are observed 
in traditional ERP studies can also be observed in FRP studies as well (Dimigen 
et al., 2011). The overall pattern shows that FRP components are similarly respon-
sive to the same modulations as ERP components. For example, N400 is similarly 
responsive to semantic manipulations as in traditional ERP designs (Dimigen et 
al., 2011). New associations have also been uncovered. For example, P600 was 
recently found to co-occur with regressive saccades (Metzner et al., 2016). This is 
a reasonable pattern, as both have been associated with semantic processing. In 
addition, microsaccades generate FRP equally as longer saccades (Dimigen, 
Valsecchi, Sommer, & Kliegl, 2009; Meyberg et al., 2015) and parafoveal masking 
increases N1 amplitudes when a previously masked word is fixated (Degno et al., 
2019; Niefind & Dimigen, 2016). Overall, these findings illustrate that many parts 
of the natural reading process are still unknown. 

 However, some discrepancies are also observed between eye movement 
effects and FRP modulation. For example, the influence of word frequency on the 
N1 time window in FRP is not observed during sentence reading, while eye 
movements corresponding to FRP show the effect of longer fixations for less fre-
quent words (Degno et al., 2019; Kretzschmar et al., 2015). In ERP, the earliest 
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that this effect is found is at 150 ms (Hauk & Pulvermüller, 2004). As a general 
note, these discrepancies emphasise the question: Which findings from tradi-
tional ERP research reliably generalise to a natural reading setting? 

This thesis largely utilises co-registered EEG and eye-tracking methodology 
(Study II, III & IV) and, as such, a detailed summary of the intricacies of the 
method is warranted. The following summary illustrates that estimating uncon-
founded FRP’s is not as simple as it would initially seem.



2 INTRODUCTION PART II: CO-REGISTERED EEG 
AND EYE-TRACKING 

In order to study the impact of sublexical factors on brain activity during natural 
reading, co-registered ET and EEG methodology—henceforth ET-EEG—was 
chosen. In this part of the thesis, the intricacies of the ET-EEG methodology are 
explained. Particular attention is allocated to critical distinctions between fixa-
tion-related potentials (FRP) and event-related potentials (ERP), which are both 
electrophysiological brain measures. With ET-EEG, it is possible to observe the 
brain activity and gaze behaviour parallel but achieving this poses very specific 
requirements for recording, experiment setup and signal processing.  

2.1 Measuring the ET-EEG signal 

The first thing to consider with ET-EEG is the recording of the signals. Most EEG 
recording setups contain a rudimentary technique for registering eye move-
ments—the electrooculogram (EOG). The EOG is a system of electrodes that are 
strategically placed around the eyes to capture the electrical voltage changes re-
sulting from the rotation of the cornea-retinal dipole and from the muscle activity 
of the extraocular muscles. However, the EOG is quite ill-equipped for detecting 
relatively small differences in gaze position on a screen, as electrical perturba-
tions caused by the smallest eye movements are indistinguishable from noise 
(Dimigen et al., 2009; Plöchl, Ossandón, & König, 2012). For purposes of success-
ful ET-EEG measurement, modern video-based eye-tracking is a more suitable 
choice. Video-based eye-tracking exploits the reflection properties of the differ-
ent parts of the eye by projecting infrared light into the eye. Then, the eye and 
resulting reflections are recorded using a high-speed video camera. The pupil 
appears as a dark circle/ellipse in the image and reflection from the cornea as a 
bright spot. The relationship between these two parts of the image changes based 
on the orientation of the gaze. The relationships between the pupil and the cor-
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neal reflection is measured at pre-determined points on the screen and, subse-
quent to this calibration procedure, it is possible to determine the gaze position 
on the screen using simple trigonometry—the requirement being a priori 
knowledge of the distance between the eye and the screen. From the gaze posi-
tion, an angular velocity vector is calculated and the main movement states of 
the eye (fixation vs saccade) are typically defined either by a fixed velocity thresh-
old or an adaptive velocity threshold (Engbert & Mergenthaler, 2006; Holmqvist 
et al., 2011). The gaze position measured with eye-tracker is an optical signal and 
the EEG is an electrophysiological measure of brain activity that is measured as 
a voltage difference between the reference electrode and the measurement elec-
trode. Generally, only one reference electrode is used but the number of meas-
urement electrodes can range from 1 to 256, depending on the capabilities of the 
amplifier and on the architecture of the measuring caps. The EEG signal is gen-
erated by the synchronous activity of thousands of cortical neurons; more specif-
ically, by the synchronous post-synaptic potentials of these neurons (Nunez & 
Srinivasan, 2006). 

Two things are critical when recording ET-EEG. 1) The two data modalities 
need to be perfectly aligned in time. This can be achieved either by converting 
the gaze position into voltage and recording it as an auxiliary data channel using 
the EEG amplifier or by inserting a sufficient number of time markers to both 
streams of data and aligning the data modalities offline (Dimigen et al., 2011). 
The more aligned markers there are in the data, the more resilient the dataset is 
to error resulting from clocks that perform differently, missing samples and other 
small-scale inaccuracies that sometimes occur. 2) The sampling rate of the two-
time series should be close to each other. The sampling rates can be computation-
ally matched offline but the temporal precision of the data is determined by the 
modality that has a lower sampling rate during recording. Synchrony should be 
checked after recording, either by examining the timings of the shared markers 
or by cross-correlating the optical and EEG signals from a channel that is likely 
to reflect the corneo-retinal dipole shift from eye movements (Dimigen et al., 
2011). After recording (and synchronising, if done offline) the ET-EEG dataset is 
conceptually the same as the EEG dataset with an EOG or any other auxiliary 
channel attached to it. The true distinction comes with the paradigm used and 
the accompanying signal processing that utilises the optical signal.  

2.2 Comparison of typical experimental designs in ERP and ET 
reading studies 

The obvious strength of eye-tracking as a methodology is related to the capability 
to estimate the visual information that is passing through the neuro-cognitive 
system of an individual without restricting an individual’s behaviour in any strict 
sense. The participant is free to view stimuli in any chosen manner, although the 
eye movement sequence for reading is largely set by the characteristics of the 
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writing system that the text being read uses. In western alphabetic languages, the 
eye movement sequence when reading a sentence is typically left to right, with 
one to two fixations per word, depending on word characteristics and word pre-
dictability (Rayner, 1997). However, participants often skip words or return back 
within the text. Depending on the research question, different eye movement 
events are either considered meaningful or discarded as noise. The stimuli are 
segmented to areas of interest and to different eye movements in relation to them 
and their characteristics are quantified to make meaningful inferences about re-
lated cognition. In reading research, one of the more prominent stimulus types 
are single sentences and, quite often, analysis focuses on a single target word. 
This is because counterbalancing and other experimental control procedures are 
simpler to execute properly if only a single target word is manipulated. With 
high-end devices, it is possible to manipulate the stimulus based on the eye 
movements of participants. The basic limitation of eye movement research is the 
same as that of any behavioural research—the observed variables are end-state 
variables. In other words, eye movements are products of certain computational 
process in which researchers cannot determine what part of the computation in 
two fixations is different simply by comparing them even if they are of different 
duration. 

With ERPs recorded using traditional designs, the differences in the process 
can be observed through direct comparison. If processing is differentiated imme-
diately after stimulation, then it is observable at a corresponding part of the sig-
nal. Contrary to ET experiment designs, ERP experiment designs pose very strict 
limits for participants’ behaviour. In reading experimentation, this is reflected in 
the instrumentation of rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP). In RSVP, partici-
pants are instructed to focus on some central point while words from larger text 
material—for example, a sentence—are presented in a successive manner to the 
foveal field (Dimigen et al., 2011; Hutzler et al., 2007; Kornrumpf et al., 2016). The 
duration of individual words is fixed to a certain value, which is typically longer 
than the average fixation duration, and there is typically a gap between words. 
The RSVP instrumentation thus radically differs in terms of how people behave 
when they are reading. RSVP does not allow participants to modulate the time 
used for each word, the rate of words is typically much slower than when reading 
freely, lookbacks and word skips are not possible and there are no parafoveal 
words to pre-process during exposure to a current word. To be thorough, it 
should be mentioned that there have been some attempts to introduce volition 
and parafoveal processing to RSVP—namely, the self-paced RSVP (Ditman, Hol-
comb, & Kuperberg, 2007), where proceeding from word to word is done by par-
ticipants triggering stimulus change, and RSVP with flankers (Barber, van der 
Meij, & Kutas, 2013), where participants focus on words appearing in the centre 
while the centre word is flanked by previous and subsequent words. While these 
approaches partially introduce aspects central to natural reading to RSVP, the 
new unnatural aspects are also introduced. In self-paced RSVP, conscious moni-
toring of the stimulus rate is present, whereas eye movements are largely autom-
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atised in natural reading. Flanker RSVP, on the other hand, introduces the re-
quirement of inhibiting saccades to the next word and, as eye movement and 
spatial attention have a close relationship, this inhibition of saccades might im-
pact attentional functioning. Overall, there are good reasons for the methodolog-
ical restriction of RSVP and these become apparent when the FRP methodology 
is discussed later on in this paper; however, as a general RSVP critique, the prob-
lem lies in its rather poor generalisation to the actual reading situation regarding 
visual presentation and participant behaviour. Figure 2 illustrates the differences 
between RSVP and unrestricted sentence reading. The differences between RSVP 
and natural reading are summarised in Table 1. 
 
 

TABLE 1 Differences between natural reading and RSVP at a glance. RSVP = 
Rapid Serial Visual Presentation. 

Feature Natural reading RSVP 

Activity time lock Fixation onset 
Saccade onset 

Stimulus onset 

Time allocated to each word Determined by participant  
performance (~200–300 ms) 

Determined by experiment 
program (>250 ms) 
 
Can be tied to participant re-
sponse 

Time between words Determined by participant  
performance (~20–30 ms) 

Determined by experiment 
program (>250 ms) 

Returning in text allowed Yes No 

Word skips  Yes No 

Parafoveal information available Yes Typically no 
 
Can be introduced with flank-
ers 
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FIGURE 2 Comparison of free reading and RSVP time point selection principles. In free 
reading, the time points of interest are selected based on fixation onsets (tags 
w1f1–w8f1). The timing of the fixations and how many fixations are allocated 
for each word depends on participant behaviour. Grey ellipses show place-
ment of the fixations on the words. The RSVP example is shown below, where 
the time points of interest (tags w1o–w8o) and direct exposure to words are de-
termined by the program running the experiment. Note that, in RSVP, every 
second screen is often blank. Note: w = word, f = fixation, o = onset. Thus, w1f1 
denotes word 1 fixation 1 and w2o denotes word 2 onset and so on.  

Now, in ET-EEG, the main idea is to enable the use of experiment designs used 
in eye movement studies of reading and to capitalise on the window to pro-
cessing stages present in ERP. This improves the ecological validity of the brain 
measures and the “black box” nature of eye movement variables is removed. 
However, the combination of free eye movements during EEG  recording leads 
to some well-known and not so well-known problems at the response estimation 
stage.  
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2.3  Principles and issues of FRP estimation 

For understanding the specific demands of FRP estimation, understanding the 
standard ERP principles is a good starting point.2 In ERP estimation, general 
steps include filtering data to a certain frequency range, removing and interpo-
lating channels that have excessively noisy signals, segmenting data based on 
events provided by the experimental program and removing bad segments that 
contain strong voltage fluctuations outside the reasonable brain activity range 
(Luck, 2005). In traditional ERP’s, correcting artefacts that have systematic spatial 
patterns, such as eye movement artefacts, computationally is optional. EEG seg-
ments containing eye movements or blinks can also be rejected but computa-
tional correction is generally recommended if rejecting artefactual segments 
would lead to catastrophic data loss. The ERP estimation procedure culminates 
in a final step in which the segments are baselined and averaged (Luck, 2005).  

Simply put, in FRP estimation the stimulus onset—as a defining event—is 
replaced by the fixation onset at a certain part of the stimulus—for example, a 
word in a sentence. The phenomenon that allows for equal treatment between 
stimulus onset and fixation onset is called saccadic suppression. Saccadic sup-
pression refers to a pause in the neuronal input from the retina to the visual cor-
tex during saccades (Bridgeman et al., 1975; Thiele et al., 2002). In fixation onset, 
this pause ends and a response that is very similar to visually evoked potential is 
generated. However, the eye movements and how they are modulated by the 
cognitive demands of each task cause issues that need to be solved before reliable 
inference from the FRP can be made. These issues and their known solutions are 
listed in Table 2. 
  

                                                 
2 In this part, procedures are discussed on conceptual stage. For specific mathematical im-
plementations, please refer to the publications cited. 
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TABLE 2 Known methodological issues in fixation-related potentials arranged in 

an ascending order of severity and effective solutions. ICA = Independ-
ent Component Analysis, MSEC = Multiple Source Eye Correction. 

Issue Impact Influence Solution(s) 

Cornea-retinal dipole rotation. Fast onset, slow dissipation 
strong artefacts. 

Linear ICA 
MSEC 

Spike potential. Short transient artefacts with 
relatively low power.  
 
Potential confound, especially 
in frequency analyses of the 
gamma-band. 

Linear ICA 

Experimental manipulations 
and stimulus features modu-
late saccade amplitude, which 
modulates visual response. 

Potential confound in early 
visual responses between 
conditions.  

Non-linear  Saccade 
length 
matching 
 
Spline regres-
sion model  

Experimental manipulations 
and stimulus features modu-
late fixation durations, which 
modulates how responses 
from fixations overlap. 

Differently overlapping activ-
ity from adjacent fixations 
confounds the inference be-
tween conditions. 
 
Differently overlapping activ-
ity from adjacent fixations 
makes commonly used base-
line sections non-uniform, 
which can lead to strong volt-
age shifts in overall FRP.  

Linear Fixation du-
ration match-
ing 
 
Linear De-
convolution 

 
The first problem on the list—the artefacts from the cornea-retinal dipole rota-
tion—is also present in any set of EEG data, as eye movements occur to some 
degree during any task. In FRPs, this problem is more severe because ocular ar-
tefacts are time-locked to the signal of interest. However, this problem can be 
solved with a commonly used blind source separation technique known as Inde-
pendent Component Analysis (ICA)3 (Lee, Girolami, & Sejnowski, 1999; Makeig, 
Bell, Jung, & Sejnowski, 1996; Onton, Westerfield, Townsend, & Makeig, 2006). 
The ICA algorithm produces a group of channel weights that, when multiplied 
with the data, generate a set of time courses that have as low zero lag dependen-
cies to one another as possible. In order to work with EEG, ICA relies on several 

                                                 
3 There is large amount of ICA algorithms, but for purposes of this thesis when ICA acro-
nym is used, extended Information Maximisation algorithm is what is meant. Also even 
though ICA can be utilised to perform blind time deconvolution, focus here is on the appli-
cation to source separation problem. 
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assumptions: first, the signals from different brain sources are assumed to be tem-
porally independent; second, the spatial sources are stationary through time; 
third, the activities from brain sources combine linearly to form the recorded sig-
nal. Given that these assumptions are correct, the following procedure is availa-
ble: 

 
Decompose EEG → Identify artefact time courses → Rebuild EEG without artefact time 
courses. 

 
The logic behind the procedure is simple but its implementation often proves 
difficult. For corneo-retinal dipole rotation, which causes the most prominent ar-
tefacts for ET-EEG recordings, the procedure works efficiently and is generally a 
basic requirement for observing FRP characteristics. However, when applying 
ICA for removing EEG perturbations from extraocular muscles, the spike poten-
tial, some adjustments to the procedure need to be made. The first issue related 
to spike potential (SP) is that the associated topography in channel weights is not 
as easily identified by visual inspection as the corneo-retinal dipole rotation is. 
This can be solved by comparing saccade timings to component time courses—if 
a component shows activity mainly during saccades, then it is likely to be gener-
ated by an eye-related source (Plöchl et al., 2012).4 The temporal covariance prin-
ciple also effectively identifies the components that correspond to the corneo-ret-
inal dipole rotation artefacts. The second spike potential issue is related to the 
fact that the spike potential amplitudes can be weaker than the event-related ac-
tivity that we are interested in. Thus, if there is a high number of temporally non-
stationary artefacts, such as low-frequency fluctuation from sweating or imped-
ance changes on individual electrodes, then ICA might be unable to reliably sep-
arate spike potentials from other components. However, it has recently been sug-
gested that SP detection could be enhanced by creating a training dataset in 
which high pass filtering is much stricter (1–3 Hz) and data-segments that contain 
SP are copied to the end of the dataset (Dimigen, 2018). The training dataset is 
used to derive component weights with ICA and these weights are then used to 
decompose the original dataset, which has typical pre-processing parameters, 
where the time courses of SP and other eye-related artefacts are left out in the 
reconstruction phase. The optimisation of the dataset to improve ICA results can 
also be beneficial in traditional ERP designs.  

It must be mentioned that ICA is not the only available method for correct-
ing eye movement related artefacts. For example, early FRP research (Dimigen et 
al., 2011) utilised the Multiple Source Eye Correction (MSEC) (Berg & Scherg, 
1994) approach, which relies on establishing a source model capable of separat-
ing eye movement related artefacts and genuine brain activity from one another.  

                                                 
4 Comparing IC time course to optical signal has the benefit of neuronal activity not being 
directly reflected in the optical signal. For example, identifying artefactual IC by depend-
ency to an EOG channel risks identifying actual brain sources as artefacts. This is because 
EOG electrodes also measure brain activity in addition to registering the corneo-retinal di-
pole rotations and extraocular muscle activity. 
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The first problem exclusive to FRPs is that eye movement behaviour is mod-
ulated by stimuli and task and that eye movement characteristics, in turn, directly 
modulate the FRP components. This introduces confounds for determining 
whether the observed FRP effect is directly due to interesting manipulation or 
indirectly due to change in EM behaviour resulting from manipulation. One 
known example of such influence is saccade amplitude, which has been reported 
to influence the P1 amplitudes of the FRP (Nikolaev, Meghanathan, & van Leeu-
wen, 2016; Ries, Slayback, & Touryan, 2018). An example of this modulation is 
presented in Figure 3. This relationship is problematic because a stimulus feature, 
or participant characteristic, can influence saccade amplitudes in some cases and, 
thus, a confound for interpretation is introduced. For example, it could be diffi-
cult to determine whether an observed P1 modulation is a reaction to the stimuli 
or is, in fact, a result of the mean saccade amplitude difference or whether a lack 
of effect in FRP is due to contrary stimuli effects or group characteristic and sac-
cade amplitude. For example, impaired reading skill is associated with shorter 
saccades, on average, than typical reading skill (De Luca et al., 1999) and this 
confound needs to be handled if FRP P1 responses are to be reliably compared 
between slow and typical readers.  

 The first proposed solution to this issue was subsampling from available 
fixations so that there would be no statistical difference in previous saccade am-
plitude, on average, between conditions or groups, followed by testing FRP for 
differences between conditions. More sophisticated versions of this approach in-
volved calculating and minimising the Mahalanobis distance, which is an effect 
size measure in multivariate statistics on the basis of matching eye movement 
features between conditions (Nikolaev et al., 2016). This matching procedure suf-
fers from a few issues. First, it is contradictory to the aim of using more natural-
istic situations to study brain activity because matching the eye movement cor-
relates of cognition limits the manifestation of the observed pattern and, thus, 
diminishes the ecological validity. Second, even if we remain in the simple exam-
ple of saccade amplitude, this matching procedure might lead to critical loss of 
signal for the estimates to be reliable. Third, not all influences of eye movements 
on FRP are known and, thus, the inclusion of additional factors would make the 
previous problem more severe. Fourth, it is unclear what eye movement features 
scale linearly with brain activity, thus removing statistical significance between 
conditions in eye movement factors might not remove their significant influence 
on FRP. Essentially, the flaws of the matching procedure stem from the require-
ment that categories of observations need to be established for traditional aver-
aging-based estimation. Fortunately, category-based averaging can be switched 
to a more flexible framework.  

Instead of trying to balance the confounding factors in condition averages, 
the FRP estimation can be approached through a General Linear Modelling 
framework (GLM) (Cornelissen, Sassenhagen, & Võ, 2019; Kristensen, Rivet, & 
Guérin-Dugué, 2017). Categorical waveforms can be estimated with procedures 
that are nearly identical to averaging, with the key difference being the treatment 
of the noise—which is expressed as a separate term in GLM but is incorporated 
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in the average (Smith & Kutas, 2015a). This, in itself, does not help with the prob-
lem of the covariance of eye movements and FRPs causing confounds—but the 
capability of the GLM to handle continuous variables does. Now, saccade ampli-
tude can be introduced as a continuous predictor to separate its influence on FRP 
in a separate parameter and the categorical effect in another parameter, given 
that there are enough observations. It must also be noted that stimulus features 
can be estimated as continuous factors when they are truly continuous in nature. 
In the domain of reading research, such features would be, for example, word 
frequency and word length. 

 

 

FIGURE 3 Example of the influence of saccade amplitude on FRP morphology. Decon-
volved estimates were calculated from data of 10 participants and then aver-
aged. The left panel shows the influence of saccade amplitude on channel E75 
at 100 ms from fixation onset. This time point corresponds with the P1 peak. 
Note that saccade amplitude also has an impact on the P1 peak latency and, 
thus, a decrease in voltage after 3.5 degrees can also result from the P1 latency 
modulation. The right panel shows FRP on channel E75 with different preced-
ing saccade lengths. Note that the impact on the P1 latency seems to be system-
atic, albeit non-linear. 
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Of the known issues with FRP, the temporal overlap is the most problematic. It 
occurs because fixations during reading have a very close temporal proximity 
and neural correlates of cognition, which are often examined span outside the 
fixation duration. Timing of fixations and saccades is affected by cognitive pro-
cessing, which consequently modulates the overlap. Thus, different timings of 
the fixations might blur the components of subsequent and prior FRPs in FRP in 
a way that could mask itself as a differential activity between conditions. An ex-
ample of overlap modulation by fixation duration is provided in Figure 4. Also, 
differential overlap in segments prior to the fixation onset is problematic because 
using such segments as the baseline causes distortions to the values of the entire 
waveform. This problem applies to both averaged FRPs and GLM estimated 
FRPs if the standard application of estimating from epoched data is used. The 
matching procedure that was suggested for saccade amplitude, was also sug-
gested for fixation durations to minimise overlap confounds (Nikolaev et al., 
2016); however, the same problems (as those covered for saccade amplitudes) 
render this solution unsuitable.  
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FIGURE 4 Example of confounds to averaged FRP estimates generated by a differential 
overlap between conditions on channel E75. The left panel shows a segment 
from a signal that was generated by summing grand average deconvolved FRP 
(-700 to 500 ms around fixation onset) with 300 ms fixation to the fixation offset 
and Gaussian random jitter (SD = 44.73 ms). Note that the same segment re-
peats in the sequence; thus, the difference in between peaks and in peaks is 
caused by overlap differences. Hence, the differences in P1 responses are due 
to the overlap. The right panel compares the original FRP to FRP segmented 
and averaged from the signal generated with either 200 ms or 300 ms fixation 
to the fixation offset. Note that after roughly 200 ms, the fixations with simu-
lated overlap begin to clearly differ from the original, introducing potential 
confounds for the interpretation. 

The GLM framework, however, can be adapted to handle the overlap directly 
(Cornelissen et al., 2019; Ehinger & Dimigen, 2018; Kristensen et al., 2017; Smith 
& Kutas, 2015b). Basic GLM approaches the FRP estimation by solving multiple 
instances of the same model for each time point in each channel across the trial 
dimension of the epoched segment; however, for overlap correction relative time, 
from activity generating events like fixations, is used. Figure 5 illustrates how 
including time points as predictors in the GLM framework can separate the in-
fluence of overlapping FRPs. For similar explanations, please refer to Figure 2 in 
Ehinger and Dimigen (2018) and Figure 1 in Cornelissen et al. (2019). 

To explain in more detail, the linear deconvolution method sets up the en-
tire dataset encompassing model in which each time point is expressed as a set 
of predictors and noise. Overlap correction is introduced in the form of relative 
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time point predictors in samples prior to the fixation onset and after the fixation 
onset. Then, the model is solved using least squares approximation to obtain the 
estimate for contributions of each relative time point and predictor. 

For example, in Figure 5, time point 26 is modelled as a linear combination 
of the relative time point 15 of the first fixation onset on word 1, the relative time 
point 4 of the re-fixation on word 1, the relative time point -2 of the first fixation 
on word 2 and noise. Each time point in the entire dataset model is derived based 
on the event-relative window selected—if a relative time point does not belong 
to a relative window, then that relative time point is not used as a predictor for 
brain activity during that time point. Here, it is important to make a decision 
about the length of the response one wishes to estimate, as this decision sets the 
degree to which the overlap is assumed to be present (Smith & Kutas, 2015b). It 
is better to have a too long window than a too short one. This is because if a brain 
response from any given fixation is particularly long lasting, as in case of P600, 
then it will overlap multiple fixations, and if the set window extent does not cor-
respond to the actual overlap, then the overlap in that part will remain a con-
founding influence, unless it is not captured by the noise parameter. For example, 
in Figure 5, time point 13 is expressed with relative time point predictors from 
the first fixation onset on word 1 and the re-fixation on word 1 but the relative 
time point of the first fixation onset on word 2 is not. In this situation, if the first 
fixation onset on word 2 would have an impact on time point 13, then this influ-
ence would not be modelled.  

Up to this point, the explanation has only focused on how relative time 
points are used for overlap correction as a simple intercept but, as explained be-
fore, the potentially confounding influences, such as saccade length, need to be 
considered as well. This is done by also adding these factors as relative predictors. 
For example, if we add the saccade amplitude as a linear continuous predictor, 
then time point 13 could be expressed as: relative time point 2 of the first fixation 
onset to word 1, continuous influence of saccade length preceding the first fixa-
tion onset to word 1 in relative time point 2, relative time point -9 to the addi-
tional fixation onset to word 1, continuous influence of saccade length preceding 
the additional fixation onset to word 1 in relative time point -9 and noise.  

The linear deconvolution has recently been implemented into an easy to use 
toolbox, Unfold (Ehinger & Dimigen, 2018), where complex and entire dataset en-
compassing deconvolution models can be expressed using the Wilkinson nota-
tion. For example, the previous overlap model example with a model of saccade 
amplitude can simply be expressed as: 

 
“y~1 + previous saccade amplitude” 

 
and, with definition of the desired time window for the overlap, the entire dataset 
regression equation is established automatically. After solving the model, the in-
dividual contributions of each relative time point predictor, eye movement pre-
dictor and possible stimulus related predictor can be extracted and presented as 
meaningful waveforms that have a very close resemblance to averaged FRPs, the 
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distinction being that the problematic overlap has been corrected. The linear de-
convolution approach has been shown to be a reliable way for estimating overlap 
corrected FRPs (Cornelissen et al., 2019; Kristensen et al., 2017).  



 

FIGURE 5 Underlying principle of the linear deconvolution method. Upper panel: Original responses from fixation onsets. Lower panel: Line-
arly combined signal. 
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In conclusion, FRPs are alternatives to ERPs, where the stimulus onset has been 
switched to a fixation onset when estimating the response. This switch increases 
the complexity of the estimation procedure. Eye movement-related artefacts need 
to be reliably removed. Contributions of eye movements to brain activity need to 
be modelled in order to separate factors from factors of interest. Most im-
portantly, the overlap resulting from close proximity to previous and subsequent 
fixations needs to be corrected. Artefacts can be modelled using ICA and re-
moved, which is a straightforward standard procedure in modern EEG pro-
cessing. The latter two can be solved by switching averaging to a GLM-based 
regression framework, which is better suited for FRP estimation than averaging. 
Figure 6 shows a simplified overview of the alternative pipelines for FRP estima-
tion.  
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FIGURE 6 Comparative summary of the FRP pre-processing steps with and without over-
lap correction. The pipelines diverge after removing ocular artefacts to a seg-
mentation-based averaging/GLM pipeline that does not implement overlap 
correction and to a GLM-based linear deconvolution pipeline that corrects for 
overlap. 
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2.4 Considerations in the statistical analysis of FRP 

After estimating the FRP and quantifying the eye movements, there are no FRP 
specific steps that would need to be considered, as long as eye movements during 
discarded time points are not included in the statistics in order to have the same 
information in the statistical analysis of both modalities: eye movements and FRP. 
Even though the FRP estimation has been under significant methodological de-
velopment during the last five years, the literature does not yet recognise any 
specialised statistical approach to FRP analysis. Thus, the differences in statistical 
approaches that are present in the eye movement and ERP literature need to be 
considered to make valid conclusions.  

Statistical approaches for eye movements can be divided into two classes: 
approaches that require aggregating over single observations and those that al-
low for single observation structure to be preserved. When performing statistical 
analysis with Analysis Of Variance (ANOVA), categorical mean estimates are 
first calculated either across items (F1) or across subjects (F2). ANOVA, or its var-
iant, is then performed on these estimates to determine whether there is statistical 
support for the difference between categories. However, this is often problematic 
because the amount of signal in the estimates might depend on the phenomenon 
studied. In addition, F1 and F2 tests often give results that have discrepancies. 

The mainstream of the existing eye movement literature has largely re-
placed the traditional ANOVA approach with Linear Mixed Effects modelling 
(LME) (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008). In LME modelling, there is no aggre-
gation of data over items or subjects. Instead, the LME model makes a distinction 
between fixed effects and random effects. Fixed effects are those effects that a 
researcher is interested in, such as, for example, experimental manipulation or 
group comparison, while random effects are the confounding influences present 
in data, for example, the variability between stimulus items and non-systematic 
differences in the subject performance. LME separates random effects from indi-
vidual items or subjects into independent parameters so that they do not con-
found the fixed effects’ results. The primary benefit of preferring LME to tradi-
tional ANOVA is that there is no longer a risk of interpretational ambiguity aris-
ing from a discrepancy between F1 and F2 analyses, as they are completed sim-
ultaneously. LME modelling also handles missing data flexibly (Baayen et al., 
2008) without a need for data imputation. In addition, the statistical power for 
observing the same effect is considerably increased as each observation adds to 
the error degrees of freedom. The increase of statistical power needs to be treated 
carefully because it allows for the detection of very small effects. 

Conversely, the ERP/FRP statistical analysis quite strictly follows the logic 
of the F1 analysis of repeated measures in ANOVA. For establishing statistical 
significance, there is no methodological difference between FRP that was esti-
mated using averaging, basic GLM or linear deconvolution methods. The prob-
lem for ERP/FRP is that the amount of potential comparisons is very high be-
cause any of the time x channel pairs can be tested. One of the approaches to this 
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problem has been to calculate grand averages, looking for a sweet spot of the 
effect and subjecting that spot to a statistical test (see a critique of localising the 
statistical test in this way in Luck & Gaspelin, 2017). This approach, however, 
elevates the probability of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis in favour of the 
alternative hypothesis (Kriegeskorte, Simmons, Bellgowan, & Baker, 2009), simi-
larly to the multiple comparison error. The more channels are estimated, the 
more precarious this approach becomes. The simplest and most effective way to 
mitigate the risks of elevating the probability for false positives is to derive strong 
a priori predictions on the location of the tested effect in spatial and temporal 
dimensions before seeing the data. This is feasible in well-established research 
traditions, such as ERP research on auditory processing using the oddball para-
digm. However, the amount of existing FRP research is severely limited to sup-
port strong a priori hypotheses. An obvious argument, then, is to use results of 
previous visual ERPs to guide the formation of the hypotheses; however, because 
of all the criticisms established in the previous section on RSVP research, it is 
largely unknown how the RSVP ERP results generalise to naturalistic FRP re-
search. From this, it essentially follows that statistical approaches, which consider 
all channels and time points of the data, are preferable to scalar value statistic 
methods like ANOVA.  

Non-parametric cluster-based permutation tests are the more prominent 
approaches that allow for a comparison of the ERP/FRP responses without spec-
ifying tight temporal or spatial constraints (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007). In this 
approach, the desired statistic is first performed on all channels and time points 
and the results are combined into clusters by adjacency. Cluster formation relies 
on the fact that most ERP/FRP effects are present on multiple channels and time 
points simultaneously and these channels and time points are adjacent. In the 
temporal dimension, determining adjacency is trivial because time is a continu-
ous factor but, for the spatial dimension, some thought is required because chan-
nels have gaps between them. Thus, adjacency needs to be defined by estimating 
spatial relations, often referred to as defining the neighbourhood, between chan-
nels. Two techniques for neighbourhood definition can be distinguished. A chan-
nel can be considered to be a neighbour to another channel if it is found within a 
defined radius of that other channel. Another approach relies on triangulation, 
which is independent of the distance between sensors. With triangulation, the 
algorithm neighbourhood is defined by building as many triangles as possible by 
connecting channels with lines without the lines crossing. Now, with temporal 
adjacency and channel neighbourhoods defined, similar test results are com-
bined into a cluster and a test statistic for that cluster is defined. Again, two major 
alternatives are recognised: the extent of the cluster, which is simply the number 
of observations that constitutes the cluster, and the mass of the cluster, which is 
the sum of the base statistics, such as t-value, from the observations that consti-
tute the cluster. 

After cluster definition, a Monte Carlo simulation is run to establish a sur-
rogate null distribution for determining the probability of observing clusters with 
such a test statistic in the given dataset. In practice, this means that the condition 
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labels (or group labels if performing the between-subjects test) are randomly as-
signed, the base test is performed on this randomised data, the clusters are estab-
lished and the largest test statistic from detected clusters is then deposited to the 
surrogate null distribution. These steps are run a sufficient number of times (>500) 
to establish a robust surrogate null distribution. The original clusters are then 
compared to the surrogate null to see whether the clusters observed in the main 
test are less probable than the ones observed from random permutations. If one 
or more of the clusters from the main test is less probable than the desired alpha 
level, then the effect is considered to be statistically significant. 

Non-parametric cluster-based permutation tests have two general caveats. 
While they are highly effective in controlling the familywise error rate, they do 
so at a cost to sensitivity. In particular, in the presence of stronger clusters, the 
weaker effects might get corrected out. This can generally be countered by limit-
ing the span of the test or splitting the test into separate time windows. For this 
to be a proper solution, a priori justifications are needed—otherwise, the non-
parametric cluster-based permutation test is similarly subjective to double dip-
ping as any other statistical solution. The second problem is that, when clusters 
are often presented with a high amount of detail to aid the interpretation of an 
underlying phenomena, it is tempting to make conclusions about specific time 
points or channels contained in the cluster that are too strong. The problem here 
is that only the test statistic—for example, mass of the cluster—is corrected for 
familywise error rate. Thus, drawing extensive and strong conclusions on any 
other feature of the cluster, which has not been tested, needs to be avoided (Sas-
senhagen & Draschkow, 2019). This means that, for example, the onset, offset or 
extent of the cluster cannot be determined with statistical criteria when using 
non-parametric cluster-based permutation tests even though such parameters 
can be extracted from the test.  

However, using non-parametric cluster-based permutation tests or any F1 
test that requires calculating participant-level estimates for establishing effects in 
FRP waveforms leads to a situation in which statistical tests for eye movement 
variables are much more sensitive to detecting effects. This is because the single-
trial structure is preserved in LME statistics, which, in turn, translates to very 
high degrees of freedom. For example, in a hypothetical study with 20 subjects 
and 2 stimulus categories with 100 individual stimuli in each category, the de-
pendent samples’ FRP t-test would have 19 (20 – 1) degrees of freedom. On the 
other hand, the LME model with random factors for subject and stimulus items 
would have 3,779 (4000 – 20 – 200 – 1) error degrees of freedom. From this, it 
follows that the current state-of-the-art approaches are not equally sensitive for 
detecting effects in both eye movements and FRPs. Thus, one possible explana-
tion for situations in which an effect in eye movements is found—but no corre-
sponding effect is found in the FRP estimates—is that there are imbalanced de-
grees of freedom between the tests.  

It must be noted that, recently, pipeline incorporating cluster-based permu-
tation statistics were suggested as a step for targeting single-trial LME on ERP 
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segments (Frömer, Maier, & Rahman, 2018). The general problem with this sug-
gestion is that, if this approach is performed within a single dataset, the statistical 
analysis would be guided by the results of a statistical test—which can be con-
sidered as double-dipping (Kriegeskorte, 2009). If this approach is implemented 
so that the LME targeting is done based on a separate independent dataset, then 
there is no problem. For FRP, on the other hand, this procedure is not particularly 
beneficial because correcting for temporal overlap is a critical issue and linear 
deconvolution does not preserve the single observation structure. Thus, the ben-
efit gained from analysing the deconvolved estimates using LME would come 
from handling random influences from subjects, provided that the subject popu-
lations are large enough for this to be efficiently capitalised on, as estimating sub-
ject random factor saps error degrees of freedom, but the potential for handling 
missing data by adjusting item and subject weights is not available. 

In summary, both free reading and how tasks and stimulus properties mod-
ulate the probabilities on what data is obtained place specific demands on statis-
tical approaches used. In ET literature, this has been solved using LME models 
that handle the imbalances arising from missing data by adjusting weight based 
on how much data each subject and item contribute; however, for FRP, there is 
no satisfactory approach for handling this issue yet, as single observation struc-
ture is not preserved in the overlap correction process. It can be argued that meth-
odological development has not yet achieved a stage at which all problems could 
be simultaneously solved with reasonable computational costs. Thus, when per-
forming ET-EEG research that employs FRP methodology, a critical choice has to 
be made: Which one of the following three methodological weaknesses is your 
research capable of tolerating: 

  
A. A less naturalistic set of observations constituting the FRP estimates, 
B. A temporal overlap in the FRP estimates or 
C. An unbalanced signal in the FRP estimates and eye movement varia-

bles by variable of interest? 
  
By combining current methodologies, two of the three problems can be 

solved simultaneously but one would remain. For example, if one chooses to 
study word skips and how predictability influences brain activity associated with 
word skips, one would need to consider how the number of word skip observa-
tions is correlated with the predictability of the words that are skipped (Kliegl et 
al., 2004). If we conceptualise this example in a simple statistical design, where 
one would wish to examine the 2*2 (high vs low predictability * skipped vs not 
skipped) factorial structure, we would likely observe a high incidence of word 
skips for words with high predictability and a high incidence of no word skips 
for words with low predictability—from these two combinations, we would then 
most likely observe a reasonable amount of signal for deriving reliable FRP esti-
mates. However, in order to disentangle the brain activity related to predictabil-
ity and the brain activity related to word skipping from one another, we would 
need to estimate FRP from words with high predictability, which are not skipped, 
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and from words with low predictability that are skipped. Thus, the FRP estimates 
from the latter two would have a considerably smaller amount of signal than the 
estimates from the former two. Because the information about the amount of sig-
nal in the estimate is not considered in the statistical comparison, it may con-
found the results due to a different signal to noise ratio, leading to the third 
abovementioned methodological weakness (C). One could try to remedy this by 
balancing the FRP estimates through discarding some of the observations of the 
categories with a higher amount of signal. However, subsampling eye movement 
observations leads to problem A, where distributions of eye movements no 
longer reflect how they naturally occur. Similarly, one could choose not to per-
form an overlap correction but to analyse trial level EEG segments over subjects 
with LME, letting the signal discrepancies be handled with weighting procedures 
internal to the method. This, however, leaves the overlap—problem B above—as 
a potential confound. It must be noted that linear deconvolution and LME are 
mathematically compatible (Ehinger & Dimigen, 2018) but that the estimation of 
a massive multiple subjects model requires vast computational resources that are 
often not available. As such, A, B and C can, in theory, be simultaneously solved 
but, in practice, this capability is severely limited. 
 



3 AIMS OF THE STUDY 

Part I of the Introduction established that processes related to reading are re-
flected in both eye movements and brain activity. However, the two are rarely 
examined together. This is not surprising because measurement instrumentation, 
data pre-processing, response estimation and statistics are thoroughly affected 
by examining reading behaviour in natural circumstances instead of strict, spe-
cialised experiment designs. All these factors need to be approached by consid-
ering how to handle the challenges introduced by natural reading behaviour. Re-
quired considerations were laid out in part II of the Introduction.  

This dissertation aimed to expand the existing knowledge of the influences 
that sublexical factors extend on eye movements and brain activity during natu-
ral reading. It also examined, to a lesser extent, the influences of reading skill on 
brain activity and eye movements during natural reading. Overall, one overarch-
ing aim of this dissertation was to examine eye movements simultaneously with 
brain activity in more naturalistic settings, which is something that has not been 
done in majority of existing reading research. This was achieved through utilis-
ing co-registered EEG and eye-tracking methodology.  

Study I aimed to disentangle the contributions of spatial width and the 
number of letters on eye movements in dysfluent- and normal-reading adults. 
Previous studies have shown that that spatial width of the words has contribu-
tions on eye movements during natural reading that are independent from the 
number of letters (Hautala et al., 2011). In proportional fonts, the spatial extent of 
a word also is closely related to visual crowding, as words with multiple j or i 
letters have a smaller visual extent than words with multiple m or w letters. 
Crowding has recently been suggested to have an influence on reading speed for 
both normal and dysfluent readers (Perea & Gomez, 2012; Perea, Panadero, Mo-
ret-Tatay, & Gómez, 2012). A higher number of letters in a restricted spatial space, 
as it naturally occurs with proportional fonts, was therefore expected to impair 
word recognition and this effect was expected to be more severe for dysfluent 
readers. 

Study II aimed to investigate the impact of word length and reading skill 
on brain activity during natural reading in slow- and typical-reading children. 
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The question was investigated using an exploratory approach on an unexamined 
part of data from Study III. Previous studies have shown that dyslexics had re-
flected a stronger word length effect in their eye movements than normal readers 
(Hawelka et al., 2010). In ERP studies, dyslexics were shown to have different N1 
response modulations than normal readers (Fraga González et al., 2014; Maurer 
et al., 2007). However, the impact of word length on brain activity has not been 
investigated in children during natural reading. Thus, it was expected that the 
effect of word length on brain activity would differ between slow- and typical-
reading children within the time constraints of fixation during natural reading. 

Study III aimed to investigate the impact of semantic anomalies on eye 
movements and brain activity in typical-reading children during natural reading. 
A particular point of interest was the impact of orthographic similarity of anom-
alous words to plausible words and whether this similarity would influence 
brain activity in a distinct manner. In previous studies, semantic anomalies have 
been shown to impact brain activity (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011; Metzner et al., 
2016) and eye movements (Metzner et al., 2016; Veldre & Andrews, 2016, 2018). 
Hence, it was expected that orthographic similarity to plausible words would 
alter the eye movement and brain activity dynamics for detecting semantic 
anomalies during natural reading. 

Study IV aimed to investigate the impact of spatial location and types of 
sublexical deviation from actual words on brain activity, small saccades5 and re-
action times during single word recognition. In earlier studies, it has been estab-
lished that sublexical deviations attract microsaccades (Hautala & Parviainen, 
2014), suggesting that modulations by spatial attention influence the process. 
Therefore, it was expected that deviations inserted into words would modulate 
small saccade orientation and latency. Furthermore, it was expected that both co-
occurring and prior brain activity effects would be found. 

                                                 
5 The saccades in this study are considered to be under voluntary control and, thus, the 
term small saccades is used instead of microsaccades. 



 
 

4 METHODS 

Methodological details of the four studies are discussed in this chapter. A sum-
mary of the methods is presented in Table 2. 

 
TABLE 3 Summary of methodology in the studies. TW = Target word. 
 

Study Para-
digm 

Number 
of partic-
ipants 

Saccade 
detection 

EEG pre-
processing 
pipeline 
type 

Statistical ap-
proach 

Source 
analysis 
method 

I  Sen-
tence 
(TW) 

34 Fixed ve-
locity 
threshold 

N/A Repeated measures 
ANOVA(F1 & F2) 

N/A 

II Sen-
tence  

92 Median 
velocity 
threshold 

Linear de-
convolution 

LME  
 
Non-parametric 
permutation test 

CLARA 

III Sen-
tence 
(TW) 

66 Median 
velocity 
threshold 

Standard av-
eraging 
pipeline 
 

LME  
 
Non-parametric 
permutation test 
(Scalp & Source) 

Cortical 
LORETA 

IV Lexical 
decision 

19 Median 
velocity 
threshold 

Linear de-
convolution 

LME  
 
Non-parametric 
permutation test 
(Scalp) 

N/A 
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4.1 Participants 

In Study I, 34 students from the Jyväskylä area, Central Finland, participated. 
Studies II and III were part of the eSeek! Internet and Learning Difficulties – 
Multidisciplinary Approach for Understanding Information Seeking in New Me-
dia project and, thus, had access to a large population sample of 12 to 13.5-year-
old school children. In Study II, 92 elementary school pupils from 12 to 13.5 years 
of age were drawn as participants from a larger sample. In Study III, 66 elemen-
tary school pupils from 12 to 13.5 years of age were drawn as participants from a 
larger sample. In Study IV, 19 university students participated. For Studies I and 
IV, the participants signed written informed consent forms prior to being in-
cluded in the study. For Studies II and III, parents of the participants signed 
written informed consent forms prior to their children being included in the 
study. The studies were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Hel-
sinki and the Ethical Board of the University of Jyväskylä approved the study 
protocols. 

4.2 Cognitive measures 

In Study I, the participants reading skill was assessed using word lists and text 
reading subtests from an assessment test battery for reading abilities in young 
adults. The participants were considered to be dysfluent readers if they perfor-
mance was weaker than that of the 11% of the normed population in either test. 
The rest were classified as normal readers. The participants IQ was measured as 
a control variable using Raven’s standard progressive matrices. 

In Studies II and III, the reading skill of the participants was assessed using 
three tests: the word identification test, which is a subtest of the Finnish ALLU 
reading test (Lindeman, 1998); the word chain test (Nevala & Lyytinen, 2000) and 
the oral pseudoword reading test (Eklund, Torppa, Aro, Leppanen, & Lyytinen, 
2015). The participants’ scores on these tests were reduced into a single Reading 
Fluency factor with principal axis factoring using PROMAX rotation in IBM SPSS 
24 statistical software. For Study II, the participants belonging to the weakest 15% 
on the Reading Fluency factor were classified as slow readers (N = 27) and the 
rest were classified as typical readers (N = 65). For Study III, the participants 
performing below 13% were removed from the sample while the rest were clas-
sified as typical readers (N = 66)6 and included in the study.  

In Study IV, the reading skill was measured using a text reading subtest 
from a reading difficulty screening test for young adults (Nevala, Kairaluoma, 

                                                 
6 These group definitions were set as in the larger eSeek project. Slight discrepancy in the 
definition of Typical and Slow readers between Study II & III is due small change in the 
group definitions in the larger eSeek-project. 
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Ahonen, Aro, & Holopainen, 2006). The participants performing above 11% in 
relation to the normed population were accepted in the study (N = 19). 

4.3 Procedures and stimuli 

Study I utilised a silent free reading paradigm. Participants were seated in front 
of a screen and leaned their heads on the available forehead- and chinrest. A fix-
ation cross appeared on the left side of the screen at a level vertical to the partic-
ipants’ eyes. When the experimental program detected a fixation on the fixation 
cross, the cross disappeared and a sentence appeared at the level of the fixation 
cross instead. This sentence was followed by another fixation cross on which the 
participants fixated after reading the sentence. When fixation was detected on 
the cross at the end of the sentence, the experiment program removed the sen-
tence and terminated the trial. Participants read the sentences at their own pace 
and answered comprehension questions after specific sentences (24 sentences). 

The stimuli were sentences with the target word located in the middle of it. 
There were 160 individual target words, which were embedded into 80 sentence 
frames that were presented with alternating target words, forming paired alter-
natives of the sentences (see Figure 7 for example sentence pairs). Sentences were 
presented in proportional font, Calibri, and thus the spatial width of the target 
words was orthogonally contrasted with the number of letters in some of the sen-
tence pairs. Target words had eight categories that were paired in the following 
manner: narrow four-lettered words with wide seven-lettered words; wide four-
lettered words with narrow seven lettered words; narrow and wide five-lettered 
words; narrow and wide six-lettered words. 

Study II and III utilised a silent free reading paradigm. Participants were 
seated in front of a screen and rested their chin on a chinrest. First, a fixation point 
appeared on the left side of the screen and participants were instructed to fixate 
on it. When fixation was detected on the dot, the researcher approved the fixation 
and a sentence appeared at the screen at the level of the fixation dot and the trial 
commenced. Participants read the sentences as fast as they were able to and pro-
vided an answer after each sentence to the question “Is this sentence sensible or 
not?” by pressing a button. The sentence disappeared upon participant response. 

The stimuli were single sentences with target words at the end of the sen-
tence. There were three categories of stimuli: sentences with a plausible ending 
(100), sentences with an anomalous ending (50) and sentences ending with an 
anomalous target word, which was a word neighbour of a plausible word (50) 
(see examples in Figure 7).  

In Study IV, a standard lexical decision task was used. Participants were 
seated in front of a screen and rested their chin on a chinrest. Participants fixated 
on a fixation dot at the centre of the screen. When fixation was detected on the 
fixation dot, the researcher monitoring the experiment accepted the fixation and 
the stimulus appeared at the centre of the screen instead of the dot. The stimulus 
remained on the screen for 1,500 ms. Participants were tasked to respond to the 
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stimuli using a button box and to make a binary decision as fast as possible on 
whether the stimulus on the screen was a word or not.  

There were 800 stimuli: 6-letter long words, non-words and pseudowords. 
There were 100 high-frequency words and 100 low-frequency words. Another 
100 words had a uniqueness point early on in the word structure and 100 more 
words had a uniqueness point later on in the word structure. A uniqueness point 
is defined as a serial index, as letters from the beginning of the word that separate 
the word from all other words (Kwantes & Mewhort, 1999). Thus, a uniqueness 
point serves as natural control method for spatially distributed sublexical devia-
tions. Early deviating non-words (100) were words that had their second letter 
replaced with a letter that is unusual in Finnish orthography (X, Q, W, etc.), while 
late deviating non-words had their fifth letter replaced with an unusual letter. 
Early deviating pseudowords (100) were generated by replacing the first letter 
with another letter that did not violate Finnish orthography and the same was 
done for the last letter of late deviating pseudowords (100). High- and low-fre-
quency words acted as filler stimuli and were not analysed (see examples in Fig-
ure 7).  
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FIGURE 7 Examples of the stimuli in the studies. Study I: Example stimulus from Study I, 
target word highlighted. Study II: Example stimulus from Studies II and III; 
highlighted area illustrates the area from which eye movements and FRPs were 
extracted for Study II. Study III: Examples of the sentences used in Studies II 
and III; the last word of the sentence was the target word, which was analysed 
in Study III; the highlighted section shows the deviation from a plausible sen-
tence. Study IV: Examples of non-lexical stimuli from Study IV; the high-
lighted letter is the inserted deviating letter. Acronyms: PLA = Plausible, URA 
= Unrelated anomalous word, AWN = Anomalous word neighbour, EPS = 
Early deviating pseudoword, LPS = Late deviating pseudoword, EDP = Early 
deviating non-word and LDP = Late deviating non-word. 
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4.4 Recordings and data pre-processing 

In Study I, the eye movements were recorded from the participants’ right eyes 
using the SMI HiSpeed eye-tracker at a 500 Hz sampling rate. Fixations and sac-
cades were defined with a fixed threshold (40 degrees\second) algorithm. Cali-
bration of the eye-tracker was completed with a 13 point sequence and repeated 
if the calibration–validation difference was higher than 0.2 degrees.  

In Studies II and III, the eye movements were recorded from both eyes of 
the participants using the Eye-Link 1000 with a 1,000 Hz sampling rate for each 
eye. The EEG was recorded with a 128 channel net with AgCl electrodes (electri-
cal geodesics) connected to the NeuroOne amplifier. The sampling rate for EEG 
recording was 1,000 Hz. The ET and EEG were synchronised offline, based on 
shared event markers. Calibration was completed with a 13 point sequence. Fix-
ations and saccades were defined using a median velocity-based algorithm with 
6 SD as the threshold (Engbert & Mergenthaler, 2006). Ocular artefacts were mod-
elled with ICA (Makeig et al., 1996), selected with temporal covariance to sac-
cades (Plöchl et al., 2012) and removed from the data.  

 In Study II, the FRP responses were estimated using a linear deconvolution 
pipeline. Fixations landing on words prior to the last word during the first pass 
were included in response estimation and eye movement analysis. Overlap was 
corrected and the influences of word length, fixation type (first fixation vs addi-
tional fixation) and saccade amplitude on brain activity were modelled from -700 
ms to 500 ms in relation to the fixation onset. For comparison of intercept wave-
forms, the intercepts were set at a mean saccade amplitude. As word length and 
fixation type were found to interact in the statistical analysis of the deconvolved 
FRP parameters, the fixation type was separated into two deconvolution models 
during the post hoc analysis to interpret the interaction. A post hoc analysis of 
the source structure of the intercept waveform was run using the Classical Loreta 
Recursively Applied (CLARA) distributed source modelling algorithm to un-
cover the cortical generators of the response.  

In Study III, the FRP responses were estimated using an averaging pipeline 
with Group-level ICA. FRPs were time-locked to the first fixation and segments 
-100 ms to 900 ms were extracted. The data were standardised within-subjects 
and then combined as a single dataset and subjected to ICA estimation. The re-
sulting component weights were then applied to the original data segments, the 
components identified as artefacts or as noise components and removed, and 
then the responses at the IC and scalp level were averaged. Cortical sources were 
estimated using the cortically restricted LORETA source localisation algorithm 
for the remaining components that exhibited a different time course in statistical 
analysis.  

In Study IV, the eye movements were recorded from both eyes of the par-
ticipants using the Eye-Link 1000 with a 1,000 Hz sampling rate. The EEG was 
recorded with a 128 channel net with AgCl electrodes (electrical geodesics) con-
nected to the Netstation 200 amplifier. The sampling rate for the EEG recording 
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was 1, 000 Hz. Datasets were synchronised offline based on shared messages. 
Saccades were detected using a median velocity-based algorithm with 6SD as the 
threshold (Engbert & Mergenthaler, 2006). ERPs were estimated using a linear 
deconvolution, where brain activity related to saccades and behavioural re-
sponses were separated into individual parameters. 

4.5 Statistical analysis 

In Study I, eye movements (single fixation duration, gaze duration, total fixation 
duration, re-fixation probability, regression probability, relative landing position 
and skipping probability) were subjected to statistical analysis with repeated 
measures ANOVA. The first model had a 2 x 2 x 2 (4- vs 7-lettered words and 
spatial width controlled vs spatial width uncontrolled and dysfluent readers vs 
normal readers) factor design. The second model (for 5-lettered words) and third 
model (for 6-lettered words) had a 2 x 2 (narrow vs wide and normal readers vs 
dysfluent readers) factor structure. For all models, F1 and F2 analysis were per-
formed. 

In Study II, eye movements and deconvolved FRPs were subjected to sta-
tistical analysis. Two LME-models were estimated for eye movements. First mod-
els examined eye movement variables locked to the first fixation onset of a word 
(first fixation duration, gaze duration and re-fixation probability) with word 
length (5–13 letters) as a continuous factor and reading fluency group (slow read-
ers vs typical readers) as a categorical factor. The second model analysed the fix-
ation durations with word length as a continuous facto and the fixation type (first 
fixation vs additional fixation) and reading fluency as categorical factors. All 
models were defined with items and subjects as random factors. Deconvolved 
FRPs were analysed using non-parametric cluster-based permutation tests in a 
time window of 50–300 ms with all channels. For establishing effects within 
groups one-sample t-test was used as a base test, for comparing effects dependent 
samples t-test was used as a base test and for establishing between-group effects 
independent samples t-test as a base test. The sum of the base test parameters 
within clusters was used as a test statistic. The neighbourhood was defined using 
triangulation and minimum of two channels were required for establishing a 
cluster and 20,000 permutations were used to define the surrogate null distribu-
tion.  

 In Study III, eye movements, behavioural responses and FRPs were sub-
jected to statistical analysis. Eye movement variables (previous fixation duration, 
first fixation duration, gaze duration and re-fixation probability) were analysed 
using LME models with three categorical predictors (plausible, unrelated anom-
alous, anomalous word neighbour). Items and subjects were included as random 
factors. Behavioural response accuracy was analysed using the Wilcoxon sign-
rank test with pairwise contrasts. FRPs were analysed using non-parametric clus-
ter-based permutation tests in a time window of 0–900 ms with pairwise contrasts. 
Dependent samples t-test was used as a base test and sum-t was the test statistic. 
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The neighbourhood was defined by a 3 cm radius and the minimum for cluster 
formation was 1 channel. The surrogate null distribution was defined with 10,000 
permutations. Analysis of independent components was performed using the 
cluster-based non-parametric permutation test with the Wilcoxon sign-rank as 
the base test. Clusters were formed only across time and surrogate null distribu-
tion was defined with 10,000 permutations. 

In Study IV, eye movements, reaction times and deconvolved ERP’s were 
subjected to statistical analysis. For behavioural variables, (log-transformed 
small saccade onset, binary small saccade orientation to end of the stimuli and 
reaction time) were analysed using an LME model with a 2 x 3 (spatial location 
of the informative letter * stimulus type [word vs non-word vs pseudoword]) 
fixed factor structure. Items and subjects were introduced as random factors. In-
teractions were opened with pairwise comparisons. Deconvolved ERPs were an-
alysed using non-parametric cluster-based permutation t-tests in a time window 
of 0–500 ms, including all channels. The neighbourhood was defined with trian-
gulation and minimum of two channels were required for the cluster and 20,000 
permutations were used to define the surrogate null distribution. 
 



5 RESULTS 

5.1 Study I: The number of letters and the spatial width of a word 
have separate contributions to eye movements during natural 
reading 

Study I examined the separate influences of the number of letters and the spatial 
width of a word as well as whether crowding affects dysfluent readers differently 
from fluent readers. This was investigated by recording eye movements while 
participants read sentences that had target words embedded in the middle. In 
target words, the spatial width and the number of letters were orthogonally con-
trasted.  

In analysis examining the number of letters and spatial width, a systematic 
effect of the number of letters was found in total fixation duration, gaze duration 
and in single fixation duration. Total fixation duration7 is a sum of durations of 
the all fixations and reflects accumulated processing from first pass and regres-
sions (Holmqvist et al., 2011). Gaze duration is the sum of all fixation durations 
during the first pass and reflects the processing allocated to the word during a 
first encounter (Holmqvist et al., 2011). Single fixation duration is the duration of 
fixations in which a word received only one fixation during the first pass—this 
variable is thought to reflect the difficulty of early word recognition processes 
(Kuperman & Van Dyke, 2011). All these variables had longer durations for the 
words with more letters. Spatial width affected the skipping probability, the re-
fixation probability and the landing position. Skipping probability refers to the 
ratio of whether or not a word is fixated on during first pass reading and it is 
thought to be the earliest eye movement measure that reflects the parafoveal pro-
cessing of a word (Inhoff & Radach, 1998). Re-fixation probability refers to the 
ratio of whether a word is fixated on only once or more during first pass reading 
and it is thought to reflect difficulties in early word recognition processes (Ku-
perman & Van Dyke, 2011). Landing position refers to the location within the 

                                                 
7 This variable is listed as Total Dwell Time in Holmqvist et al. (2011). 
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word in which the incoming saccade lands and reflects attempts at optimising 
the fixation position for word recognition (Holmqvist et al., 2011). Spatially wide 
words were skipped less often, re-fixated more often and incoming saccades 
landed closer to the beginning of wide words than narrow words. However, for 
these three saccadic variables, the impact of the number of letters was on the in-
teraction with spatial width. This was evident in how the number of letters had 
a weaker impact on skipping probability and landing position when the spatial 
width was controlled. Re-fixation effect was not observed when the spatial width 
was controlled. In summary, this illustrated that saccadic variables were more 
responsive to spatial width and that duration variables were exclusively respon-
sive to the number of letters. Overall, dysfluent readers exhibited higher re-fixa-
tion probability and longer total fixation duration. There was no indication that 
the effect of the group would interact with the main effects.  

Analyses controlling the number of letters and examining the spatial width 
as a factor found that, for narrow words, some of the duration measures were 
longer than for wide words. This was observed in single fixation duration and 
total fixation duration measures in five-lettered words. Total fixation duration 
showed this effect also in six-lettered words. Narrow words were also regressed 
back to more often and skipped more often than wide words. This was found for 
both five-lettered words and six-lettered words. Landing position also showed 
an effect in term of spatial width. For six-lettered words, a clear effect was ob-
served—saccades landed more towards the word beginning in wide words than 
in narrow words. For five-lettered words, same was observed but the effect failed 
to reach a statistical significance. In summary, these analyses showed that while 
the spatial width of a word has a clear influence on saccadic targeting measures, 
some influence is exerted over the duration measures as well. Dysfluent readers 
exhibited overall longer gaze durations and total fixation durations for five-let-
tered words and there was no support for interaction between the group and 
spatial width. 

In conclusion, the results of Study I demonstrated that measures that reflect 
saccadic targeting are mainly influenced by the spatial width of the words. The 
number of letters was clearly reflected in the duration measures, indicating that 
increasing the letter amount leads to increased processing costs. In addition, fo-
veal crowding was found to influence the duration measures because more 
densely packed words increased processing costs in the form of longer duration 
measures. However, Study I found no support for the differential influence of 
foveal crowding in dysfluent readers, suggesting that foveal crowding is not a 
more severe problem during natural reading for dysfluent readers than for typi-
cal readers. 
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5.2 Study II: Brain activity and eye movements are different be-

tween slow readers and typical readers during natural read-
ing 

Study II investigated the word length effect on eye movements and fixation-re-
lated brain potentials in relation to reading fluency in school-aged children. This 
was done by recording eye movements and EEG while participants read sen-
tences and made sensibility judgements about them. Eye movements and fixa-
tion-related brain potentials were extracted from all words prior to the last word. 
Eye movements and brain activity were analysed using word length as a contin-
uous predictor and the fixation type (first fixation vs additional fixation) as a cat-
egorical predictor. Brain activity was examined from a window corresponding to 
the fixation duration of 50–300 ms.  

In standard eye movement variables (first fixation duration, gaze duration 
and re-fixation probability), word length had systematic effects. These eye move-
ment patterns are illustrated in Figure 2 of Study II. First fixations became shorter 
as a function of word length, gaze durations became longer as a function of word 
length and re-fixation probability rose as a function of word length. These effects 
were stronger for slow readers than for typical readers. In addition, slow readers 
had overall longer first fixation durations and gaze durations as well as overall 
higher re-fixation probability. Fixation durations were analysed using another 
LME model (word length x fixation type x group). The results of this model are 
illustrated in Figure 3 of Study II. This model revealed that word length primarily 
modulates the first fixation but not additional fixations. First fixations became 
shorter as a function of word length and this effect was stronger in slow readers 
than in typical readers. Slow readers had overall longer fixations. 

In brain activity, word length was shown to be modulated during addi-
tional fixations instead of first fixations. These patterns are presented in Figure 7 
of Study II. This effect was present as a negativity on the right occipital-parietal 
scalp from around 150 ms to around 250 ms. This effect was not statistically dif-
ferent between slow readers and typical readers, albeit the clusters did not have 
an identical structure or time course. Instead, the groups were differentiated by 
the intercept response that contains the activity common to all fixations, from 
around 150 ms to end of the epoch at 300 ms. This pattern is presented in Figure 
4 of Study II. The difference was characterised by initial central positivity that 
moved to the occipital regions around 260 ms. The brain activity of typical read-
ers exhibited the capability to differentiate first fixations from additional fixations 
and this was demonstrated with a positive voltage difference on the central scalp 
that persisted throughout the tested time window. There was no statistical sup-
port that brain activity of slow readers would differentiate between first and ad-
ditional fixations.  

In conclusion, the results of Study II demonstrate that slow and typical 
readers have different brain activity during natural reading that is early enough 
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to affect eye movement behaviour. It is possible that the difference in brain activ-
ity reflects the foveal difficulty for slow readers in processing multiple visual 
units simultaneously. 

5.3 Study III: Orthographic similarity of the anomalous word to 
plausible word delays the processing of the semantic anom-
aly during natural reading 

Study III investigated how the orthographic similarity of an anomalous word to 
a plausible word influences the processing of the semantic anomaly during nat-
ural reading in school-aged children. This was done by recording eye movements 
and EEG while participants read sentences and made sensibility judgements 
about them. The last word of a sentence was a target word, which was either 
plausible in relation to sentence beginning, semantically anomalous to sentence 
beginning or semantically anomalous—but that was a word neighbour of a word 
that would have been plausible in relation to the sentence beginning. Eye move-
ment variables (previous fixation duration, first fixation duration, gaze duration 
and re-fixation probability) were extracted from a target word and examined us-
ing LMEs. FRPs were time-locked to the first fixation on the target word and sta-
tistically examined on scalp and source level.  

First fixation durations and gaze durations were longer for two categories 
of anomalous target words than for the plausible target words. However, there 
was no difference between the two anomalous target word categories. Similarly, 
re-fixation probability was higher for the two anomalous target word categories 
than for plausible target words and there was no difference between the two 
anomalous target word categories. Judgement accuracy for sentences ending 
with unrelated anomalous target words was higher than for sentences with either 
plausible or anomalous word neighbour target words. There was no difference 
in judgement accuracy between the latter two categories.  

Analysis of the scalp FRP revealed that all three conditions were differenti-
ated in brain activity. The results of the scalp statistics are illustrated in Figure 5 
of Study III. The scalp difference between the anomalous condition and plausible 
condition was characterised by frontal negativity that persisted from around 100 
ms to end of the epoch at 900 ms. There was also parietal positive difference from 
the plausible condition for both anomalous conditions but the time course of this 
positivity was not uniform for both anomalous conditions. A comparison of the 
unrelated anomalous and plausible conditions showed a positive difference in 
the parietal scalp from around 450 ms onwards, whereas in the comparison be-
tween the anomalous word neighbour and plausible conditions the parietal pos-
itive difference was observed from around 550 ms onwards. This difference in 
time course was complemented with the parietal positive difference between the 
unrelated anomalous and anomalous word neighbour conditions from around 
460 ms to 700 ms.  
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Analysis of the independent component time courses revealed several dif-
ferences between conditions. Component waveforms are presented in Figure 6 of 
Study III. Frontal negativity difference was attributed to a single independent 
component that produced more negative voltages to the frontal scalp for anom-
alous conditions than for plausible conditions, roughly from 200 ms to 700 ms. 
This component was localised to originate from the approximate area of the right 
frontal eye field. 

 Parietal positivity was attributed to three components that had parietal 
projections and differences between conditions. The first of these components 
had a right-lateralised projection to the parietal scalp and was localised at the 
proximity of the right angular gyrus. This component differentiated the unre-
lated anomalous condition from the plausible condition by projecting more pos-
itive voltage to the right parietal scalp from around 560 ms to around 810 ms.  

 The second of these components had a projection to the centro-parietal 
scalp and was localised to the bilateral superior parietal cortex and the right an-
terior temporal cortex. This component differentiated both anomalous conditions 
from the plausible one. In contrast between the unrelated anomalous and plausi-
ble conditions, more negative voltage was projected to the central scalp from 
around 260 ms to around 450 ms and positive voltage from around 790 ms to 
around 870 ms. In contrast between the anomalous word neighbour and plausi-
ble conditions more positive voltage was projected to the central scalp from 
around 650 ms to around 740 ms.  

The third of these components had a left lateralised projection to the parietal 
scalp and was localised to a broad area at the left parietal and temporal cortex. 
The left angular gyrus resided within this broad area. This component had dif-
ferent activity in all three conditions. In contrast between the unrelated anoma-
lous and plausible conditions, more negative voltage was projected to the left 
parietal scalp from around 250 ms to around 450 ms and more positive voltage 
from around 550 ms to end of the epoch. In contrast between the anomalous word 
neighbour and plausible conditions more negative voltage was projected to the 
left parietal scalp in from around 300 ms to around 540 ms and more positive 
voltage from around 710 ms to end of the epoch. In contrast between the unre-
lated anomalous and anomalous word neighbour conditions more positive volt-
age was projected to the left parietal scalp from around 480 ms to around 680 ms. 

Also, two other components were detected to behave differently but they 
were not explicitly attributable to patterns observed in the scalp analysis. The 
first of these components had a centro-occipital projection and was localised to 
the occipital cortex. This component differentiated anomalous conditions from 
the plausible. In contrast between the unrelated anomalous and plausible condi-
tions, more positive voltage was projected to the central occipital scalp from 
around 570 ms to around 770 ms. In contrast between the anomalous word neigh-
bour and plausible conditions, more positive voltage was projected to central 
scalp from around 300 ms to around 160 ms and more positive voltage from 
around 270 ms to end of the epoch. The second of these components projected to 
the left temporal scalp and was localised to the middle of the left temporal cortex. 
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In contrast between the unrelated anomalous and plausible conditions, more 
negative voltage was projected to the left temporal scalp from around 340 ms to 
around 430 ms. 

In conclusion, the results from Study III suggest that, when a semantically 
anomalous word is orthographically similar to a plausible word, the processing 
of the semantic anomaly becomes delayed. Yet, from the frontal pattern and eye 
movements, it is obvious that the semantic anomaly is detected early at some 
level of processing.  

5.4 Study IV: The type and location of sublexical deviations from 
real words affect the processing of meaningless letter strings 

Study IV investigated how the type and spatial location of a sublexical deviation 
inserted into an existing word influences brain activity, small saccade perfor-
mance and reaction times. This was studied through a lexical decision task and 
concurrent ET-EEG recording. Six conditions were studied: early and late devi-
ating non-words, where in an existing word a letter was replaced with a letter 
that is not common in Finnish orthography, thus generating a clear violation of 
Finnish orthography; early and late deviating pseudowords, where the replace-
ment did not violate Finnish orthography but the pronounceable letter string was 
void of meaning. Words with early and late uniqueness points were included as 
natural control conditions. 

The type of stimuli had multiple effects on brain activity and behaviour. In 
reaction times, non-words were responded to fastest and pseudowords slowest. 
Reaction time performance for the words was between the two not-lexicalised 
conditions. Behavioural effects are illustrated in Figure 3 of Study IV. Stimulus 
type had a systematic effect on brain activity in the later part of the tested win-
dow (from around 300 to 500 ms). Non-words in relation to words exhibited short 
frontal negativity and longer central positivity with slight right lateralisation. 
Pseudowords in relation to words exhibited frontal negativity and occipital pos-
itivity. Pseudowords in relation to non-words exhibited central negativity. These 
effects are illustrated in Figure 4 of Study IV. 

There was no indication of the influence of the orthographical uniqueness 
point within words in any of the measured variables. In non-lexical conditions, 
the spatial location of the deviation had an influence on eye movement behaviour. 
When the deviation was late in the stimuli, small saccades were executed earlier 
than when the deviation was early. Location of the deviation also influenced 
probability to make the small saccade towards the end of the stimuli. If the devi-
ation was at the end, the direction of the small saccade was much more probable 
towards the end of a word than when the deviation was at the beginning of the 
word. In brain activity, only the location of the deviation in non-words had sup-
port for different processing. Late deviating non-words in relation to early devi-
ating non-words had a more positive response in the right occipital-parietal scalp 
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from around 200 ms to around 300 ms. From around 400 ms to 500 ms, there was 
a central negativity and surrounding positivity at fringe channels. Pairwise, con-
trasting tests showed that the early part of the brain activity difference was gen-
erated by early deviating non-words having a more negative response in the right 
occipital-parietal scalp. These ERP effects are presented in Figure 5. Reaction 
times exhibited modulation by the spatial location of the deviation only for 
pseudowords. LPS received later responses than EPS.  

In conclusion, Study IV found evidence in terms of reaction times and brain 
activity that a certain type of deviation from normal words alters the processing 
of letter strings. The spatial location of the deviation, on the other hand, had more 
mixed results, with eye movements being systematically responsive to manipu-
lation and brain activity modulation being found only for non-words. Overall, 
this suggests that word recognition is particularly sensitive to abnormal letter 
combinations at the beginning of a word. 



6 DISCUSSION 

6.1 Study I 

Study I aimed to separate the influences of the number of letters and spatial 
width of at word on eye movements and to see whether visual crowding, as it is 
present naturally in proportional fonts, affects dysfluent readers differently from 
fluent readers. In order to examine this, a sentence reading experiment in which 
the participants’ eye movements were monitored with an eye-tracker was con-
ducted. Eye movements in relation to target words were examined. The target 
words were embedded in the middle of the sentences and had spatial width and 
number of letters that were orthogonally contrasted. 

The most substantial findings of Study I were that saccadic aspects of the 
eye movements to words are governed by the spatial width of the word and that 
duration measures were generally responsive to the number of letters. However, 
dense words showed an increase in duration measures in comparison to sparse 
words, which indicated that foveal crowding is a factor during natural reading. 
Crowding did not affect dysfluent readers and controls differently but dysfluent 
had overall longer fixation durations.  

 Crowding effects were clearly observable in five-lettered words and some-
what present in six-lettered words. Crowding effects being clearer in five-lettered 
words may be due to the fact that narrow five-lettered words had multiple in-
stances of words that contained letters i and l which are highly similar and might 
therefore increase perceptual challenges. Nevertheless, these findings are in line 
with literature that recognises crowding as a considerable factor during reading 
(Martelli, Di Filippo, Spinelli, & Zoccolotti, 2009; Pelli et al., 2007; Perea & Gomez, 
2012; Slattery & Rayner, 2013; Zorzi et al., 2012). A particularly noteworthy find-
ing is that densely packed words are regressed to more often, which is indicative 
of crowding disrupting word recognition during the first pass in natural reading. 
Again, this is in line with previous research on the impact of decreased letter 
spacing (Rayner, Slattery, & Bélanger, 2010; Slattery & Rayner, 2013).  
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 The number of letters had a consistent effect on the duration measures, as 
durations increased when the number of letters increased. This effect, however, 
was not due crowding because it manifested as the main effect and not as an 
interaction with controlling of spatial width. Similarly, in this model, no effects 
on regression probability were observed and, thus, there was no indication of 
disrupted word recognition due to the number of letters. Instead, the number of 
letters can be considered to increase the processing costs of a word, which is a 
view that is compatible with previous research (Hautala et al., 2011).  

Spatial width of the words had a clear influence on the saccadic aspects of 
eye movements. Wide words were skipped less often and saccades were directed 
more towards the words beginning in wide words than in narrow words. Overall, 
these findings are in line with the view that saccadic targeting during reading is 
more dependent on spatial characteristics of words than linguistic aspects of the 
words (Inhoff, Radach, Eiter, & Juhasz, 2003). 

Reading fluency manifested in overall longer duration measures. Previous 
studies have found that the word length effect is stronger for dyslexics (Hawelka 
et al., 2010). In addition, the stronger word length effect for slow readers was 
found in Study II. However, in this study, such influence of reading fluency was 
not observed. It may well be that the subjects in Study I do not have a severe 
enough deficit for the word length effect to be modulated here or they have man-
aged to develop strategies to compensate for this deficit. The overall longer fixa-
tion durations for individuals with weaker reading skill has been found in previ-
ous studies (De Luca et al., 2002, 1999; Dürrwächter et al., 2010; Hawelka et al., 
2010). 

In conclusion, Study I provides support for the view that spatial width of a 
word and the number of letters in a word have separate influences on eye move-
ments during reading. However, neither the crowding effect nor the word length 
effect was associated with reading fluency.  

6.2 Study II 

Study II examined how word length effect co-occurrs in eye movements and fix-
ation-related potentials and whether reading fluency has relevant influence on 
word length effect in school-aged children. Participants read sentences and pro-
vided sensibility judgements while ET-EEG data was recorded. Fixation-related 
potentials and corresponding eye movements were extracted from the first pass 
reading, excluding the final word of a sentence. Influence of word length was 
analysed as a continuous factor, accompanied with categorical analysis of fixa-
tion type (first fixation vs additional fixation). Reading fluency was examined as 
a group effect (slow vs typical readers).  

From the results of Study II, it is possible to establish that slow readers and 
typical readers have different brain activity within fixation duration. Slow read-
ers also had overall longer fixation and faze durations than typical readers, as 
well as overall higher re-fixation probability. Another substantial finding was 
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that word length influences brain activity during additional fixations and not 
first fixations. Word length effect on eye movements was different between the 
groups, yet there was no difference between the groups in how the word length 
effect manifested on brain activity.  

Reading fluency had several clear influences on all eye movement measures. 
First fixation duration, fixations overall and gaze durations were longer for slow 
readers than for typical readers, which is in line with previous research (De Luca 
et al., 2002, 1999; Dürrwächter et al., 2010; Hawelka et al., 2010) Also, the be-
tween-group difference in intercept response was observed simultaneously with 
the overall difference in eye movements. In the FRP estimation with linear de-
convolution, the intercept response reflected activity that is common to all the 
fixations, thus finding a difference in intercept response suggests that overall vis-
ual processing during natural reading is different between the groups. Even 
though statistical results point to central positivity, interpreting the waveform 
suggests that we actually observe stronger occipital N1 response in slow readers 
and later occipital positivity. Stronger N1 response is in line with previous RSVP 
ERP research with dyslexic children (Fraga González et al., 2016, 2014). 

There was considerable support for the notion that cognitive processing is 
different between first and additional fixations. In eye movements, word length 
influenced the first fixations and not additional fixations. In the brain activity, 
this was the opposite. The brain activity of typical readers showed the main effect 
for fixation type, yet there was not sufficient support for a direct main effect of 
fixation type on brain activity for slow readers. The effect for typical readers per-
sisted through the tested time window, characterised by central positivity, but, 
since the effect persists for the whole time window and is not clearly associated 
to known reading-related activity, Study II refrains from making conclusive 
claims on the nature of this effect. Rather, additional studies are advised to fur-
ther examine this issue. 

It should be remembered that word length is one of the main determinants 
of eye movements during reading (Kliegl et al., 2004; Rayner, 1997) and that it 
has been assumed to have a very early influence on the preparation of eye move-
ments (Reichle et al., 2011; Sereno, Rayner, & Posner, 1998). In Study II, word 
length has a clear impact on eye movements and on brain activity. First fixations 
became shorter as a function of word length and gaze durations became longer 
and re-fixation probability became higher. First fixation duration and re-fixation 
probability thus indicate that word length influences cognition within the first 
fixation. The brain activity implicates otherwise. There, the influence of word 
length was implicated to occur during the additional fixations and this, in turn, 
is in direct confrontation with the assumptions of the early influence of word 
length. However, it is not entirely clear whether the brain activity effect from 
word length reflects the linguistic/number of letters aspect of the word length 
but could, in fact, be a reflection of the words spatial width increase. Spatial 
width and number of letters have been found to have separate influences on eye 
movements in previous research (Hautala et al., 2011) and in Study I. 
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 In eye movements, a stronger word length effect for slow readers than typ-
ical readers was found. This is a conceptual replication of previous research 
(Hawelka et al., 2010). As the influence of word length does not differ between 
groups in brain activity, it is possible that significantly stronger word length ef-
fect exhibited by slow readers in gaze duration is due to the accumulation of 
multiple fixations from different overall processing. 

Overall, Study II provides the first proof of electrophysiological brain ac-
tivity during natural reading between school-aged slow readers and typical read-
ers being different. In addition, the word length effect is found in the brain activ-
ity associated with additional fixations but not for first fixations during the time 
window comparable to fixation durations, which is in contradiction with strict 
interpretations of the eye-mind link that assume that gaze location and what is 
under cognitive processing are tightly aligned.  

6.3 Study III 

Study III examined the influence of orthographic similarity to processing of se-
mantic anomalies during natural reading in school-aged children. The children 
read sentences while ET-EEG data was recorded and provided sensibility judge-
ments. The last word of a sentence was the target word and it was either plausible 
or anomalous in relation to the preceding context. Semantically, anomalous 
words were either unrelated or orthographic word neighbours to a plausible 
word completion of the sentence. Eye movements, scalp level FRPs and source 
level FRPs related to the target word were analysed.  

The main finding of Study III was that, when the semantically anomalous 
word is orthographically similar to the plausible word, the processing of the se-
mantic anomaly is processed later than when there is no orthographic similarity 
to the plausible word. The semantic anomaly was detected early on. This was 
evident in the eye movement effects of first fixation duration and re-fixation 
probability. The timing of these effects points that the anomaly is detected prior 
to 400 ms as re-fixation probability and first fixation duration are modulated 
prior to that point. Also, gaze duration reflected the detection of the anomaly. 
These findings are well in line with previous research, where semantic features 
have been found to modulate gaze behaviour during first-pass reading (Abbott 
& Staub, 2015; Matsuki et al., 2011; Veldre & Andrews, 2016, 2017). This early 
detection of the anomaly was reflected also in the frontal negativity, which was 
present prior to the execution of the eye movements. Independent component 
corresponding to the frontal negativity was localised to the approximate location 
of right frontal eye field. This brain area is heavily involved in oculomotor control 
and spatial attention (Godoy-Fernandez, Lüders, Dinner, Morris, & Wyllie, 1990; 
Schall, 2004; Vernet, Quentin, Chanes, Mitsumasu, & Valero-Cabré, 2014), which 
suggests that frontal negativity difference is not a direct correlate of semantic 
processing but rather reflects the preparation and execution of oculomotor be-
haviour that is observed between conditions to be different. 
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The statistical differences in the scalp waveform between anomalous con-
ditions and plausible ones were reminiscent of the P600 modulation. P600 has 
been associated with the integration of semantic meaning and responsive to clear 
semantic anomalies (DeLong et al., 2014; Friederici & Weissenborn, 2007) and re-
flect conscious processing of the semantic anomaly (Sanford et al., 2011). In con-
trast between the unrelated anomalous word and plausible word, the P600 can 
be considered to be present from around 450 ms onwards and in the contrast 
between the anomalous word neighbour and plausible conditions from 550 ms 
onwards. In addition, there was  positive parietal difference between the unre-
lated anomalous and anomalous word neighbour conditions around 460 ms to 
around 700 ms. This pattern suggests that the semantic anomaly arrives at the 
integrative/conscious processing stage earlier for an unrelated anomalous word 
than it does for an anomalous word neighbour. Analysis of the source structure 
and time course of underlying components provided further support for this in-
terpretation. Component projecting to the left parietal scalp was localised to 
cover an area of the left angular gyrus and the posterior temporal lobe. These 
structures have been implicated to heavily contribute to semantic processing in 
previous research. The activity in this component that differentiates the unrelated 
anomalous and plausible conditions occurs earlier than the activity that differen-
tiates the word neighbour anomalous and plausible conditions. Furthermore, the 
unrelated anomalous and anomalous word neighbour conditions were differen-
tiated in the activity of this component. Location of the source on the cortex and 
the time behaviour of the component support the interpretation that the P600 
activity is delayed for the anomalous word neighbour condition. 

Overall, Study III illustrates that semantic anomalies are detected fairly 
early. This is shown through a pattern of eye movements and brain activity. In 
addition, Study III shows that when there are shared visual features in the se-
mantic anomaly and plausible content, the semantic anomaly is not as feasibly 
processed as it is when the semantic anomaly does not contain a word form sim-
ilarity.  

6.4 Study IV 

Study IV examined how spatial location and type of sublexical deviation inserted 
in to a word influences the co-occurring small saccade behaviour, brain activity 
and reaction time performance. For this end, participants performed lexical deci-
sion task while ET-EEG data was recorded. The experiment had six conditions: 
early and late deviating non-words, where letter replacement created a violation 
of Finnish orthography; early and late pseudowords, where letter replacement 
preserved Finnish orthography. Words with early and late uniqueness points 
served as natural controls for the non-words and pseudowords. ERPs, small sac-
cade characteristics and reaction times were analysed.  
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Main findings of Study IV were that the types of deviation from existing 
words had different impacts on brain activity and reaction time performance. Lo-
cation of the deviation was found to have an influence on the non-words in brain 
activity and small saccade performance. For pseudowords, spatial location of the 
deviation influenced the reaction time performance and small saccade behaviour.  

Based on the reaction time performance, detecting non-words as not words 
was the easiest task for this stimulus type, as the reaction times were the fastest. 
This finding is in line with previous research, where it was found that when non-
words are dissimilar from real words, they are dispatched more easily (Yap, Si-
bley, Balota, Ratcliff, & Rueckl, 2015) and inserting Xs, Qs, etc, into Finnish words 
makes them quite dissimilar from real words. It may well be that the dissimilarity 
acts as a salient cue for dismissing the letter string as not being a word. Brain 
activity pattern supports this, as there is central positivity that potentially impli-
cates a lack of semantic processing. Conversely, pseudowords had the longest 
reaction times. Again this is in line with previous research in which non-lexical 
stimuli similar to lexical stimuli caused the reaction times to be longer than for 
dissimilar stimuli (Yap et al., 2015). In brain activity, fairly long-lasting frontal 
negativity is observed for pseudowords. It might be that this negativity is a re-
flection of the N400 (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011) family of components and, thus, 
because the task in Study IV lacks semantic context, the observed pattern would 
reflect attempts to access the semantics of the letter string. A prolonged search 
for semantic content would, in turn, lead to the longest reaction times. The con-
trast between pseudowords and non-words had a clear N400 difference, where 
pseudowords had stronger N400. Therefore, it can be argued that, for non-words, 
a very limited attempt or no attempt at all is made to access semantics. 

The spatial location of the deviations had systematic effects in the non-lexi-
cal conditions. First of all, the probability of the first saccade towards the right 
was modulated in such a manner that, in practical terms, the saccade was most 
often launched towards the deviation. As such, the saccade orientation behaviour 
can be considered to be aiming to optimise foveal location in a manner that is 
most beneficial for the task at hand, as has been found in previous research (Ka-
gan & Hafed, 2013). In addition, the spatial location of the deviation had an in-
fluence on the latency of the first saccade. The latency of the first saccade was 
shorter when the deviation was at the end. Now, this is opposite to what was 
found in previous research—but it must be noted that Study IV allowed for a 
much wider range of saccade latencies than previous research (Hautala & Par-
viainen, 2014). The latency effect in small saccades does not have the clearest of 
patterns; however, it must be remembered that the probability for making sac-
cade towards the right was above the chance level in the word stimulus type. 
Thus, when the deviation is at the end, the prepared saccade can be executed as 
deviation is detected. However, when the deviation is at the beginning, the more 
probable orientation of the saccade towards the end needs to be reprogrammed 
towards the beginning and this inhibits execution. 

Early deviating non-word has a distinct pattern of activity. It was charac-
terised by the more negative response in relation to early deviating pseudowords, 
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words with early uniqueness point and late deviating non-words on the right 
occipital scalp. This activity was reminiscent of the N2pc response, a response 
that has been associated with the attentional shift to the contralateral hemifield 
in earlier attention studies (Hickey, Mcdonald, & Theeuwes, 2006). Recently, a 
view, according to which N2pc reflects the transient enhancement of processing 
at the locus of spatial attention, has been introduced (Zivony, Allon, Luria, & 
Lamy, 2018) and this enhancement has been suggested to support high-level pro-
cesses, such as identification. The lack of similar modulation for late deviating 
non-words is noteworthy because it suggests that the mechanism involved is not 
symmetric, which, coupled with the saccade orientation effect, suggests that the 
early deviating non-words receive enhanced processing. It seems that the brain 
places particular emphasis on the processing of clear violations in the letter string 
beginning.  

In addition, there was reaction time modulation by the spatial location of 
the deviation in pseudowords. Late deviating pseudowords took longer to clas-
sify as not being a word than early deviating pseudowords took. Similarly, the 
early deviating pseudowords and late deviating pseudowords were differenti-
ated by small saccade performance in a way that would optimise the foveal po-
sition to the location of the deviation. Yet, there is no support for different pro-
cessing in the brain activity found. It may well be that the process that leads to 
the reaction time difference is triggered after failing to access the semantics of the 
word. If this process is a serial letter-by-letter decoding process from left to right, 
then the reaction time results are plausible. 

Overall, Study IV illustrates that the dynamics of behavioural responses, 
brain activity and oculomotor behaviour are altered during lexical decision by 
the type and location of deviations inserted into words. It would seem that if the 
violation is strong, then no attempt to access the semantic meaning of the letter 
string is made and the decision is made based on visual cues. When the deviation 
is not distinct but leaves the letter string very similar to real words, then the de-
cision takes much longer, potentially due to attempts made to assign meaning to 
the letter string. Simultaneously, the oculomotor system optimises the foveal po-
sition on the deviation to optimise the processing.  

6.5 General discussion on the common patterns in the studies  

A common theme in the studies was that they all examined the sublexical fea-
tures of the single words and their impact on eye movements (Study I–IV) and 
brain activity (Study II–IV). Study I manipulated two aspects of word length in 
a target word: spatial width and number of letters. Study II examined the impact 
of word length in a large number of words during the first reading pass. Study 
III examined the processing of semantic anomalies and impact of orthographic 
similarity. Study IV examined the impact of sublexical deviations from word 
form. Studies I and II also examined the impact of reading fluency on the effects.  
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If only behaviour is considered, then the studies provide a fairly simple pat-
tern of results. Studies I and II replicated the typical finding that word length 
influences gaze duration. Words with more letters received longer gaze dura-
tions than words with fewer letters. This is thought to be indicative of larger pro-
cessing demands. Similarly, both studies show that individuals with weaker 
reading ability exhibit longer duration measures. However, Study I does not ex-
hibit stronger word length effects for the dysfluent readers, while Study II find 
that the influence of word length on eye movements is stronger for slow readers. 
This discrepancy might be related to the age difference between the participant 
groups in Studies I and II. This could imply that word length is a problematic 
factor for young readers with reading difficulties but not for adults with reading 
difficulties. This is, unfortunately, a tedious suggestion, as there are other note-
worthy differences between the studies that could explain the discrepancy. In 
Study I there were fewer participants and eye movement variables were drawn 
from a smaller number of words than in Study II. In addition, Study I utilised 
repeated measures ANOVA and not LME models like Study II. All of these make 
Study I weaker in terms of statistical power and thus less probable to observe 
such effect. 

Studies III and IV both included contrasts in which the differences between 
categories was established by one letter. In Study III, the anomalous word neigh-
bour target word differed by one letter from its plausible alternative. In Study 
IV, non-words and pseudowords differed by only one letter from the real words. 
Overall, the results from Studies III and IV show that a single letter is sufficient 
to cause different eye movements and brain activity. In itself, this is an obvious 
statement because, in many cases, switching one letter changes a word to a dif-
ferent word. However, Study III shows that, in the presence of a plausible alter-
native, one letter difference influences the semantic processing of the word or 
even the whole sentence. Similarly, in Study IV, close proximity between the real 
word and the pseudoword or an absence of visual cues that is present in non-
words influence the semantic processing. Based on these two studies, it can be 
claimed that one letter is enough to cause increased processing costs in semantic 
processing if that is letter capable of confounding the identity of the word. 

Overall, the manipulations were systematically reflected in the eye move-
ment records—in many cases with substantial impact on behaviour. In some 
cases, eye movement effects were preceded by brain effects that could, by virtue 
of temporal order, be causally linked to the eye movement effects. For example, 
this was the case with the fixation duration, re-fixation probability modulations 
and frontal negativity in Study III, as the frontal negativity effect precedes the 
eye movement effect. Yet, often the eye movement effect was not accompanied 
by preceding brain activity effect. Most notable of these instances can be consid-
ered to be found in Study II, where the first fixations and the re-fixation proba-
bility were found to be modulated by word length but no accompanying word 
length effect in the brain activity was found corresponding to the first fixation. It, 
however, must be noted that the pattern of found eye movement effect and no 
effect on the fixation duration corresponding part of the FRP is not unique in FRP 
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literature. For example, recent FRP studies on natural reading have contrasted 
high- and low-lexical frequency words (Degno et al., 2019; Kretzschmar et al., 
2015) and found typical frequency effects in eye movements (longer duration 
measures) but no FRP effects. It should be remembered that lexical frequency is 
one of the main determinants for eye movements of reading and assumed to in-
fluence cognitive processes within fixation duration (Sereno & Rayner, 2003).  

The FRP effects outside fixation confines have implications on the eye-mind 
link that either this thesis or the existing FRP literature is currently unable to 
specify with certainty because it is, in principle, reliant on the overall interpreta-
tion of FRP perturbations and what processes are reflected by the component. It 
could be that the FRP difference that we observed is the first time point at which 
the cognitive process differs between conditions. It may also be that the modula-
tion of FRP does not reflect the first point of different processing—it has, for ex-
ample, been suggested that late ERPs, like N400, reflect the feedback processes 
from earlier processing (Sereno & Rayner, 2003). The first sweep of the infor-
mation propagation across neural networks is then proposed to occur in the early 
time window of C1 response, around 70 ms (Foxe & Simpson, 2002). Also, it is 
important to realise that FRPs are not the only possible EEG signals that could fit 
into the fixation time window. It may well be that the critical phenomena for 
modulation of eye movements are manifested, for example, as time-frequency 
perturbations or as connectivity patterns. Considering these alternative points of 
view would place commonly observed FRP modulations under the same inter-
pretation as eye movements as a reaction to some previously occurred process. 
This mindset would explain some of the co-occurring FRP and eye movement 
modulations, where FRP modulations do not precede the eye movement modu-
lations and do not contradict most of the interpretations of the eye–mind link. 

 In conclusion, Studies II, III and IV extend the knowledge about the co-
occurring eye movement behaviour modulations and electrophysiological brain 
activity modulations. The findings of this thesis show that word length and one 
letter switches have concurrent influence on brain activity and eye movements. 
However, as complementing literature utilising FRP as a methodology is, at the 
moment, quite limited, it is premature to make far-reaching conclusions on the 
nature of this co-occurrence. In the future, along with substantial additional basic 
research, the results have a chance to contribute to a comprehensive understand-
ing of the eye–mind link during natural reading.  

6.6 Future directions 

For the future of co-registered EEG and eye-tracking studies, two important lines 
of development can be distinguished: methodological development and large-
scale studies.  

The chapter on the methodology of co-registered ET-EEG closed on the no-
tion that current implementation, while solving the most severe problems, is not 
yet optimal. This is due to the fact that current methodology does not allow for a 
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simultaneous correction of the temporal overlap and the preservation of the sin-
gle observation structure—but forces the analysis to be performed with partici-
pant-level estimates. However, there are no mathematical restrictions that would 
prevent LME models from being adapted to perform deconvolution (Ehinger & 
Dimigen, 2018). However, currently, there are practical restrictions to this ap-
proach, as such LME models are fitted simultaneously for all subjects and obser-
vations. In LME models for eye movements, this poses no issues but, for a com-
bination of continuous datasets of EEG from 30 or so subjects, this would mean 
massive computational costs. Thus, the hypothetical deconvolution LME model-
ling would require access to sufficient computational hardware.  

The introduction of GLM to the ET-EEG methodology allows multiple var-
iables to act as predicting factors for FRP estimation. Thus, the field of ET-EEG 
reading research would benefit from large-scale studies in which the properties 
of stimulus materials are very well detailed instead of rigidly controlled. As a 
general example, this would comprise single sentences or multi-line texts in 
which, for example, the word-by-word predictability, the number of letters, syl-
lables or morphemes, the spatial width of the words and the frequency are esti-
mated prior to data collection. The resulting dataset could then be used for map-
ping the influence of eye movements, psycholinguistic factors and visual factors 
of words on brain activity. In addition, if published along with the guidelines of 
open science, such datasets could prove very valuable for the field of ET-EEG 
research. Eye movement research has several successful examples of this corpus-
based approach (Cop, Dirix, Drieghe, & Duyck, 2017; Kliegl et al., 2004; Kliegl, 
Nuthmann, & Engbert, 2006; Luke & Christianson, 2018) and it is reasonable to 
assume that the ET-EEG corpus would be similarly beneficial. 

In addition to these two critical lines of development, other interesting ap-
plications arise. Implementation of source analyses, in a larger extent to which it 
is present in this thesis, to ET-EEG data is a promising approach that would allow 
for mapping individual contributions of brain areas to natural reading. If source 
analysis proves successful, then this, in turn, opens the possibility of estimating 
the interactions between brain areas during natural reading with connectivity 
analyses.  

6.7 Methodological limitations in the studies 

Overall, the studies comprising this thesis had some methodological limitations. 
Some are specific to certain studies and others are general limitations arising 
from the chosen method or general limitations inherent to the field of research. 

Studies had specific limitations. Study I used ANOVA instead of LME as 
its statistical solution—switching to LME models would have solved the F1 and 
F2 analysis discrepancy that is observed for some of the analysed variables. 
Study II was an exploratory study rather than a true experiment and, as such, 
there is no absolute certainty on whether there are confounding factors present. 
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Study III made explicit claims on the time course of the differences between con-
ditions; thus, it must be noted that the statistical test used is not a generally suit-
able test for making such claims because non-parametric permutation tests do 
not correct individual observations of significant difference but control the fami-
lywise error rate at the cluster level (Sassenhagen & Draschkow, 2019). That be-
ing said, the timing differences that Study III argues for are on the scale of 50 or 
more milliseconds, which can be considered substantial. Thus, even though bas-
ing inference on specific observations within the cluster is not an optimal practise, 
due the scale of the difference in timing in the data, the observed pattern should 
be preserved if studied with statistics that are designed to estimate the onsets of 
differences. One potential approach for such analysis would be the so-called 
“jackknife” procedure (Kiesel, Miller, Jolicœur, & Brisson, 2008), which is a boot-
strapping technique for establishing ERP latency distributions. Furthermore, 
Study III does not implement a direct overlap correction and yet, based on the 
component waveforms, it is fair to assume that the effect of the overlap is minor 
(see Discussion of limitations section in Study III). 

A couple of general limitations can be identified. Participants were all na-
tive Finnish speakers and, thus, it is unclear how the findings would generalise 
to other languages. Participant populations were children in Studies II and III, 
therefore it is unclear to what extent the findings from these two studies general-
ise to adults and other groups. 

Use of the Hydrocel caps might not be an optimal solution for ET-EEG re-
search, as ocular artefacts need to be corrected using computational methods. 
Even though using saline-soaked sponges as a conduction method for the elec-
trodes has obvious benefit when working with children, in terms of the set up 
speed, the relatively fast evaporation rate of the fluid from the sensors and re-
sulting changes in impedance are problematic for accurate ICA estimation. This 
is because the ICA relies on spatial stationarity through time as a core assumption 
(Lee et al., 1999; Makeig et al., 1996) and, if conduction properties of an electrode 
change, this assumption is violated. In practice, this leads to split but highly sim-
ilar ocular components, especially in situations in which contact is lost altogether. 
This, in turn, can affect the performance of the temporal covariance algorithm 
that is used in the classification of the components because only one of the split 
components is active during the saccade and, thus, dependency might not trigger 
the threshold.  

Also, the limited amount of literature in the field of co-registered ET-EEG 
places a constraint on what can be generalised based on this thesis. Many of the 
implications of the findings presented are not clear because the field of co-regis-
tered EEG and eye-tracking is still in its infancy. To provide an example, this 
means that findings are difficult to fully relate to the existing body of work be-
cause the difference in the naturalistic free reading protocol vs RSVP is not fully 
mapped for many manipulations and there might be unknown interactions. Thus, 
the full impact of the pioneering work that constitutes this thesis will be realised 
when the field itself is more complete.  
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As with all scientific knowledge, the findings presented in this thesis would 
find support through replication, which can be considered to be the true test of 
the validity of any finding.  
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YHTEENVETO ( SUMMARY ) 

Okulomotorisen käyttäytymisen ja elektrokortikaalisen aivoaktiivisuuden 
yhteisesiintyminen luonnollisen lukemisen ja sanantunnistamisen aikana  
 
Luonnollisen lukemisen aikana katseen sijainti kohdistuu nopeiden nykäyksien 
ja pysähdyksien vuorottelevana sarjana luetun tekstimateriaalin ylitse. Näitä ny-
käyksiä kutsutaan sakkadeiksi ja pysähdyksiä fiksaatioiksi. Lukutaidon taso ja 
luetun tekstin ominaisuudet muokkaavat fiksaatioiden ja sakkadien ominaisuuk-
sia. Esimerkiksi hitailla lukijoilla on taipumus tehdä pidempiä fiksaatioita kuin 
keskitasoiset lukijat tekevät. Luonnollisen lukemisen aikaista sähköistä aivotoi-
mintaa ei kuitenkaan juurikaan tunneta. Tämä johtuu perinteisen herätevastetut-
kimuksen rajoitteista. 
 Herätevastetutkimuksen rajoitteet on kuitenkin mahdollista kiertää yksin-
kertaisella silmänliikekameran ja aivosähkökäyrän yhdistelmällä. Kun perintei-
sessä herätevastetutkimuksessa herätevaste aikalukitaan koeohjelman tapahtu-
maan, rinnakkaisrekisteröidyllä katseenseuranta-aivosähkökäyrällä (Co-registe-
red Eye tracking Electroencephalography) on mahdollista käyttää valikoituja sil-
mänliiketapahtumia, esimerkiksi fiksaatioita tiettyihin sanoihin, vasteen laske-
misen kiintopisteenä. Fiksaatiovastemenetelmä tuo kuitenkin mukanaan ana-
lyyttisen tason haasteita. Silmänliikkeistä syntyvät sähköiset artefaktat ovat ai-
kalukossa fiksaation alkuun ja silmänliikkeiden ominaisuudet, kuten esimerkiksi 
sakkadin pituus, ovat riippuvuussuhteessa aivoaktiivisuuteen. Tämän lisäksi fik-
saatioiden keskinäisen ajallisen läheisyyden vuoksi kunkin fiksaation sähköinen 
aivoaktiivisuus päällekkäistyy rinnakkaisten fiksaatioiden aivoaktiivisuuden 
kanssa. Nämä haasteet on kuitenkin mahdollista ratkaista tarkoitukseen sopivilla 
menetelmillä, kuten riippumattomien komponenttien analyysillä ja yleistettyä li-
neaarista mallia soveltavalla lineaari-dekonvoluutiolla. Rinnakkaisrekisteröity 
katseenseuranta-aivosähkökäyrä ja erityisesti fiksaatiovastemenetelmä, jota käy-
tin väitöskirjassani laajalti, mahdollistaa aivoaktiivisuuden tutkimisen luonnolli-
sen lukemisen aikana.   

Väitöskirjan ensimmäisessä osatutkimuksessa tarkasteltiin sanan kirjain-
määrän ja sanan leveyden vaikutuksia silmänliikkeisiin. Myös lukutaidon yhteys 
näihin vaikutuksiin oli tutkimuksen kohteena. Tutkimuksenkoeasetelmassa-
koehenkilöt lukivat lauseita, joiden keskellä oli kohdesanoja, joiden leveys ja si-
sältämä kirjainmäärä oli ortogonaalisesti kontrastoitu. Aikaisemmissa tutkimuk-
sissa on havaittu, että sanan kirjainmäärällä ja leveydellä on erilaiset vaikutukset, 
mutta näiden vaikutuksien yhteyksiä lukutaidon tasoon ei ole aiemmin tarkas-
teltu. Osatutkimuksessa toistettiin havainto, että silmänliikkeiden ajalliset aspek-
tit (katselunkeston muuttujat) muokkaantuivat ensisijaisesti suhteessa sanan kir-
jainmäärään ja silmänliikkeiden spatiaaliset aspektit (sakkadien kohdentamiseen 
liittyvät muuttujat) suhteessa sanan leveyteen. Näillä vaikutuksilla ei kuitenkaan 
ollut yhdysvaikutusta lukutaidon tasoon. Sen sijaan hitailla lukijoilla oli keski-
määrin suuremmat arvot katselunkeston muuttujissa. Ensimmäinen osatutki-
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mus antaa tukea näkemykselle, että sanan kirjainmäärällä ja leveydellä on itse-
näinen kontribuutio katselukäyttäytymiseen lukemisen aikana ja sitä kautta itse-
näinen kontribuutio lukemisen kognitiivisiin prosesseihin. Tutkimuksen tulok-
set myös viittaavat siihen, että sanan kirjainmäärä tai sanan leveys eivät ole on-
gelmallisia piirteitä heikomman lukutaidon omaaville aikuisille lukijoille.  

Väitöskirjan toisessa osatutkimuksessa tarkasteltiin sanan pituuden vaiku-
tusta silmänliikkeisiin ja fiksaatiovasteisiin, sekä näiden vaikutuksien yhteis-
esiintymistä kouluikäisillä lapsilla. Lisäksi tarkasteltiin lukutaidon assosiaatiota 
näihin ilmiöihin. Tätä tutkittiin koeasetelmalla, jossa koehenkilöt lukivat lauseita 
ja antoivat arvioita lauseiden järkevyydestä sillä välin, kun heiltä mitattiin rin-
nakkaisrekisteröityä katseenseuranta-aivosähkökäyrää. Tutkimuksessa havait-
tiin, että sanan pituus vaikutti voimakkaammin hitaiden lukijoiden kuin tyypil-
listen lukijoiden silmänliikkeisiin. Sanan pituus vaikutti ensimmäisten fiksaatioi-
den kestoon mutta ei ensimmäistä fiksaatiota seuraavien fiksaatioiden kestoon. 
Fiksaatiovasteissa tämä toteutui päinvastoin, eli ensimmäiseen fiksaatioon liit-
tyvä aivoaktiivisuus ei muokkaantunut suhteessa sanan pituuteen. Sen sijaan en-
simmäistä seuraavien fiksaatioiden aivoaktiivisuus muokkaantui sanan pituu-
den funktiona. Siinä, miten sanan pituus vaikutti aivoaktiivisuuteen, ei ollut eroa 
hitaiden ja tyypillisten lukijoiden välillä. Sen sijaan kaikkien fiksaatioiden jakama 
aivoaktiivisuus oli erilaista ryhmien välillä. Löydöksien kokonaisuus on yllät-
tävä, sillä aiemman tutkimuksen perusteella on oletettu, että sanan pituus vai-
kuttaisi voimakkaammin heikon lukutaidon omaaviin ja tarkasteltaessa pelkäs-
tään silmänliikemuuttujia tämä johtopäätös on oikeutettu. Fiksaatioihin lukittua 
aivoaktiivisuutta tarkasteltaessa näyttää kuitenkin siltä, että sanan pituus itses-
sään vaikuttaa samankaltaisesti molempiin ryhmiin, mutta aktiivisuuden perus-
taso on erilainen ryhmien välillä. Näyttää siis siltä, että heikkolukutaitoiset ky-
kenevät prosessoimaan vähemmän kirjaininformaatiota kullakin fiksaatiolla ja 
tämä kenties kasaantuu suuremmaksi sanan pituusvaikutukseksi silmänliik-
keissä.  

Väitöskirjan kolmannessa osatutkimuksessa tarkasteltiin sitä, miten se-
manttisten anomalioiden havaitseminen heijastuu silmänliikkeisiin ja fiksaatio-
vasteisiin sekä näiden vaikutuksien yhteisensiintymistä kouluikäisillä lapsilla. 
Tätä tutkittiin koeasetelmalla, jossa koehenkilöt lukivat lauseita ja antoivat arvi-
oita lauseiden järkevyydestä sillä välin, kun heiltä mitattiin rinnakkaisrekisteröi-
tyä katseenseuranta-aivosähkökäyrää. Lauseiden viimeistä sanaa manipuloitiin 
siten, että se oli joko uskottava päätös lauseelle, semanttinen anomalia tai uskot-
tavan lauseen päätöksen sananaapuri ja samanaikaisesti semanttinen anomalia.  
Osatutkimuksessa havaittiin, että kirjaimen poikkeama uskottavasta lauseesta on 
riittävä aiheuttamaan semanttisen anomalian prosessointiin liittyviä yhteisesiin-
tyviä silmänliiketapahtumia ja aivoaktiivisuutta. Tutkimuksessa havaittiin myös, 
että lauseen päättyessä semanttiseen anomaliaan, joka poikkeaa uskottavasta 
lauseen päätöksestä vain yhdellä kirjaimella, semanttisen anomalian prosessoin-
tia heijastava aivoaktiivisuus oli viivästynyttä suhteessa tilanteeseen, jossa koko 
sana poikkesi uskottavasta lauseesta. Tämä havaintokokonaisuus viittaa siihen, 
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että mikäli semanttisesti poikkeava sana on visuaalisesti samankaltainen uskot-
tavan sanan kanssa, semanttisen anomalian prosessointi on työläämpää, mikä 
mahdollisesti johtuu vaihtoehtoisten merkitysrepresentaatioiden kilpailusta. 

Neljännessä osatutkimuksessa tarkasteltiin sitä, miten oikeista sanoista joh-
dettujen epä- ja pseudosanojen prosessointi heijastuu mikrosilmänliikkeisiin ja 
aivoaktiivisuuteen. Tätä tutkittiin leksikaalisen päätöksenteon tehtävällä, jonka 
aikana koehenkilöiltä mitattiin rinnakkaisrekisteröityä katseenseuranta-aivosäh-
kökäyrää. Epä- ja pseudosanat johdettiin vaihtamalla kirjain sanan alusta tai lo-
pusta siten, että syntyvällä kirjainjonolla ei ollut semanttista merkitystä. Epäsa-
nojen tapauksessa lopputulos oli suomen kielen ortografian vastainen, mutta 
pseudosanat olisivat rakenteeltaan voineet olla suomen kielen sanoja. Kokonai-
suutena neljännessä osatutkimuksessa havaittiin, että poikkeaman tyyppi ja si-
jainti vaikuttivat yhteisesiintyvien aivovasteiden, pienten sakkadien ja reaktio-
aikojen dynamiikkaan. Näyttää siltä, että mikäli poikkeama rikkoo suomen kie-
len ortografisia sääntöjä, poikkeama havaitaan varhain ja kirjainjonon semant-
tista merkitystä ei edes yritetä löytää. Mutta jos poikkeaman seurauksena on suo-
men kielen sanaa muistuttava kirjainjono, aivot pyrkivät prosessoimaan kirjain-
jonon merkityksen.  

Kokonaisuudessaan tämän väitöskirjan tulokset viittaavat siihen, että jois-
sakin tapauksissa silmänliike-efektin yhteydessä voidaan havaita johdonmukai-
sesti yhteisesiintyvä aivotoiminnan modulaatio. Tämä ei kuitenkaan ole yksi-
selitteistä, sillä erityisesti toisessa ja neljännessä osatutkimuksessa esiintyi sil-
mänliike-efektejä, joiden kanssa ei havaittu yhteisesiintyviä aivotoiminnan mo-
dulaatioita. Tämä ei ole ainutlaatuinen löydös, vaan muissa tutkimuksissa on 
löydetty samansuuntaisia tuloksia sanan yleisyyden silmänliike-efektien ja aivo-
toiminnan modulaation suhteen luonnollisen lukemisen aikana.  

Tämän väitöskirjan tuloksia voidaan käyttää edistämään teoreettista ym-
märrystä silmän ja mielen suhteesta luonnollisen lukemisen aikana. Tulokset 
viittaavat siihen, että tämänhetkistä teoreettista ymmärrystä on tulevaisuudessa 
laajalti uudelleenarvioitava.. On kuitenkin huomattava, että rinnakkaisrekiste-
röity katseenseuranta-aivosähkökäyrä on hyvin nuori tutkimusmenetelmä, joten 
tässä väitöskirjassa esitetyt tulokset tarvitsevat tuekseen lisää perustutkimusta, 
ennen kuin kauaskantoisia johtopäätöksiä voidaan tehdä. 
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Abstract 
 

Previous research on the effect of word length on reading confounded the number of letters (NrL) 

in a word with its spatial width. Consequently, the extent to which visuospatial and attentional-

linguistic processes contribute to the word length effect on parafoveal and foveal vision in reading 

and dyslexia is unknown. Scholars recently suggested that visual crowding is an important factor 

for determining an individual’s reading speed in fluent and dyslexic reading. We studied whether 

the NrL or the spatial width of target words affects fixation duration and saccadic measures in 

natural reading in fluent and dysfluent readers of a transparent orthography. Participants read 

natural sentences presented in a proportional font that contained spatially narrow and wide four- to 

seven-letter target words. The participants looked at spatially narrow words overall for a longer 

duration partially due to more frequent regressions, which showed that crowding can disrupt word 

recognition during normal reading. In addition, reliable NrL effects on fixation duration suggest 

that letters are important attentional units during reading. Saccadic measures including relative 

landing position, refixation and skipping probability were strongly affected by spatial width and 

slightly affected by the NrL, which suggests that saccadic programming and parafoveal processing 

of upcoming words are limited by visual acuity more than by attentional factors. The dysfluent 

readers overall had longer fixation durations for words but did not show larger crowding or NrL 

effects.  

Keywords: reading fluency; eye movements; word length, crowding; word skipping 
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Longer words require more time to be recognized (e.g., Balota, Cortese, Sergent-

Marshall, Spieler, & Yap, 2004; Hautala, Hyönä, & Aro, 2011a; New, 2006; see Barton, 

Hashim, Eklinder, & Hills, 2014 for a recent review), which is pronounced in 

developmental dyslexia (e.g., De Luca, Di Pace, Judica, Spinelli, & Zoccolotti, 1999; 

Hautala, Aro, Eklund, Lerkkanen, & Lyytinen, 2013; Hautala, Hyönä, Aro & Lyytinen, 

2011b; Ziegler, Perry, Ma-Wyatt, Ladner & Schulte-Körne, 2003). Generally, the 

temporal word length effect has been thought to stem from linguistic-attentional 

processing. However, there are several potent visuospatial explanations for the word 

length effect, and scholars have suggested that dyslexia may at least partially stem from a 

visuospatial processing deficit (Martelli, Filippo, Spinelli, & Zoccolotti, 2009; Zorzi, 

Barbiero, Facoetti, Lonciari, et al., 2012). Further, although during reading saccadic 

programming of the landing position is mainly based on spatial information about word 

spaces and fixation durations that reflect word recognition processes of textual 

information (Hautala et al., 2011a; Infoff, Eiter, Radach, & Juhasz, 2003), direct 

empirical evidence of how deep this functional dissociation is and whether it holds for all 

types of saccades, including refixations, regressions and word skips, is lacking. In the 

present study, for the first time, the spatial width of a word and the number of letters (NrL) 

were orthogonally manipulated, and their contribution to various eye movement measures 

of normal and dysfluent reading were examined. 

Temporal word length effects are due to visual or perceptual limitations that force 

readers to make progressive refixations when they read long words (Vergilino-Perez, 

Collins, & Doré-Mazars, 2004). Human acuity foveal vision covers only two visual 
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degrees, which typically equals six to eight letters (see Rayner, 1998), and acuity 

degrades rapidly in the parafovea. The size of the perceptual span in reading has been 

studied with a gaze-contingent display technique such as the moving window paradigm in 

which the number of upcoming letters visible to a reader is manipulated (see Rayner, 

1998). These studies have shown that people learn to recognize letters that extend from 

foveal vision to the reading direction. The perceptual span increases during reading 

development (Häikiö, Hyönä, Bertram, & Niemi, 2009) so that fluent adult readers can 

identify seven to eight letters forward (McConkie & Rayner, 1975; see Rayner, 1998 for 

a review), while poor readers have a smaller span (Bosse, Tainturier, & Valdois, 2007; 

Hautala & Parviainen, 2014; Häikiö et al., 2009; Rayner, 1983). Reading is partly serial 

phonological decoding, a skill that becomes automatic during elementary school 

(Zoccolotti, De Luca, Di Filippo, Judica, & Martelli, 2009) but remains difficult for 

children with developmental dyslexia (Share, 1995; Wimmer, 1993, 1996a,b; Zoccolotti, 

De Luca, & Di Pace, 2005). When reading short words, the word length effects (New, 

2006) of a single fixation (Hautala et al., 2011a,b) may also reflect attentional serial letter 

processing during word recognition (Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Langdon, & Ziegler, 2001; 

Perry, Ziegler, & Zorzi, 2007; see especially Hawelka et al., 2010). In addition, problems 

in phonological decoding or whole-word recognition may explain the difficulty with 

reading that children with developmental dyslexia experience and their distinctive eye 

movement behavior during reading, including longer fixations, more frequent refixations 

and regressions and shorter saccades (see Bellochi, Muneaux, Bastien-Toniazzo, & 

Ducrot, 2013, for a recent review). 
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However, word length effects could reflect visuospatial processing. The leading 

models of eye movement control in reading assume that the speed of letter recognition 

increases by the distance of the letter from the fixation point (e.g., Engbert, Nuthmann, 

Richter, & Kliegl, 2005; Radach & Reilly, 2006; Reichle, Pollatsek, & Rayner, 2006), 

which is called here as the visual acuity hypothesis for letter encoding. In principle, this 

process may be responsible for the temporal word length effects within foveal vision, and 

deficits in this process may contribute to larger word length effects in readers with 

dyslexia. In contrast, visual crowding (Bouma, 1970, 1973), which is the degradation of 

the spatial frequency of vision as a function of eccentricity, impairs perception of nearby 

objects in peripheral and parafoveal vision. Pelli, Tillman, Freeman, Su, Berger, and 

Majaj (2007) provided extensive evidence that reading is essentially achieved within an 

uncrowded span that roughly equals the foveal vision and the perceptual span, beyond 

which the crowding makes identifying letters impossible. Visual interference of very near 

objects (< .1 visual degrees) within foveal vision is called foveal crowding (Levi, Klein, 

& Hariharan, 2002). Although this concept is controversial (Huurneman, Boonstra, Cox, 

Cillessen, & van Rens (2012), visually more densely packed words may be harder to read 

and lead to increased fixation times. 

Regarding dyslexia, Martelli and colleagues (2009) found that children with 

dyslexia showed larger crowding effects in a peripheral letter identification task, and the 

magnitude of this crowding effect was associated with individual differences in reading 

speed. Bellochi et al. (2013) reported similar findings in a subgroup of individuals with 

dyslexia. Providing further support for the idea of a visual processing deficit in at least a 

subgroup of individuals with dyslexia, scholars recently reported that individuals with 
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dyslexia showed abnormalities in several low-level oculomotor skills including binocular 

coordination (for a review, see Bellochi et al., 2013; Gori  & Facoetti, 2015). Recent 

research reports that increasing letter and word spacing improve reading speed in children 

with dyslexia (Perea, Panadero, Moret-Tatay, & Gómez, 2012; Zorzi, Barbiero, Facoetti, 

Lonciari et al., 2012). Zorzi and colleagues (2012) suggested that wider letter spacing 

may help children with dyslexia focus on each letter during the phonological decoding 

process. 

Word spaces and word length are important determinants of saccadic behaviors 

such as landing position (where to fixate on the word) and whether to skip or refixate a 

word (for a complete review of saccadic behavior during reading, see Rayner, 1998 and 

Schotter, Angele, & Rayner, 2012). Saccades are planned toward the preferred viewing 

location slightly left of the word center, which provides optimal visibility of the words. 

Corrective refixations toward the word center are made after mislocated fixations due to 

oculomotor error. If the word is long and extends over the foveal vision, the initial 

fixation location shifts to the word beginning, and the probability of making a progressive 

refixation increases, which suggests that refixations may even be preplanned according to 

word length information in the parafovea (Vergilino-Perez et al., 2004). Very short words 

are often skipped, especially when the preceding fixation is near, presumably because 

they fall within the acuity vision and can be parafoveally identified to a sufficient degree. 

Skipped words are then regressed more often because the parafoveal recognition may 

have been erroneous or words were skipped by accident due to oculomotor error in 

saccade targeting. Regressions are also made due to challenges in reading comprehension. 

Generally, this body of knowledge is almost exclusively based on studies that 
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manipulated word spaces and word length in text presented in a monospaced font. 

Therefore, whether attentional or perceptual span (NrL), or visual (spatial width) factors 

are responsible for these saccadic effects, or both is not actually known. In addition, 

whether parafoveal preprocessing affects the landing position and the probability of 

skipping a word is governed by attentional or visual acuity limitations are not known 

(Schotter et al., 2012). 

Some studies have been conducted on visuospatial influences on readers’ eye 

movements. One method for studying these influences involves manipulating fonts and 

letter spacing. Rayner, Slattery, and Bélanger (2010) used the moving window technique 

to investigate whether letter spacing of proportional and monospaced fonts influences 

readers’ eye movements. Although the researchers observed no effects on the perceptual 

span in the number of words, the decreased letter spacing led to a faster overall reading 

rate via the decreased number of fixations and their duration, but the number of 

regressions increased. In a follow-up study in which Slattery and Rayner (2013) 

manipulated letter spacing, text presented with standard letter spacing yielded the fastest 

reading times relative to the decreased or increased letter spacing condition. The authors 

also observed benefits in the average fixation duration for decreased letter spacing when 

the word spacing was increased, which suggested crowding effects were present at the 

letter and word levels during reading. Regarding font effects, Rayner et al. (2010) did not 

find an overall difference in reading rates; however, in Slattery and Rayner’s study the 

proportional font was read faster than the monospaced font. A common finding for both 

studies and our previous study (Hautala et al., 2011a) is that proportional fonts tend to be 

read with fewer but longer fixations than monospaced fonts, which suggests two 
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contrasting factors affect reading: While more letters in a proportional font fall in acuity 

vision, crowding is increased by the shorter distance between the letters. 

However, in contrast, Perea and Gomez (2012) found that slightly expanded letter 

spacing provided weak benefits for reading speed and average fixation durations, but 

larger expanded spacing resulted an increased number of fixations per word. Perea and 

Gomez also found the initial fixation locations shifted to the word beginning when the 

letter spacing was expanded, but Slattery and Rayner (2013) did not confirm this finding. 

One possible reason for these conflicting findings across letter spacing and font studies is 

that manipulating letter spacing leads to unfamiliar typography for a reader, which may 

have consequences of its own for readers’ eye movements. 

In an early study, Morrison and Rayner (1981) studied eye movements when 

individuals read identical text at varying viewing distances. The researchers found 

viewing distance had no effect on saccade amplitude in letters, which led the researchers 

to conclude that attentional, not visual, factors determine how many letters are processed 

during a fixation. However, fixation durations were longer at larger viewing distances, 

suggesting that visual factors affect how efficiently letters are recognized.  

Recently, Miellet, O’Donnell, and Sereno (2009) compensated for the degradation 

of visual acuity by magnifying parafoveal letters accordingly. The researchers assumed 

that if the perceptual span were limited by visual acuity, parafoveal magnification would 

improve parafoveal letter recognition and lead to increased perceptual span. This 

manipulation did not increase the perceptual span measured by varying the size of the 

moving window, which led the authors to suggest that the perceptual span is limited by 

attention, not visual acuity. We believe it is difficult to draw any firm conclusions about 
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normal reading from such an unnatural reading condition; however, reading with and 

without parafoveal magnification seemed to be surprisingly similar. The authors agreed 

that providing their participants more training with such an unnatural reading condition 

may have made improvements in reading possible. 

McDonald (2006) rendered all words in a text with an equal spatial width and 

compared eye movement measures with six- and eight-letter target words. He found that 

temporal fixation duration measures that reflected word recognition including first, single 

fixation and gaze durations and a saccadic measure of refixation probability were 

influenced by the NrL, whereas most of the saccadic measures, including skipping 

probability, landing position and launch distance, were not affected by the NrL in a word.  

Hautala et al. (2011a) compared two NrL effects: the one controlled by spatial 

width by taking advantage of variability in letter widths (e.g., “m” and “i,” mama vs. 

flight) when presented in a proportional font and the NrL effect with spatial width 

confounded when presented in a monospaced font. Again, the NrL affected the fixation 

duration measures, and spatial width affected only the saccadic measures. Refixation 

probability was almost significantly affected by spatial width, not by the NrL as 

McDonald found. However, both studies had shortcomings. McDonald (2006) studied 

words rendered unnaturally with equal spatial width, which led to visually unnatural 

crowded words. Hautala et al. (2011a) confounded font type with spatial width 

manipulation.  

In the present study, we optimized the experimental design by comparing reading 

of narrow and wide four- to seven-letter words, all presented in the same proportional 

font. By manipulating the orthography of the words’ spatial width and the number of 
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letters, we aimed to resolve whether fixation duration and saccadic word length effects on 

readers’ eye movements result from the visual (spatial width) or attentional (NrL) level of 

processing, and whether these effects are associated with reading fluency. According to 

the attentional view, the fixation duration and saccadic effects (except landing position) 

should be based on the NrL. According to the visual acuity hypothesis, the fixation 

durations should be longer for wider words, and the saccadic measures should reflect the 

increased processing demands of wide words (less skipping and more refixations and 

regressions). According to the visual crowding hypothesis, the fixation durations should 

be longer, and the saccadic measures should reflect the increased processing demands of 

narrow words that contain more objects in a given space. Dysfluent readers were 

expected to show generally increased fixation durations and more frequent refixations 

and regressions, and possibly a larger influence of NrL and crowding on these measures. 

 

Materials and methods 

Apparatus 

An SMI Hispeed eye tracker with a 500 Hz sampling rate was used to record the 

eye movements of the participants’ right eye. The computer screen (size 375 × 300 mm, 

resolution 1024 × 768 pixels) was located 670 mm from the participant’s eye. 

 

Participants 

The participants were 37 native Finnish-speaking young adults (age M = 20, SD = 

4.8 years). They were recruited by sending an email to the student mailing lists of local 

high schools, a vocational university and a university. In the letter, students with and 
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without reading problems were invited to participate in the study. A written informed 

consent was obtained from the participants before their participation. The experiment was 

undertaken in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The ethical committee of the 

University of Jyväskylä approved the research protocol. The participants’ 

 reading skills were assessed with text reading and word list reading subtests from an 

assessment battery for reading disabilities (Nevala, 2007). In the text reading subtest, the 

participant score was the number of words read aloud within a 3 min time limit. The word 

list reading subtest participant’s score was the time taken to read aloud the 30-item word 

list. The participant was considered a dysfluent reader (DYS, N = 11) if he or she scored 

below the 11th percentile in population on either the text (controls 366 words, DYS 295 

words, t(32) = 5.3, p <.001) or word reading subtask (controls 22.2 s, DYS 36.5 s, t(32) = 

7.3, p <.001) while the other participants constituted the control group of fluent readers. 

The participants’ IQ was assessed with the standard progressive matrices test (SPM test; 

Raven, Raven, & Court, 1998). One participant was excluded from the analysis due to a 

poor score on the SPM test, after the groups had equal IQs, t < .62, and another was 

dropped due to an incomplete measurement. Participants received movie tickets as 

compensation for their participation. Eye tracking of one participant was not possible due 

to her tendency to keep her eyes half closed. Thus, our total sample was 34.  

  

Target words and sentences 

To study the independent influences of the spatial width of a word, and the NrL in 

a word, narrow words that contain several narrow letters such as “l,” and wide words that 

contain several wide letters such as “m” were selected as the target words. Each category 
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of wide and narrow four- to seven-letter words contained 20 words, for a total of 160 

target words. The visual and psycholinguistic descriptions of the stimuli are presented in 

Table 1, and the entire list of the stimulus sentences is in the Aappendix A. The 

categories were controlled for word and bigram frequency, based on a large newspaper 

text corpus of lemma frequencies (Language Bank of Finland, 2007). The number of 

orthographic neighbors was also controlled except between four- and seven-letter words 

since longer words have unavoidably fewer word neighbors in Finnish. The target words 

were embedded in 80 sentence beginnings, paired as follows: 1) narrow four-letter and 

wide seven-letter words, 2) wide four-letter and narrow seven-letter words, 3) narrow 

five-letter and wide five-letter words, and 4) narrow six-letter and wide six-letter words. 

A comparison of pairs 1 and 2 would reveal whether the NrL effect is a similar size when 

the spatial width of the words is the same (i.e., controlled) vs. very different (i.e., not 

controlled), whereas separate analyses of pairs 3 and 4 would reveal whether spatial 

width has an effect when the NrL is controlled. Pairs 3 and 4 could not be included in the 

same analysis since narrow five- and six-letter words and wide five- and six-letter words 

had different spatial widths. For the same reason and because of the differing sentence 

frames, we did not evaluate the main effect of spatial width in the analysis of pairs 1 and 

2. 

Word pairs were formed so that they shared the same part of speech (nouns with 

nouns, etc.) and that they had semantic likeness within a word pair. Examples of the 

stimuli embedded in the envelope sentences are shown in Figure 1. We constructed 

sentences with long words around the target word to minimize pre- and post-target word 

skipping. An online survey (Limesurvey; Schmitz, 2010) was used to evaluate the 
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predictability, plausibility and emotional charge of the sentences, and there were no 

differences in these qualities within sentence pairs, Fs < .1. Predictability was established 

with the standard cloze probability procedure. Plausibility evaluation was performed by 

presenting the sentence pair to the survey participants and asking whether sentence 1 was 

more plausible, or sentence 2 was more plausible, or the sentences were equally plausible. 

Emotional charge was evaluated by asking the survey participants whether sentence 1 

evoked emotional reaction, sentence 2 evoked emotional reaction, both sentences evoked 

emotional reactions, or neither sentence evoked emotional reaction. 

 

Figure 1. Sample sentence pair. Sentence translates literally “To my greatest misfortune 

binoculars/egg broke after falling from the table,” with “binoculars” and “egg” being the 

target words. 

 

 

 

Table 1. Mean spatial width in degrees, word frequency in a million words, number of 

word neighbors and bigram frequency in a thousand words of target word categories with 

standard deviations in parentheses.  

 

Comparison Spatial width 

controlled 

Not controlled Five-letter words Six-letter words 

Letters Four Seven Four Seven Narrow Wide Narrow Wide 
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Spatial width 1.47 

(.08) 

1.49 

(.10) 

.93 

(.06) 

2.18 

(.22) 

.96 

(.09) 

1.44 

(.08) 

1.45 

(.07) 

2.06 

(.17) 

Word 

frequency  

34  

(69) 

98 

(210) 

144 

(154) 

105 

(95) 

112 

(117) 

73 

(96) 

192 

(578) 

155 

(286) 

Word 

neighbors 

2.90 

(1.94) 

.55 

(.944) 

3.50 

(2.33) 

.50 

(.89) 

2.15 

(1.93) 

3.00 

(1.97) 

1.15 

(1.22) 

1.40 

(1.09) 

Bigram 

Frequency 

1.7 

(2.2) 

3.0 

(2.6) 

5.9 

(5.0) 

4.1 

(2.9) 

5.5 

(3.0) 

5.3 

(3.7) 

5.4(4.8) 6.2 

(3.4) 

 
Procedure 

Participants leaned their head against a forehead and chin rest. A 13-point 

calibration procedure was repeated at the beginning of the experiment and after every 40 

sentences, and was repeated if the deviation between the calibration and the validation 

was more than 0.2 degrees. Each trial started with the requirement to look a fixation cross 

at the left edge of the upper half of the screen for 500 ms, which triggered the stimulus 

sentence to appear. After the participant read the sentence, he or she fixated for 500 ms 

on a fainter fixation cross at the right edge of the screen, which triggered the sentence to 

disappear. Sentences were presented in the proportional font Calibri at 16 points (see 

Table 1 for the visual degrees of the stimuli words). After 24 specific sentences, a yes or 

no question about the previous sentence appeared, and the participants were instructed to 

answer by choosing the correct alternative with the mouse. All 160 sentences were 

randomized for every participant.  

 

Data processing 
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Fixations were detected with the saccade–velocity-based algorithm developed by 

the eye tracker manufacturer (SMI). The area of interest was analyzed and the dependent 

measure was calculated with the manufacturer’s analysis package for reading studies. The 

parameters for detecting a saccade were a saccade velocity threshold of 40 °/s and a 

minimum saccade duration of 22 ms; however, these parameters left some anomalies to 

saccadic amplitude data so saccades that exceeded 150 pixels in length were excluded 

from further analyses (56 cases). Fixations shorter than 50 ms and longer than 1000 ms 

were excluded from further analysis.  

 

Data analysis 

The following target word–specific measures that reflect word recognition 

processes were selected: Total fixation duration and first-pass gaze duration reflected the 

overall and first-pass word recognition processes, respectively. Single-fixation duration 

included occurrences when a word was recognized by one fixation. To study the 

influence of manipulated variables on eye movement control, saccading measures 

including relative landing position (percentages of a word’s horizontal width) and 

refixation, skipping and regression probabilities were analyzed. In the within-subject F1 

analyses, these measures were the subject of repeated measures analysis of variance with 

two-level within-subject factors of the NrL (four, seven) and spatial width (controlled, 

not controlled) in the analysis of four- and seven-letter words. In this analysis, we were 

not interested in the main effect of spatial width (as it was presented in different sentence 

pairs) but in the possible interaction of spatial width and the NrL. In the analyses of five- 

and six-letter words, there was a two-level spatial width factor (narrow, wide). A two-
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level between-subject factor of reading fluency (CONTROLS, DYS) was used in each 

analysis. Significant interactions were inspected with paired t-tests. In the F2 item 

analysis of four- and seven-letter words, there were two-level within-subject factors of 

NrL (four, seven) and Group (CONTROLS, DYS) and a two-level between-subject factor 

of spatial width (controlled, not-controlled). In the F2 analyses of five- and six-letter 

words, there was a two-level within-subject factor of spatial width (narrow, wide) and 

Group (CONTROLS, DYS).  

 The three analysis blocks were used to test the following hypotheses: If narrow 

words induced values that reflected increased processing demands, the crowding 

hypothesis was supported. If wider words induced values that reflected increased 

processing demands, the visual acuity hypothesis was supported. If spatial width had no 

influence but the NrL did, the letters as cognitive processing units hypothesis was 

supported.  

 

Results 

The means for all measures are given in Tables 2 and 3 separately for fluent and 

dysfluent readers. Only significant F1 and F2 effects or significant F1 effects with non-

significant F2 result of particular interest are reported. The complete ANOVA tables are 

provided in the Appendix B. The groups did not differ in answering the comprehension 

control questions, F < 1; the DYS group answered the questions with accuracy 94.3% 

accuracy, and the controls with 93.1% accuracy.  
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Influence of orthogonal manipulation of spatial width and NrL 

Single fixation duration 

The NrL had a main effect, F1(1, 32) = 8.264, p = .007, ŋ2
p  = .205, F2(1, 38) = 

3.196, p = .082, ŋ2
p  = .078; seven-letter words received longer fixation durations than 

four-letter words (286 vs. 265 ms).  

 

Gaze duration 

The NrL had a main effect, F1(1, 32) = 24.112, p < .001, ŋ2
p  = .430, F2(1, 38) = 

17.984, p < .001, ŋ2
p  = .321; seven-letter words received longer fixation durations than 

four-letter words (302 vs. 270 ms).  

 

Total fixation duration 

The NrL had a main effect, F1(1, 32) = 20.515, p < .001, ŋ2
p  = .391, F2(1, 38) = 

9.730, p = .003, ŋ2
p  = .204, seven-letter words received longer fixation durations than four-

letter words (339 vs. 387 ms). The main effect of Group, F1(1, 32) = 8.189, p = .007, ŋ2
p  

= .204, F2(1, 38) = 96.930, p < .001, ŋ2
p   = .718, indicated that overall the DYS group 

looked at the target words longer than the controls (409 vs. 317 ms).  

 

Refixation probability 

The main effect of NrL, F1(1, 32) = 14.998, p = .001, ŋ2
p   = .319, F2(1, 38) = 

10.327, p = .003, ŋ2
p  =  .214, was accompanied by the two-level interaction of Width x 

NrL, F1(1, 32) = 6.226, p = .018, ŋ2
p   = .163, F2(1, 38) = 2.733, p = .107, ŋ2

p   = .067. This 

interaction resulted from the increase in refixation probability, when spatial width was 
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not controlled for (from .25 to .38; t(33) = –4.40, p < .001) but not when it was controlled 

(from .32 to .36; t(33) = –1.67, p = .104). The main effect of Group, F1(1, 32) = 5.851, p 

= .021, ŋ2
p   = .155, F2(1, 38) = 44.129, p < .001, ŋ2

p   = .537, indicated that overall the DYS 

group made more refixations than the controls (.39 vs .27, respectively).  

 

Relative landing position 

The main effect of the NrL, F1(1, 32) = 60.548, p < .001, ŋ2
p  = .654, F2(1, 38) = 

51.577, p < .001, ŋ2
p   = .576, was accompanied by the two-level interaction of Width x 

NrL, F1(1, 32) = 23.872, p < .001, ŋ2
p   = .427, F2(1, 38) = 10.964, p = .002, ŋ2

p   = .224. 

This interaction resulted from a shift in the relative landing position to the word 

beginning in seven- vs. four-letter words when spatial width was not controlled for (from 

58% to 46%; 9.08, p < .001), relative to when it was controlled (from 56% to 52%; 4.09, 

p < .001).  

 

First-pass skipping probability 

The main effect of the NrL, F1(1, 32) = 38.991, p < .001, ŋ2
p   = .549, F2(1, 38) = 

220.850, p < .001, ŋ2
p   = .853, was accompanied by two-level interaction of Width x NrL, 

F1(1, 32) = 29.165, p < .001, ŋ2
p   = .477, F2(1, 38) = 76.681, p < .001, ŋ2

p   = .669. This 

interaction resulted from the larger decrease in the probability of skipping as a function of 

the NrL when spatial width was not controlled for (.27 to .02; t(33) = 7.42, p < .001) 

relative to when it was controlled (.12 vs .05; t(33) = 3.44, p = .002).  

Ten point two percent of the word skips to narrow words were likely overshoots 

shown as missing tails in landing position distribution. Although this value was 
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subtracted from the skipping probability in the narrowest word category (narrow four- to 

five-letter words), the effect of spatial width on word skipping remained highly 

significant, F(1,34) = 14.6, p = .001, ŋ2
p   = .307,  when compared to wide four- and five-

letter words. 

 

Summary  

There was a reliable NrL effect of 18 ms per letter on the total fixation duration 

measure, and a 10 ms per letter -effect in single fixation duration -measure, yet this latter 

effect was only a trend-like in item-analysis. Skipping and refixation probability and 

landing position were clearly affected by spatial width, with the exception that the effect 

in refixation probability was not significant in item analysis. These variables were also 

slightly affected by the NrL, since words with a higher NrL and wider words were landed 

more toward the word beginning, refixated more often and skipped less often than 

narrower or shorter words. The DYS group was associated with longer total fixation 

duration and more frequent refixations.  

 

The effect of spatial width 

Single fixation duration 

In five-letter words, the main effect of Width, F1(1, 32) = 14.837, p = .001, ŋ2
p  

= .317, F2(1, 19) = 15.744, p = .001, ŋ2
p   = .453, resulted from the longer fixation duration 

on narrow (272 ms) vs. wide words (241 ms).  

 

Gaze duration 
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In five-letter words, the main effect of Group, F1(1, 32) = 5.621, p = .024, ŋ2
p  

= .149, F2(1, 19) = 33.649, p < .001, ŋ2
p   = .639, resulted from longer durations for the 

DYS group (291 ms) relative to the controls (243 ms). 

 

Total fixation duration 

In five-letter words, the main effect of Width, F1(1, 32) = 15.561, p < .001, ŋ2
p  

= .327, F2(1, 19) = 7.540, p = .013, ŋ2
p   = .284, resulted from longer durations for narrow 

(366 ms) vs. wide (312 ms) words. The main effect of Group, F1(1, 32) = 9.755, p = .004, 

ŋ2
p   = .234, F2(1, 19) = 24.572, p < .001, ŋ2

p   = .564, resulted from longer durations for the 

DYS group relative to the controls (379 vs. 298 ms). In six-letter words, the main effect 

of Width, F1(1, 32) = 7.059, p = .012, ŋ2
p   = .181, F2(1, 19) = 2.022, p = .171, ŋ2

p  = .096, 

resulted from longer durations for narrow (384 ms) vs. wide words (357 ms). 

 

Regression probability 

In five-letter words, the main effect of Width, F1(1, 32) = 23.635, p < .001, ŋ2
p  

= .425, F2(1, 19) = 8.385, p = .009, ŋ2
p   = .306, resulted from the higher regression 

probability for narrow (.17) vs. wide (.08) words. In six-letter words, the main effect of 

Width, F1(1, 32) = 12.165, p = .001, ŋ2
p   = .275, F2(1, 19) = 7.283, p = .014, ŋ2

p   = .277, 

resulted from the higher regression probability for narrow (.17) vs. wide (.09) words.  

The narrow words might have been regressed because they were skipped more 

often (20.5% vs. 10.6% of trials). However, the same pattern of results was present when 

the analysis of the regression probability was restricted to non-skipping trials, which 

suggests that the regression probability findings were not only consequences of skipping 
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for five-letter words, F1(1, 32) = 17.1, p < .001, ŋ2
p   = .341, and six-letter words, F1(1, 32) 

= 13.7, p = .001, ŋ2
p   = .294. 

 

Relative landing position.  

 In five letter words, the effect of width only approached significance, F1(1, 32) = 

3.940, p = .056, ŋ2
p   = .110, F2(1, 38) = 4.228, p = .054, ŋ2

p   = .182. Wider words were 

landed more towards word beginning (55 %) than narrow words (59 %). 

In six letter words, the effect of width was highly significant, F1(1, 32) = 40.612, 

p < .001, ŋ2
p   = .559, F2(1, 38) = 15.9, p = .001, ŋ2

p   = .456. Wider words were landed more 

towards word beginning (50 %) than narrow words (55 %). 

 

First-pass skipping probability 

 In five letter words, the effect of width was highly significant, F1(1, 32) = 29.915, 

p < .001, ŋ2
p   = .483, F2(1, 38) = 68.413, p < .001, ŋ2

p   = .783. Narrow words were skipped 

more often than wide words (0.26 vs. 0.09, respectively) 

In six letter words, the effect of width was significant, F1(1, 32) = 5.390, p = .027, 

ŋ2
p   = .144, F2(1, 38) = 7.255, p = .014, ŋ2

p   = .276. Narrow words were skipped more often 

than wide words ( 0.8 vs. 0.04, respectively) 

 

Summary 

Narrow vs. wide five-letter words were fixated on longer in the single fixation 

duration and total fixation duration measures and regressed more often, and narrow vs. 

wide six-letter words were regressed more often and had longer total fixation durations in 
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subject but not in item-analysis. However, these effects were substantially weaker than in 

five-letter words. The DYS group was associated with overall longer fixation durations in 

five-letter words in the gaze duration and total fixation duration measures. Similarly what 

was found in orthogonal analysis of spatial width and NrL, skipping probability and 

landing position were strongly governed by spatial extent of words.  

 

Discussion 

We studied how spatial width and the NrL in the target words affect eye 

movement measures during typical and dysfluent reading. We found that the total fixation 

durations (the sum of the durations of all fixations on a word) on narrow words were 

somewhat higher than those for wide words, which suggests that visual crowding in 

foveal vision may increase fixation durations, not visual acuity limitations, when 

individuals read relatively short words fit mostly on foveal vision (only the wide six- and 

seven-letter words were wider spatially by more than two degrees). This finding is in line 

with recent findings that visual crowding is an important factor in reading (Martelli et al., 

2009; Pelli et al., 2007; Perea & Gomez, 2012; Slattery & Rayner, 2013; Zorzi et al., 

2012). The crowding in our data partially resulted from more frequent regressions to 

narrow words, which suggests that crowding disrupts word recognition during first-pass 

reading, and thus, the readers had to return to check the word. This finding agrees with 

two recent reports on increased regression rates for text presented in decreased letter 

spacing (Rayner et al., 2010; Slattery & Rayner, 2013). 

The crowding effect on fixation durations was especially strong in five-letter 

words but much weaker in six-letter words. Narrow five-letter words may have been 
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perceptually the most challenging because they consisted of similar visual letters with 

high spatial frequency, for example, tilli (dill), whereas the most narrow six-letter words 

were somewhat less crowded because they consisted of letters of more variable width, for 

example, piikki (spike). This suggests that not only the letter spacing but possibly also the 

distance between letter center points or, in general, the overall discriminability of letters 

within words counts when it comes to visual processing of words. This view is in 

accordance with the recent understanding of the multilevel nature of crowding (Whitney 

& Levi, 2011). Overall, we conclude that the effect of visual crowding can be substantial, 

but only among very densely packed words. Further, visual and lexical processes may 

also interact if the visually challenging word has visually similar word neighbors, such as 

tilli/tiili (dill/brick). Although the number of orthographic neighbors between narrow and 

wide words was controlled in this study, future studies should investigate additional 

specific interplays between visual crowding and lexical processes. 

In line with our previous study (Hautala et al., 2011a), there was a consistent NrL 

effect in summative fixation duration measures. In gaze duration, there was an NrL effect 

but no crowding effect, indicating that these effects can occur independently of each 

other. However, the NrL effect on words with equal spatial width can result from 

crowding since there are more objects in the given space, while the NrL effect on words 

with various spatial widths may result from refixations. Therefore, the single fixation 

duration measure may be the purest measure for comparing crowding and NrL effects. 

This is justified also from the viewpoint that visual effects should appear early during the 

time course of word processing, and therefore be present already in single-fixation 

duration. The results in this variable indicated the NrL effects were similar irrespective of 
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whether the spatial width was controlled (a crowded condition) or not, suggesting that 

this effect was due to the NrL, not crowding. The temporal word length effect resulted 

mainly from the genuine NrL effect, whereas particularly crowded words seemed to 

provide an extra visual challenge for a reader. Thus, we believe letters are important 

attentional units in reading. However, letters of very familiar words may be processed in 

parallel (Coltheart et al., 2001; Perry et al., 2007); thus, the NrL effect may be even 

absent (see Hawelka et al., 2010 for a recent eye movement study).  

The saccadic measures were heavily influenced by the spatial width of the word 

but also slightly by the NrL. The landing position shifted to the word beginning, 

refixations were more frequent and skipping was less frequent for wider and longer (NrL) 

words. Generally, this pattern of findings is in line with the view that spatial instead of 

linguistic information is predominantly used for saccade targeting while linguistic 

information is mainly used for word recognition processes (Inhoff et al., 2003). However, 

this finding suggests that this functional dissociation is not all or nothing, but linguistic-

attentional demands of the upcoming word are used to fine-tune the saccade targeting. 

Since the number of letters is a factor in word recognition that consistently affects 

fixation times, the saccadic system is also affected by this processing demand to some 

extent: Words with fewer NrL could be more easily recognized parafoveally and thus 

skipped, and landing more toward the word beginning of words with more letters 

prioritizes processing of the word beginning (Hautala & Parviainen, 2014) and leaves 

more space for progressive refixation saccades (Vergilino-Perez et al., 2004).  

The strong influence of spatial width on saccadic measures is most likely caused 

by visual acuity limitations. If a word is spatially wide, the initial saccade lands more 
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toward the word beginning to provide a high-quality visual sample of the word beginning, 

while refixations may be done to provide a higher-quality visual sample of the word 

ending. Similarly, very narrow words may be skipped because they are within reach of 

the foveal vision from the previous fixation location and could therefore be parafoveally 

identified. Such identification, however, is futile as shown by generally more frequent 

regressions to skipped words. Further, the effect of spatial width on the skipping rate 

depends on some currently unspecified typographical factor, since Slattery and Rayner 

(2013) did not find clear effects of increased or decreased letter spacing (which affects 

words’ spatial width) on the skipping rate, yet skipping occurred more frequently on a 

spatially more condensed proportional vs. spatially wider monospaced font in their study. 

The finding that spatial width has an important role in parafoveal processing in landing 

position and skipping (see also Hautala et al., 2011; McDonald, 2006) contradicts the 

view that the parafoveal preprocessing of words is mainly limited by attention, not visual 

acuity (Miellet et al., 2009; Schotter et al., 2012). Our results do not favor any models of 

eye movement control in reading (Engbert et al., 2005; Reilly & Radach, 2006; Reichle et 

al., 2006) but suggest that visual acuity limitations should be stressed over attentional 

limitations in processing of upcoming words. 

 In regards to reading fluency, dysfluent readers had overall longer fixation 

durations, and made more refixations. Since reading speed was not consistently 

associated with the effect of spatial width on temporal eye movement measures, we 

conclude that crowding was not related to reading fluency in our sample of adult readers. 

In contrast to several developmental studies (De Luca et al., 1999; Hautala et al., 2011b; 

Hutzler & Wimmer, 2004; Hyönä & Olson, 1995), but in line with a study with adult 
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readers with dyslexia (Hawelka et al., 2010), dysfluent readers showed only insignificant 

trends toward a larger NrL effect. However, this is not to say that specific visual or letter-

processing deficits could not be found in a subgroup of individuals with dyslexia 

suffering from problems in visual processing (Bellochi et al., 2013) or generally in 

readers who are more affected than the dysfluent readers studied here. In more severely 

affected readers, disturbances in letter processing are more likely to be detected (Moll, 

Hutzler, & Wimmer, 2005). 

In conclusion, the present results support the view that letters are important 

attentional units in processing of foveally fixated words while visually very crowded 

words require longer viewing time to be correctly identified and still must be regressed in 

some cases. However, neither the NrL nor the crowding effect was associated with 

reading fluency in our data. Our results also provide strong new evidence that all saccadic 

behavior is more strongly governed by a visual (spatial width) rather than attentional 

(NrL) factor. Very narrow words within the reach of acuity vision while fixating on the 

preceding word can be parafoveally identified and skipped, while spatially wide words 

are landed on more toward the word beginning and refixated more often, presumably to 

attain a high-quality visual sample of the word beginning and end. 
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Appendix B.  

Complete ANOVA tables for each of the dependent variables. Abbreviations: W = Width, 

NrL = Number of Letters, G = Group. Degrees of freedom are 1, 32 for all subject 

analyses (F1), and 1, 38 for item (F2) analysis of NrL x Width, and 1, 19 for item 

analysis of spatial width in five and six letter words. 

Single Fixation Duration 

Analysis Factor F1 p ŋ2
p   F2 p ŋ2

p   

NrL x W NrL 8.264 .007 .205 3.196 .082 .078 

 G 3.387 .075 .096 65.810 .000 .634 

 WxNrL 0.498   1.395 .245 .035 

 WxG 0.871   1.915 0.174 0.048 

 NrLxG 0.114   1.007 0.322 0.026 

 WxNrLxG 2.890 .099 .083 2.596 .115 .064 

Five-letter W 14.837 .001 .317 15.744 0.001 0.453 

 G 2.585 .118 .075 17.090 .001 .474 

 WxG 2.009 .166 .059 3.353 0.083 0.15 

Six-letter W 0.137   0.048   

 G 1.624 0.212 0.048 18.274 0 0.49 

 WxG 0.927   1.257 0.276 0.062 

Gaze duration 

Analysis Factor F1 p ŋ2
p   F2 p ŋ2

p   

NrL x W NrL 24.112 .000 .430 17.984 .000 .321 

 G 3.923 .056 .109 89.387 .000 .702 
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 WxNrL 0.218   0.057   

 WxG 0.650   0.007   

 NrLxG 0.253   0.106   

 WxNrLxG 2.544 .121 .074 4.178 .048 .099 

Five-letter W 1.856 .183 .055 1.763 .200 .085 

 G 5.621 .024 .149 33.649 .000 .639 

 WxG 0.438   0.452   

Six-letter W 1.880 .180 .055 0.727   

 G 3.198 .083 .091 26.556 0 0.583 

 WxG 0.313   0.418   

Total fixation duration 

Analysis Factor F1 p ŋ2
p   F2 p ŋ2

p   

NrL x W NrL 20.515 .000 .391 9.730 .003 .204 

 G 8.189 .007 .204 96.930 .000 .718 

 WxNrL 0.009 .924 .000 0.049   

 WxG 0.250 .876 .001 0.088   

 NrLxG 1.223 .277 .037 0.455   

 WxNrLxG 1.140 .294 .034 1.384 .247 .035 

Five-letter W 15.561 .000 .327 7.540 .013 .284 

 G 9.755 .004 .234 24.572 .000 .564 

 WxG 0.020   0.113   

Six-letter W 7.059 .012 .181 2.022 .171 .096 

 G 4.110 .051 .114 40.618 .000 .681 
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 WxG 0.564   0.243   

First-pass skipping probability 

Analysis Factor F1 p ŋ2
p   F2 p ŋ2

p   

NrL x W NrL 38.991 .000 .549 220.850 .000 .853 

 G 0.312   2.579 .117 .064 

 WxNrL 29.165 .000 .477 76.681 .000 .669 

 WxG 1.702 .201 .050 1.585 .216 .040 

 NrLxG 0.377   2.463 .125 .061 

 WxNrLxG 0.044   0.139   

Five-letter W 29.915 .000 .483 68.413 .000 .783 

 G 0.331   1.833 .192 .088 

 WxG 0.514   1.138 .300 .056 

Six-letter W 5.390 .027 .144 7.255 .014 .276 

 G 0.142   1.058 .317 .053 

 WxG 0.258   0.359   

Refixation probability 

Analysis Factor F1 p ŋ2
p   F2 p ŋ2

p   

NrL x W NrL 14.998 .001 .319 10.327 .003 .214 

 G 5.851 .021 .155 44.129 .000 .537 

 WxNrL 6.226 .018 .163 2.733 .107 .067 

 WxG 0.002   0.022   

 NrLxG 0.054   0.027   

 WxNrLxG 1.583 .217 .047 1.415 .242 .036 
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Five-letter W 2.218 .146 .065 1.262 .275 .062 

 G 3.326 .078 .094 5.877 .025 .236 

 WxNrL 0.757   .944   

Six-letter W 1.438 .239 .043 0.799   

 G 1.214 .279 .037 5.659 .028 .229 

 WxNrL 0.251   0.198   

Regression probability 

Analysis Factor F1 p ŋ2
p   F2 p ŋ2

p   

NrL x W G 0.476   1.522 0.255 0.039 

 NrL 2.169 0.151 0.063 1.55 0.221 0.039 

 WxNrL 2.504 0.123 0.073 1.466 0.233 0.037 

 WxG 1.898 0.178 0.056 1.698 0.2 0.43 

 NrLxG 0.011   0.004   

 WxNrLxG 0.102   0.221   

Five-letter W 23.635 .000 .425 8.385 .009 .306 

 G 1.359 .252 .041 2.014 .172 .096 

 WxG 0.089   0.134   

Six-letter W 12.165 .001 .275 7.283 .014 .277 

 G 0.004   0.002   

 WxG 0.294   0.454   

Relative landing position 

Analysis Factor F1 p ŋ2
p   F2 p ŋ2

p   

NrL x W NrL 60.548 .000 .654 51.577 .000 .576 
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 G 0.007   0.316   

 WxNrL 23.872 .000 .427 10.964 .002 .224 

 WxG 1.973 .170 .058 1.058 .310 .027 

 NrLxG 0.556   1.149 .291 .029 

 WxGxNrL 0.451   0.056   

Five-letter W 3.940 .056 .110 4.228 .054 .182 

 G 0.019   0.299   

 WxG 1.071 .309 .032 2.400 .138 .112 

Six-letter W 40.612 .000 .559 15.900 .001 .456 

 G 0.693   2.382 .139 .111 

 WxG 3.682 .064 .103 1.980 .175 .094 
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Influence of reading skill and word length on fixation-related

brain activity in school-aged children during natural reading

Otto Loberg, Jarkko Hautala, Jarmo A. Hämäläinen & Paavo H.T. Leppänen

Abstract

Word length is one of the main determinants of eye movements during reading and has been

shown to influence slow readers more strongly than typical readers. The influence of word

length on reading in individuals with different reading skill levels has been shown in separate

eye-tracking and electroencephalography studies. However, the influence of reading

difficulty on cortical correlates of word length effect during natural reading is unknown. To

investigate how reading skill is related to brain activity during natural reading, we performed

an exploratory analysis on our data set from a previous study, where slow reading (N=27)

and typically reading (N=65) 12-to-13.5-year-old children read sentences while co-registered

ET-EEG was recorded. We extracted fixation-related potentials (FRPs) from the sentences

using the linear deconvolution approach. We examined standard eye-movement variables and

deconvoluted FRP estimates: intercept of the response, categorical effect of first fixation

versus additional fixation and continuous effect of word length. We replicated the pattern of

stronger word length effect in eye movements for slow readers. We found a difference

between typical readers and slow readers in the FRP intercept, which contains activity that is

common to all fixations, within a fixation time-window of 50–300 ms. For both groups, the

word length effect was present in brain activity during additional fixations; however, this

effect was not different between groups. This suggests that stronger word length effect in the

eye movements of slow readers might be mainly due re-fixations, which are more probable

due to the lower efficiency of visual processing.

Keywords

FRP; reading; word length; eye-tracking; EEG; reading fluency
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1 Introduction

Reading difficulties remain a significant societal problem. Previous research has shown that

slow readers exhibit a wide range of differences in several cognitive test measures and in

gaze behaviour as well as in brain activity during reading(Norton, Beach, & Gabrieli, 2015;

Seymour, Aro, & Erskine, 2003; Ziegler & Goswami, 2005). In particular, word length effect,

which is seen in the increase in duration measures of eye movements as a function of the

number of letters, appears to be much larger in individuals with reading difficulties than in

those with typical reading skills (Hawelka, Gagl, & Wimmer, 2010). While the influence of

word length and reading difficulties on eye movements are rather well documented,

individual differences in terms of how the brain operates during free reading as a function of

reading ability are largely unexamined. We ran a study where participants freely read

sentences while eye-movements and concurrent brain activity were recorded with co-

registered eye-tracking and electroencephalography (EEG). Here, we analyse part of our

experimental data, restricted to sentence beginning, which has not been previously examined.

The aim is to provide exploratory results on the potential causes of enlarged word length

effect associated with slow reading.

Word length effect in eye movements during reading has been widely documented and well

replicated (see Barton, Hanif, Björnström, & Hills, 2014). Here, we summarize some relevant

findings, acknowledging that the following account might not be an exhaustive record. The

general pattern associated with word length is an increase in gaze duration (Hautala, Hyönä,

& Aro, 2011; Hautala & Loberg, 2015; Kliegl, Grabner, Rolfs, & Engbert, 2004) and

refixation probability measures (Hautala et al., 2011; Hautala & Loberg, 2015; Kliegl et al.,

2004; Rayner, 1997). For the first fixation duration, there is a more mixed pattern of results,

as a standard word length effect of a longer duration has been found (Hautala et al., 2011);

however, in a few studies (Hyöna & Olson, 1995; Kliegl et al., 2004), the first fixation

durations were not modulated by word length in adult readers. In Finnish, a highly

inflectional language with frequent compound words, a reverse word length effect—where

first fixation duration decreases as a function of word length—has been reported in first

fixation duration (Bertram & Hyönä, 2003) for compound words. The direction of word

length has been shown to be different between adults (standard) and children (reverse)

(Tiffin-Richards & Schroeder, 2015). The reverse word length effect on first fixation duration

appears to be related to situations where re-fixation probability/amount of fixation increases

due to acuity or processing limitations (Kliegl, Olson, & Davidson, 1983). These
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observations suggest that when the underlying cognitive system manages to estimate a need

of additional fixation, it begins to decrease the duration of the first fixation in which a mere

increase of duration would not be sufficient.

Reading development is strongly reflected in eye movements during reading. Generally

speaking, reading skill that is still in the development stage is reflected in short saccades

(Blythe & Joseph, 2012) and long fixations (Blythe, Häikiö, Bertam, Liversedge, & Hyönä,

2011; Blythe & Joseph, 2012; Tiffin-Richards & Schroeder, 2015). As reading experience

accumulates and (supposedly) the brain network involved in reading becomes more

specialized, the saccades become longer (Blythe & Joseph, 2012) and fixations shorter

(Blythe et al., 2011; Blythe & Joseph, 2012; Tiffin-Richards & Schroeder, 2015). Stronger

word length effects for children are believed to be related to processing of text that is reliant

on sub-lexical decoding (Tiffin-Richards & Schroeder, 2015). This is likely related to more

strict limitations of parallel letter processing—how the letter-identity span increases on

account of development (Häikiö, Bertram, Hyönä, & Niemi, 2009). Letter identity span refers

to the extent of an individual’s ability to utilize parafoveal information to identify letters

while reading; as such, it is a more specialized form of perceptual span (Rayner, 1986, 2014)

and it has been found to expand with an improvement in reading ability (Häikiö et al., 2009).

As mentioned earlier, the direction of the word length effect in first fixation duration has been

shown to be modulated by age (Tiffin-Richards & Schroeder, 2015). It is possible that due to

a more limited letter identity span, the cognitive system prepares for multiple fixations to

long words more readily among children than among adults.

Reading fluency has a clear association with gaze behaviour during reading. Generally,

children with reading difficulties exhibit overall longer fixation durations, gaze durations,

perform many more and shorter saccades, and consequently have higher fixation count per

word (De Luca, Borrelli, Judica, Spinelli, & Zoccolotti, 2002; De Luca, Di Pace, Judica,

Spinelli, & Zoccolotti, 1999; Dürrwächter, Sokolov, Reinhard, Klosinski, & Trauzettel-

Klosinski, 2010; Hawelka et al., 2010). However, the pattern of word length effect findings is

not uniform, as there also exist studies that do not find differences in eye movements between

dyslexic readers and typical readers (Hyöna & Olson, 1995), thereby illustrating that not all

findings can be generalized across languages and age groups. Eye-movement reflection of

word length effect has also been shown to be increased in dyslexics in terms of several

variables: number of saccades (De Luca et al., 2002; Dürrwächter et al., 2010), fixation

durations (Dürrwächter et al., 2010), number of fixations (De Luca et al., 1999; Hawelka et
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al., 2010) and gaze durations (Hawelka et al., 2010). From these findings, it is feasible to

arrive to a generalization that developmental dyslexia manifests as an inability to transition

from initial reading behaviour to fluid eye movements at the same rate as that for typically

developing children.

When reflecting the findings on eye movement related to dyslexia and with respect to

assumptions of the eye-mind link (Reichle & Reingold, 2013), the brain responses that fit

within typical fixation duration—visual P1 and visual N1—are of key interest1. Generally, in

psycholinguistic ERP experiment designs, word length is considered to be a confounding

factor. Consequently, studies examining ERP signatures of word length are relatively rare,

but a few studies do exist. In early studies, an increase in word length (step increase in three-

letter words vs four- and five-letter words vs six- and seven-letter words vs eight-letter and

longer words) led to stronger negativity around 200 ms in the occipital and parietal regions

(Van Petten & Kutas, 1990). Another study found a difference between three- and four-letter

words in the slope between N1 and P2, with three-letter words being more negative, although

the effect was trend-like (Dehaene, 1996). An early magnetoencephalography (MEG) study

found a temporally widespread effect of word length as early as 90 ms and spanning up to

800 ms, located in magnetometer sensors in proximity to the temporal and parietal cortices

(Assadollahi & Pulvermüller, 2001)2. In another MEG experiment, manipulating the number

of letters in the stimulus (4 vs. 8) and lexicality revealed that occipital activity in time

window of P1 wave was stronger for long stimuli irrespectively of lexical status (Wydell,

Vuorinen, Helenius, & Salmelin, 2003). A widespread effect of word length was also found

in a subsequent ERP study in which long words (mean length 6.2 letters) had more positive

P1 (80–125 ms) than short words (mean length 4.1 letters) in parietal-occipital electrodes and

1 At this point, it must be noted that the term N1 indicates the first occipital negativity
occurring after P1 response, typically between 120 ms to as late as 300 ms. From this
definition, it follows that in the context of this article, we do not differentiate between the
plurality of occipital negative deflection labels (N130, N150, N155, N170, N200, etc.) that
have been used in the literature. Similarly, it must be noted that when we are citing
MEG/ERF findings as if they were EEG/ERP findings, we interpret the presented magnetic
field with time-course and postulate which ERP response the ERF deflection would manifest
as.
2 Directions of the effects are not explained here, as this report is an early MEG study with
rather limited illustrations of effect locations; thus, we cannot confidently provide insightful
estimates of how the magnetic field would translate from magnetometers to an electrical field
on EEG electrodes. The emphasis here is on the timescale and the fact that the word length
effect is found early.
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more negative response to short words than long words around the N1 time window (150–

190 ms) (Hauk & Pulvermüller, 2004). In summary, even if the spatial location, timing and

direction of the effect are not systematic, the broad pattern reflects that word length

influences cortical processing with timing that does not preclude direct influence on eye

movements.

There are certain studies that adopt a different approach to ERP estimation. In a study that

analysed event-related EEG, with word length as a continuous predictor rather than a

categorical average, word length was found to influence early parts of the ERP during single-

word presentation (Hauk, Davis, Ford, Pulvermüller, & Marslen-Wilson, 2006). In 90–110

ms, word length had a positive dependency on the voltages in the posterior right hemisphere

and negative dependency on voltages in the frontal left hemisphere of the scalp (Hauk et al.,

2006). In 150–160 ms, there was positive dependency in the central location, and in 180–240

ms, there was positive dependency in the left posterior scalp and negative dependency in the

central scalp (Hauk et al., 2006). However, operationalization of word length here (Hauk et

al., 2006) is slightly problematic, as it is drawn from a selection of psycholinguistic factors

with principal component analysis (PCA), where word length (positive weight), number of

syllables (positive weight) and word neighbourhood density (negative weight) and their

effects can be partially due to the inverse effect of the neighbourhood density. In a

subsequent study, word length was found to have a positive dependency in the bilateral

occipital scalp in 90–110 ms and positive dependency in the left occipital scalp and negative

dependency on the central scalp in 212 ms (Hauk, Pulvermüller, Ford, Marslen-Wilson, &

Davis, 2009).Overall, the scarce and relatively mixed results on the electrophysiological

correlates of word length—particularly during unrestricted reading—makes it an interesting

research topic and not merely a factor to control for in the experiment design.

Word-specific brain responses develop as reading skill is acquired. For example, N1

amplitude increases for words on account of reading acquisition from kindergarten to second

grade (Maurer et al., 2007). The same response has been shown to become stronger when

grapheme-phoneme correspondence is trained in children attending kindergarten (Brem et al.,

2010). In another study, N150 was found to be more right lateralized in children than in

adults (Spironelli & Angrilli, 2009). As early occipital negative responses have been shown

to be associated with development, they have been implicated in poor reading skill. MEG

studies implicate the left inferior occipital cortex to show differing activity in adult dyslexics

around 150–200 ms (Helenius, Tarkiainen, Cornelissen, Hansen, & Salmelin, 1999; Salmelin,
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Service, Kiesila, & Uutela, 1996), thereby suggesting that dyslexics have poor capability of

treating words as unified percepts. Similar differences have been shown in ERP studies in

children with dyslexia. In a study using a phonological lexical decision task, reduced

occipital N1 was found in dyslexic second graders as compared to normal participants

(Hasko, Groth, Bruder, Bartling, & Schulte-Körne, 2013). In a study utilizing 1-back3 Rapid

Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) to research the development of word recognition, dyslexic

second graders displayed weaker N1 to words than normal readers did (Maurer et al., 2007).

In another study using similar visual 1-back design, dyslexic third graders were found to have

stronger N1 to words than normal participants did (Fraga González et al., 2014). Moreover, in

the same population of individuals that received successful remedial intervention, the

difference in N1 was reduced; however, this was not so in the case for individuals who did

not benefit from the intervention (Fraga González et al., 2016). The differences in the results

may very well stem from differences in experimental design. In (Maurer et al., 2007), there

were three conditions (1 × 3 design: words vs. pseudowords vs. symbols) and the maximum

width of the stimuli was 3.6 degrees of the eye. In contrast, (Fraga González et al., 2014) had

four conditions (2 × 2 design: words vs. symbols × short vs. long) and the mean width of the

stimuli was 6.4 degrees of the eye. It remains uncertain how the overall different combination

of stimuli influences the relationship between two stimuli; however, stimuli with differences

in visual span stimulate the visual receptive fields differently, possibly emphasizing the role

of different neural generators. The susceptibility of results to be swayed by relatively small

differences in experimental design erodes the basis of how well traditional RSVP approaches

generalize to the actual reading process and how this process is affected by reading

difficulties. Contradictory evidence from experiments emphasizes the importance of

examining, in ecologically valid settings, cortical electrophysiological events associated with

slow reading.

How is word length particularly relevant to dyslexia or, more generally, to slow reading? To

put it simply, word length places stress on several cognitive mechanisms that have been

proposed to be functioning abnormally in developmental dyslexia. For example, the visual

attention span has been proposed to be smaller in dyslexics (Bosse, Tainturier, & Valdois,

2007; Valdois, Bosse, & Tainturier, 2004), thereby effectively limiting the span letters that

3 We classify the paradigms of Maurer et al. 2007 and Fraga González et al. 2014 and 2016 as
1-back paradigms as participants were required to respond when stimulus was immediately
repeated.
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can be processed in parallel. Thus, words receive more fixations with higher probability, as

not as many words can be processed in a single fixation. On the other hand, psycholinguistic

grain size theory considers the main problem of dyslexia to lie in the decoding of grapheme-

phoneme correspondence (Ziegler & Goswami, 2005); the correspondence rules of phonemes

to graphemes in the language that the person with dyslexia is learning to read determines the

phenotype of behavioural symptoms. In languages with transparent orthography, the key

problem lies in single grapheme-phoneme correspondence; thus, word length more strongly

affects dyslexics. Re-fixations are then used to optimize the foveal position in relation to

processed visual features (Kagan & Hafed, 2013). Re-fixations are more common in

individuals with dyslexia (De Luca et al., 1999; Hawelka et al., 2010; Tiffin-Richards &

Schroeder, 2015), which emphasizes the fact that not all critical issues related to reading

difficulties are well known. However, previous research has employed methods that have

limited explanatory power. This is evident in how ERP alone is incapable of accounting for

abnormal behaviour associated with reading difficulty, since unrestricted behaviour is a

confounding factor in traditional ERP experiments. Conversely, ET alone is limited in that it

does not have direct observations of the neural correlates of abnormal cognition. However,

the shortcomings of the two methodologies can effectively be bridged with the combination

of the two—the fixation related potential (FRP) method. We used linear deconvolution

methodology (Cornelissen, Sassenhagen, & Võ, 2018; Ehinger & Dimigen, 2018; Kristensen,

Rivet, & Guérin-Dugué, 2017), which is an extension of the general linear model estimation

of ERPs (Smith & Kutas, 2015a, 2015b), for estimation of the FRPs. We have included a

short theoretical introduction to these methods in supplementary material 1.

Given that our approach is exploratory, our statistical procedure cannot be driven by specific

hypotheses related to time point and channel to identify the word length effect or the

difference between groups. In any ERP/FRP contrast with multiple available channels and

time points, the lack of a well-defined a priori hypothesis raises the requirement that specific

cautions must be taken against inflating type 1 error probability. It is not to say that we are

hypothesis-free—we expect the effects of word length and reading fluency to be pronounced

clear effects in the FRP estimate within fixation duration. This is mainly because our

participant population comprises children and the transparent orthography of the utilized

language, both of which are not widely represented in previous literature, makes inferences

from previous literature tedious at best. Further, previous literature is not uniform in terms of

the temporal and spatial characteristics of the cortical word length effect. In this study, we
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adopt a conservative approach by utilizing cluster-based permutation statistics that provide

strong control for the familywise error rate (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007).

In this study, we examined word length effect on deconvoluted fixation-related potentials in a

large sample of school-aged children. We also examined whether first and additional

fixations to a word differ from each other in terms of brain activity. The impact of level of

reading ability on these factors is also examined. Broadly defined, we expected to observe the

following aspects:

1) Word length effect difference in eye movements between typical and slow readers.

2) Word length effect in FRP within fixation duration from fixation onset.

3) Difference in FRP between first and additional fixation within fixation duration from

fixation onset.

4) Difference in FRP word length effect between typical and slow readers within fixation

duration from fixation onset.
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2 Material and methods

2.1 Participants and their characteristics.

Data was collected as a part of eSeek!–Internet and Learning Difficulties: A Multidisciplinary

Approach for Understanding Reading in New Media–project4. EEG measurements were

taken from a sub-sample. Participants of the sub-sample were selected to include all

individuals exhibiting difficulties in reading skill. We invited every third individual, without

exhibited reading difficulties, in ascending order of their estimated internet reading skill

(Kiili et al., 2018). Thus, for this particular study, the sampling procedure can be classified as

convenience sampling. The sample reported here includes 92 12–13.5-year-old children (41

females, 83 right-handed). The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the

University of Jyväskylä and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The

parents of participants signed written consent and the children had the possibility of

terminating the measurement at any given time. The participants reported normal or corrected

to normal vision and had no history of neurological abnormalities. The participants were

allocated to two groups based on reading fluency scores of the entire eSeek sample (542

children of the same age group): slow readers (N = 27) and typical readers (N = 65). Reading

fluency was estimated with three tests: the Word Identification Test—a subtest of

standardized Finnish reading test ALLU (Lindeman, 1998), the Word Chain Test (Nevala &

Lyytinen, 2000), and the Oral Pseudoword Text Reading Test (Eklund, Torppa, Aro,

Leppanen, & Lyytinen, 2015). Then, the scores of these tests were subjected to principal axis

factoring with PROMAX rotation using the IBM SPSS 24 statistics program (IBM Inc.) to

extract a single factor that explained 69.21% percent of the variance. Tests loaded to the

fluency factor in the following manner: Word Identification Test (0.683), Word Chain Test

(0.872) and Oral Pseudoword text Reading Test (0.653). The participants belonging to the

weakest 15% on this factor was assigned to the slow readers group and the remainder to the

typical readers group. Performance in the tests that constituted the group defining the fluency

factor are presented in Table 1.

4 https://www.jyu.fi/edupsy/fi/laitokset/psykologia/en/research/research-
areas/neuroscience/groups/neuro/projects/eSeek
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Table 1: Descriptive information on participant performance in reading fluency tests.

Word Identification Test Word Chain Test

Mean SE Mean SE

Slow readers 35.48 1.69 23.07 1.23

Typical readers 50.28 1.05 44.63 1.56

Pseudoword Text Reading Test

Time Correct

Mean SE Mean SE

Slow readers 81.50 3.96 30.44 0.95

Typical readers 50.27 1.44 35.43 0.33

Note: In the Word Identification Test, the response variable is the number of correct answers

(max. 80). In the Word Chain Test, the response variable is the number of correct answers

(max. 100). In the Pseudoword Text Reading Test, the variables are reading time in seconds

and number of correct spellings (max. 38).

2.2 Materials.

A total of 200 sentences with a median length of 6 words (from 5 to 9) were used as the

stimuli. The sentences were presented in the Times New Roman (New) font with a font size

of 20. Each letter subtended at a visual angle of 0.4 degrees on average on the screen when

the distance of the participant was 60 cm. There were 3 categories of sentences: 100 plausible

sentences, 50 sentences where the target word was anomalous to preceding context, and 50

sentences where the target word was anomalous yet an orthographic word neighbour of a

plausible word. The target word was always the last word in the sentence. For the analysis,

we excluded all eye movement events that occurred after and including the first fixation on

the target word; this was done to avoid the influence of experimental manipulation on the

results and focus on the non-manipulated portion of the sentence5. From the material, we

were able to extract 912 words with a word length ranging from 5 to 13 (word frequency

available from 878 of the words: mean = 75.03, standard deviation = 253.72, correlation to

5 For the effects of the manipulation on target words in typically reading children, see
(Loberg, Hautala, Hämäläinen, & Leppänen, 2018).
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word length: r = -0.1989, r^2 = 0.0396, p < 0.00001). Although significant, the correlation

between word frequency and word length was not particularly strong and, as such, we did not

consider that it would confound the results. As Times New Roman is a proportional font, we

analysed the dependency between word length letters and word width in pixels; we found an

almost singular relation between the two in the words (r = 0.9498, r^2 = 0.9021, p <

0.00001). Thus, here, the spatial width of the words is practically indistinguishable from

word length. An example of the sentence and an illustration of the kept data is provided in

Figure 1.

Figure 1. Example sentence, translated: ‘A wet shirt was hanging on the drying rack in the

yard’. Green highlights the area from where the fixations were accepted for analysis. From

and including the first fixation on the last word of the sentence (highlighted in red) and until

the end of the trial, fixations were not included in the analysis.

2.3 Measurement.

The recording was completed in a dimly lit soundproof room at the brain research facilities of

the Department of Psychology, University of Jyväskylä. EEG was recorded using the

NEURONE (Bittium Inc.) amplifier with a 1000hz sampling rate and an online high pass

filter of 0.16 hz and lowpass filter of 250 hz, using a 128-channel electrode net (Electrical

Geodesics Inc.) using Ag/AgCl electrodes. The quality of the EEG was maintained

throughout the measurement. Eye movements were recorded with Eyelink 1000 with a 2000

hz upgrade (SR research) with a 1000 hz sampling rate. The sentences were presented on a

Dell Precision T5500 workstation with an Asus VG-236 monitor (1920 × 1080, 120 Hz, 52 ×

29 cm) at a viewing distance of 60 cm. The synchrony between two measures was ensured
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with a mixture of Transistor to Transistor Logic (TTL)-pulses (to EEG) and Ethernet

messages (to eye tracking) at the beginning and end of each trial.

2.4 Measurement procedure.

Participants held their head in a chinrest during the measurements, excluding breaks. The

experiment program followed a simple loop. A 13-point calibration routine was run before

each block. Before each trial, the quality of the calibration was checked by showing a black

dot and running a drift-check routine on that position. If the fixation diverged from the

calibration by more than 1 degree, the experimenter was alerted and the calibration was

redone. Once the fixation was accepted by the experimenter, the dot disappeared and the trial

was initialized. The sentence appeared on the screen and the participant read the sentence

until he/she gave a manual response to the question ‘Is the sentence sensible or not?’ with a

button press. Participants were instructed to read the sentences as fast as possible. The

experiment was divided into four blocks, and the quality of the EEG and calibration was

maintained during breaks when necessary.

2.5 Pre-processing.

 Co-registered ET-EEG was pre-processed in MATLAB using EEGLAB (v14.1.2) toolbox

with an EYE-EEG (0.85) add-on. The data was high-pass filtered at 0.5 hz and low-pass

filtered at 30 hz. Raw gaze position data was synchronized with EEG using shared messages

in both data streams at the beginning and end of each trial. Gaze positions that indicated the

location outside the screen were classified as bad data; this included gaze position zero from

blinks and between-trial gaps in the recording. The 100 ms before and after such a value was

also considered as bad data. For the remaining gaze position data, we ran the binocular

median velocity algorithm for detecting fixations and saccades (six standard deviations from

median velocity was the threshold for saccades) (Engbert & Mergenthaler, 2006). The data

was subjected to the OPTICAT (Dimigen, 2018) procedure, in which we sampled and copied

saccade events and related data segments to the end of the data set for overweighing the

dataset with the saccade data pattern. Prior to independent component analysis (ICA)

training, we down-sampled the overweighed data set to 500 hz in order to make the

computation more feasible. ICA was completed with extended Infomax (Lee, Girolami, &

Sejnowski, 1999) and we applied the resulting weights to the original data set. In the original

data set, the saccade-related independent component was selected on the basis of temporal

dependency to saccade events (Plöchl, Ossandón, & König, 2012).
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2.6 Deconvolution modelling of FRPs.

For estimation of the FRPs, we used UNFOLD toolbox (Ehinger & Dimigen, 2018), which

uses GLM for response estimation and correction of response overlap and generalized

additive model for nonlinear predictors. The following Wilkinson notation of the used

formula was employed:

'y ~ 1 + word_length *cat(first_fix)+ spl(previous_saccade_amplitude,8)'

Thus, we estimated the intercept which reflects the activity shared by all the fixations,

continuous linear effect of word length, categorical effect of first vs. additional fixation,

interaction between word length and additional fixations and nonlinear effect of previous

saccade length modelled with eight splines. The saccade length was included as a predictor to

model out the influence of saccade length from interesting effects, which is known to

influence the latency and amplitude of early visual activity (Nikolaev, Meghanathan, & van

Leeuwen, 2016). In previous studies, the influence of saccade length on brain activity is

shown to be non-linear (Dandekar, Privitera, Carney, & Klein, 2012; Ries, Slayback, &

Touryan, 2018); in UNFOLD toolbox, non-linear influences are modelled with splines

subjected to General Additive Modelling (Ehinger & Dimigen, 2018). Thus, in the saccade

amplitude portion of the equation, we arrange saccade amplitudes to partially overlapping

categories and model the non-linear influence step by step. The modelled response ranged

from -700 ms to 500 ms from fixation onset. The time window for modelling the response

was selected so it would include preparatory activity for the incoming saccade and provide

sufficient time for the next saccade-influencing activity to occur. Time points corresponding

to blinks and outside screen eye movements as well as segments with large fluctuations

(modified C.R.A.P. algorithm; (Ehinger & Dimigen, 2018; Lopez-Calderon & Luck, 2014)

were set to zero in the regression matrix and, thus, were removed from response estimation.

Fixations at the original target word (at the end of the sentence) and during re-readings were

excluded from the FRP estimation by setting the timepoints of the regression matrix to zero

from the onset of the first fixation on the last word until the end of the trial.

2.7 Statistical analysis of eye movements.

 Eye movements were analysed using linear mixed effects (LME) models within the R

environment for statistical computing (R core team, 2015). In order to estimate effects in
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continuous variables (first fixation durations, gaze durations), we used the lmer function of

the lme4 package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015). For estimation of the effects in

the dichotomic response variable re-fixation, we used the glmer function (with family =

‘binomial’ setting) of the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015). For the estimation of the p-

values, we used the lmerTest package with Satterthwaites’s method for degrees of freedom

and t-statistics (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017). The p-values are reported at a

precision of five decimals. We fitted the simplest random structure with random intercepts for

participants and items. However, we did not include random slopes for the participants, as

there is no conceptual match for such a model in the permutation test framework as used for

FRP analysis.

First, we ran the LME model with the formula

'resp_var ~ word_length * group + (1|Sub) + (1|Item)'

to verify that the eye movement behaviour is replicated as in previous studies We ran this

model on first fixation duration, gaze duration, and (as a binomial variant) on re-fixation

probability. However, from the viewpoint of FRPs, sum variables like gaze duration are

problematic as they ignore the fact that there is often additional fixation with accompanied

transient brain activity—that is, even if gaze duration at the behavioural level might seem like

an index of a uniform process, it most certainly is not so at the neural level, as the re-fixations

that drive the variance in gaze duration bring additional visual inputs. Whether this visual

information is actually utilized in word recognition is unclear based on prior research, but this

can be examined at a behavioural level and also in neural signatures with modelling

approaches that distinguish between the first and additional fixations. To better conceptually

match the analysis of the FRP and gaze behaviour, we also estimated the following linear

mixed effects model, which also uses the type of fixation as a predictor:

'fixation duration ~ word_length * group*fixation_type + (1|Sub) + (1|Item) '

All models converged successfully.
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2.8 Statistical analysis of deconvolution model parameters.

In order to examine whether the word length effect, the additional fixation effect or the

interaction between these would be different between slow and typical readers, we ran

nonparametric cluster-based permutation statistics (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007) on the beta

waveforms in FieldTrip toolbox. The beta waveforms were baselined from 700 ms before

fixation onset to 500 ms before fixation onset. The baseline was defined to avoid parafoveal

processing prior to the examined fixation being present on the baseline. For intercept

comparison between groups, we added the effect of word length 8 and saccade amplitude

1.8798 (mean previous saccade amplitude in the data set) to the intercepts. This was done to

ensure that the exact features of the splines from differences in mean saccade amplitude

among participants used to model the saccade amplitude effect would not introduce any

confounding effects to the comparison. Then, we tested the between-group differences with a

permutation test with an independent samples t-test as a base test. Further, in order to

establish the presence of a within-group effect, we ran a one-sample t-test on the additional

fixation beta and word length beta with expectation value 0 as a base test for the permutation

test within both groups: slow and typical readers. Then, we compared responses from the

groups with independent samples t-test as the base test for the permutation test. The

neighbourhood structure was defined with the triangulation method, using the

ft_prepare_neighbours function. The setting for the cluster statistic was ‘maxsum’ and the

minimum number of neighbours for cluster formation was two. The time window for running

the test was from 50 ms to 300 ms after fixation onset. The starting point of the window was

defined at 50 ms to give time for the visual information to propagate to the visual cortex, and

the end point was defined to be rounded closest 100 ms from 250 ms typical fixation duration

with typical saccade duration (~10 ms) added to it. Thus, the span of the window included the

observations that are likely to influence the next eye movement. The number of permutations

that we used was 20000.
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3 Results

3.1 Linear mixed effect models of eye movements.

The linear mixed effect (LME) analysis of standard variables showed several significant

effects and effect interactions. These are presented in Figure 2 and Table 2. The LME model

on the first fixation duration (FFD) showed a significant main effect of word length, where

first fixation decreased as a function of word length and main effect of group, where slow

readers had systematically longer fixations than typical readers. These two effects were in

interaction where the word length effect was stronger for slow readers than for typical

readers. Moreover, with gaze duration (GD), the main effect of word length (where GD

increased as a function of word length) and main effect of group (where slow readers had

systematically longer GD) were significant. These effects were in interaction where the slow

readers had stronger word length effect. The generalized LME model on re-fixation

probability (REFIX) showed a significant main effect of word length, where REFIX

increased as a function of word length and main effect of group, where slow readers had

systematically higher REFIX. Again, the main effects were in interaction, and based on the

right panel of Figure 2, interaction resulted from slow readers having sharper initial increase

of REFIX, which was weaker for the last two steps (11-13). On the other hand, typical

readers exhibited relatively linear growth of REFIX as a function of word length.
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Figure 2. Predicted responses from linear mixed effect models exploring first fixation

duration (FFD), gaze duration (GD) and generalized linear mixed effect model exploring Re-

fixation probability (REFIX). Red lines represent slow readers (N = 27) and black lines

represent typical readers (N = 65). Error bars signify 95% confidence intervals.
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Table 2: Linear mixed effects model parameters on standard eye movement variables

Predicted
variable Parameter Estimate Standard error t/z - value p-value

FFD Intercept 260.29 6.75 38.569 <0.00001

Word length -3.15 0.64 -6.765 <0.00001

Group 45.9 12.2292 3.753 0.00031

Group * Word
length

Interaction
-3.21 0.4558 -7.050 <0.00001

GD Intercept 297.040 19.543 15.20 <0.00001

Word length 33.971 1.677 20.26 <0.00001

Group 134.575 34.769 3.87 0.00021

Group * Word
length

Interaction
42.822 1.032 41.51 <0.00001

REFIX Intercept -1.57046 0.10176 -15.434 <0.00001

Word length 0.39157 0.01118 35.029 <0.00001

Group 0.99839 0.17740 5.628 <0.00001

Group * Word
length

Interaction
0.03671 0.01008 3.642 0.00027

Note. FFD = first fixation duration, GD = gaze duration, REFIX = re-fixation probability

In the LME model, examining all fixations (Figure 3 and Table 3) as separate entities, we

observed significant main effects of word length, fixation type and group. As observed from

Figure 3, main effects of word length and fixation type were qualified by interactions.

However, on the other hand, the main effect of group was systematic, and slow readers had

overall longer fixations than typical readers. All combinations of two-way interactions were

significant; however, the interaction between word length and group and between-fixation

type and group were qualified by three-way interaction between factors. On the other hand,

interaction between word length and fixation type is interpretable from Figure 3, which quite

clearly shows a pattern where the word length influences mainly first fixations. In the slow

readers group, the three-way interaction was generated by the stronger word length effect on

first fixations.
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Figure 3. Predicted responses from the linear mixed effects model examining the effect of

word length, group and fixation type on fixation duration. Black lines indicate predicted

durations of first fixations for typical readers (N = 65). Blue lines indicate predicted durations

of additional fixations. Red lines indicate the predicted durations of first fixations of slow

readers (N = 27). Purple lines indicate the predicted durations of the additional fixations for

slow readers. Error bars signify 95% confidence intervals.
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Table 3. Linear mixed effects model parameters on fixation durations

Response
variable Parameter Estimate Standard error t-value p-value

Fixation
duration Intercept 261.8 5.773 45.354 <0.00001

Word length -3.46 0.411 -8.419 <0.00001

Group 45.45 10.49 4.333 0.00004

Fixation type -34.48 1.388 -24.840 <0.00001

Word length * Group interaction -3.389 0.5001 -6.776 <0.00001

Word length * Fixation type
interaction 3.324 0.3611 9.206 <0.00001

Group * Fixation type interaction -5.17 2.335 -2.214 0.02680

Word length * Group * Fixation type
interaction 3.937 0.6281 6.269 < 0.00001
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3.2 Deconvoluted FRP Results

Between groups, we found significant differences between the intercepts (Figure 4) of the

two groups; this was visible in the positive central cluster that emerged around 140 ms and

moved to occipital regions after 250 ms (p = 0.0001). However, there was no significant

difference between groups in the beta waveforms of additional fixation (smallest p =

0.19059), word length (smallest p = 0.0853) or in the interaction between word length and

additional fixation (smallest p = 0.70097).
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Figure 4: Between-group nonparametric cluster-based permutation test results for the

intercept waveform that contains the shared activity of all responses. A) Grand average

waveforms of the intercept at select channels. The red line represents the intercept response

for slow readers (N = 27). The black line represents the intercept response for typical readers

(N = 65). B) Raster plot of the significant cluster. C) Behaviour of sum-t parameter over time.

D) Topographic representation of the significant cluster at selected time points.
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Within-groups, cluster-based permutation one-sample t-tests revealed the presence of several

effects, which are presented in Figure 5. For typical readers, additional fixation had a

significant effect in the FRP. This was demonstrated in the positive cluster that persisted on

the central scalp for the duration of the time window (p = 0.00010) and negative cluster that

was present on the right frontal fringe channels from approximately 50 ms to 240 ms (p =

0.03850). The prediction of how this effect manifests on the channels is presented in Figure

6. Further, there was no significant main effect of word length (smallest p = 0.09210) among

typical readers. The interaction between additional fixation and word length was significant.

This was present in two clusters: One frontal positive cluster that emerged around 160 ms and

dissipated around 270 ms (p = 0.00800), and the occipital negative cluster that emerged

around 120 ms and dissipated around 270 ms (p = 0.00260). Among slow readers, there was

no significant main effect of word length (smallest p = 0.14389) or effect of additional

fixation (smallest p = 0.07540); however, the interaction between additional fixation and

word length was significant. This was supported by three clusters: positive cluster emerging

in frontal scalp around 220 ms and dissipating around 290 ms (p = 0.02650) and two negative

clusters—one emerging around 140 ms at the occipital scalp and dissipating around 290 ms

(p = 0.00640) and another that was present at the beginning of the time window on occipital

channels and dissipated around 130 ms (p = 0.04710).
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Figure 5. Within-group one-sample non-parametric cluster-based permutation test results for

the factor beta waveforms, which reflect the modulation of the FRP waveform as a function

of the modelled factors. A1) is the raster plot of additional fixation effect among typical

readers (N = 65). A2) is the raster plot of interaction of word length and additional fixation

effects among typical readers. A3) is the raster plot of the interaction of word length and

additional fixation effects among slow readers (N = 27). B1): Time behaviour of the sum-t

parameter from significant clusters of the additional fixation effect among typical readers.

B2): Time behaviour of the sum-t parameter from significant clusters of interaction between

word length and additional fixation effects among typical readers. B3) Time behaviour of the

sum-t parameter from significant clusters of interaction between word length and additional

fixation effects among slow readers. C1) Selected time point topographical representation of

additional fixation effect among typical readers. C2) Selected time point topographical

representation of interaction between word length and additional fixation among typical
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readers. C3) Selected time point topographical representation of interaction between word

length and additional fixation among slow readers.

Figure 6: The predicted effect of additional fixation among typical readers (N = 65). The

black line is the intercept which represents the first fixation in the full deconvolution model.

The red line is the intercept with the effect of the additional fixation added to it. The black

rectangles under the waveform signify time points that belong to a significant cluster in the

one-sample permutation t-test on the additional fixation beta parameter.
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3.3 Post hoc deconvolution analysis.

As evident from the permutation results, the word length is found to be in interaction with

additional fixation categorical effect in both groups. To open up this interaction, we re-ran the

deconvolution model where we separated the first fixation and additional fixation to separate

equations, both following the Wilkinson notation:

'y ~ 1 + word_length + spl(previous_saccade_amplitude,8)'.

Thus, we received separate intercepts and word length betas for both fixation types. Then, we

examined whether the word length betas differed from zero in both conditions and whether

the word length betas were different between groups with the same statistical procedures as

earlier.

3.4 Post hoc results.

Within-group tests of word length did not show any significant effect in the first fixation,

neither among typical readers (smallest p =.16159) nor among slow readers (smallest p =

0.21359). However, in the additional fixation condition, word length effect was significant

for both groups. In the typical readers group, two clusters were observed: a positive cluster (p

= 0.00770) at frontal sites that emerged around 130 ms and lasted thorough the epoch, and a

negative cluster (p = 0.00050) in occipital sites that emerged around 130 ms and persisted

thorough the modelled epoch. In the slow readers group, a single negative cluster (p =

0.01410) was observed in right occipital sites that emerged around 170 ms and dissipated

around 280 ms. There was no significant difference between the groups (smallest = p >

0.99999). Significant results of the post hoc deconvolution analysis are presented in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Post hoc analysis results of one-sample permutation t-test on word length effect in

additional fixation. A1) Raster plot of word length effect in additional fixation for typical

readers. A2) Raster plot of word length effect in additional fixation for slow readers. B1)

Time behaviour of the sum-t parameter from significant clusters of word length effect in

additional fixation for typical readers. B2) Time behaviour of the sum-t parameter from

significant clusters of word length effect in additional fixation for slow readers. C1) Selected

time point topographical representation of word length effect in additional fixation for typical

readers. C2): Selected time point topographical representation of word length effect in

additional fixation for slow readers.

In order to illustrate the effect of word length on additional fixation, we generated a

prediction on 5-, 9- and 13-lettered words and added the intercept to these predictions.

Predictions of word length effect on additional fixation are presented in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Predicted word length effects from additional fixations on specific word lengths

added to the additional fixation intercept. A) Typical readers (N = 65). B) Slow readers (N =

27). The blue line indicates the word length effect prediction on five-lettered words added to

the intercept. The red line indicates the word length effect prediction on nine-lettered words

added to the intercept. The black line indicates the word length effect prediction on 13-

lettered words added to the intercept. Boxes under the waveform represent the time points

where the channel belongs to a significant cluster in the one-sample test of the word length

continuous beta parameter from additional fixation.
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4 Discussion

In this study, we examined the influence of word length and reading fluency on eye

movements and fixation-related brain potentials in school-aged children. Overall, we found

four noteworthy patterns of data. First, there was a difference between slow and typical

readers in brain activity, overall fixation duration, gaze duration, first fixation duration and

re-fixation probability, all indicating a fundamental difference in cognitive processing.

Second, in eye movements, for both groups, the durations of first fixations were modulated

by word length but durations of additional fixations were not, thereby suggesting that

cognitive processing is different during first and additional fixations for both groups. Among

typical readers, this was complemented by different brain activity for additional fixations, and

among slow readers, the cortical effect was not observed (in terms of alpha level 0.05). Third,

we observed stronger word length effects in the eye movements of slow readers than in those

of typical readers and, thus, conceptually replicated earlier findings (Hawelka et al., 2010) of

stronger word length effect in individuals with reading difficulty. Fourth, we observed that

word length modulated cortical activity only during additional fixation for both groups,

which has a clear discrepancy from the finding on eye movements that word length

essentially modulated only first fixations and not additional fixations. Next, we discuss these

patterns separately and suggest experiment designs for further examination.

The statistical analysis of the deconvoluted FRPs showed a clear pattern of results. The

intercept waveforms, which represent shared activity in all responses, were different between

the groups from 140 ms onwards, as the responses for the slow readers were larger. Given

that there is clear polarity reversal to negative voltages in the occipital sensors in contrast to

the positive difference on central sensors, it is reasonable assume that the sources at the

occipital cortex or bilateral posterior temporal cortices are the main contributors for this

difference6. Thus, we essentially observed stronger occipital N1 and stronger subsequent

occipital positivity for slow readers than typical readers. Similarly, we found clear group

differences in eye movements, in which fixation duration measures and gaze durations were

longer and re-fixation probability was higher for slow readers. Elevated fixation durations,

gaze durations and re-fixation probabilities are indicative of cumbersome cognitive

processing.

6 We ran source analysis on the group average intercepts and found this to be the case. Source
analysis protocol and the results are presented in supplementary material 2.
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The between-group differences observed in the intercept waveforms and all eye movement

variables are compatible with the visual attention span hypothesis of dyslexia (Bosse et al.,

2007). In terms of the visual attention span hypothesis, it may well be that the difference that

we observe between slow and typical readers stems from the reduced capability of slow

readers to process groups of letters in parallel or as unified percepts; however, typical readers

manage to distribute their processing to a broader range of visual elements either by

processing more letters in parallel (Bosse et al., 2007) or managing a larger number of letters

to be connected to the corresponding phonemes during single fixation. This difficulty would

then be reflected in overall longer fixations, higher re-fixation probability, and stronger

intercept response. The reason why we believe that the difference we observe is related to the

manner in which processing is distributed is due to previous FRP research with gaze

contingent manipulations, in which it has been shown that parafoveal masking increases

negativity on the left occipital electrodes in the time window from 170 ms to 300 ms

(Kornrumpf, Niefind, Sommer, & Dimigen, 2016). Thus, it might be that the difference we

observe between groups is related to the extent that slow readers can utilize parafoveal

information, possibly due to attention span or cumbersome serial decoding that focuses the

processing to a small number of letters in any single fixation.

In our opinion, the optimal design to explore the difference between slow readers and typical

readers related to parafoveal processing would be to combine the moving window technique

and fixation related potentials. Previous research (on eye movements only) with differing

levels of reading ability has hinted that limiting the span of the window where the participant

can extract the correct visual information makes good readers behave in a more similar

manner to bad readers (Häikiö et al., 2009; Rayner, 1986, 2014; Veldre & Andrews, 2014).

The hypothesis for such an experiment is that the brain activity difference in the FRP

between typical and slow readers will disappear as the moving window is made narrower.

In the eye movements, there was clear support for differences in cognitive processing during

additional fixations than during first fixations. This was evident in the manner in which word

length modulated only first fixations and this applied to both groups, although the influence

of word length on first fixation was stronger in the slow readers group than in the typical

readers group. This processing difference was also observed in the FRP of typical readers,

where a large portion of the activity was different for additional fixations from first fixations.

The effect was present throughout the entire tested time window, thereby suggesting that it

might be a part of a response that is carried over from pre-saccadic processing. Conversely,
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we did not observe such a pronounced effect among slow readers, as statistical support was

not sufficient. Overall, the results on the effect of additional fixations are not particularly

clear, and in the confines of this data set we are unable to provide convincing suggestions

regarding what is different in the cognitive processing, but only indicate that it is likely

different. Thus, we suggest that this factor must be examined in another existing ET-EEG

data set, where available, before designing specific FRP experiments to probe underlying

mechanisms.

Further, we observed that word length effect in gaze duration and re-fixation probability were

both increased as a function of word length. On the other hand, the first fixation duration

decreased as a function of word length. Overall, slow readers exhibited longer first fixation

durations and gaze duration as well as higher re-fixation probability than typical readers.

Further, the influence of word length was larger for the slow readers than for typical readers,

which illustrates that word length places higher demand on the cognition of slow readers than

that of typical readers. At a conceptual level, these findings replicate previous research

(Hawelka et al., 2010) and are well in line with the interpretation that longer word length

effect in dyslexic readers is due to stronger reliance on letter-by-letter decoding. Further, the

results on standard eye movement variables illustrate that our results on brain activity have a

clear association with existing literature on eye movement.

The impact of word length on brain activity was found to have a fairly perplexing pattern.

Recall that with regard to eye movements, we observed reversed word length effect in the

first fixation duration, but no effect of word length for the duration of additional fixation. In

contrast, we do not observe word length effect in brain activity during the first fixation, but

we observe word length effect in brain activity during additional fixation. Moreover, we

observe a difference in the word length effect in the eye movements, where slow readers are

affected more severely by word length than typical readers, but any difference was not

observed between word length effects in additional fixations of slow readers and typical

readers. This claim must be considered carefully, as tests used for eye movement variables

and FRP do not have equal sensitivity in terms of statistical power. Here, LME models

utilized single trial-level information, and permutation tests utilized participant-level

estimates, which leads to a very high difference in the degrees of freedom between the two

test types. Thus, if the difference in the effect of word length on brain activity is weak, it

might end up being unobserved in the statistical method employed in this study.
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The discrepancy—that we observe word length effect in first fixations for eye movements

and in additional fixations for brain activity—raises the question of whether the brain activity

modulation by word length is in fact word length effect per se or an effect of some other

variable/factor that has a strong correlation to the word length effect in FRPs. In this data, one

obvious candidate is the spatial width of the word. It has been previously established that the

two aspects of word length, the purely visual spatial width and the more linguistic number of

letters, have independent contributions to gaze behaviour: temporal measures are more driven

by the linguistic characteristics of words and spatial measures are more driven by the spatial

characteristics of words (Hautala et al., 2011; Hautala & Loberg, 2015). The idea that the

word length effect that we observe in our additional fixation FRP reflects visual

characteristics is compatible with recent findings on manipulating letter sparsity in FRP

studies (Weiss, Knakker, & Vidnyánszky, 2016) in which the authors found that diminishing

spacing between letters led to stronger negative deflection of FRP around 200 ms in the right

occipital regions. This is also supported by a recent study among children where, in a 1-back

RSVP task (an RSVP paradigm where a participant monitors whether a stimulus is instantly

repeated), stimulus length (both words and symbol strings) increased N1 (peak ~200ms)

amplitudes, mostly in the right occipital region (Fraga González et al., 2014). To the best of

our knowledge, the capability to utilize large-scale visual saliency is preserved in dyslexia

and we have not found reports of evidence to the contrary; thus, the suggestion that the effect

presented in Figures 7 and 8 would be generated by an increase in visuo-spatial width for

both groups is feasible. In order to test this, we propose an experiment in which the number

of letters and spatial width is orthogonally contrasted in materials with proportional fonts,

which is similar to our earlier experiments (Hautala et al., 2011; Hautala & Loberg, 2015). If

the pattern we observe is due to the spatial aspect, then we should be able to observe the same

pattern we observe now by keeping the amount of letters constant and manipulating the

spatial extent.

In addition, word length effect on cortical processing might be lagged in relation to eye

movements. Current implementations of computational models that attempt to explain what

determines eye movements during the process of reading incorporate a degree of lag between

the eye movement and the cognitive process (Engbert, Nuthmann, Richter, & Kliegl, 2005;

Reichle, Warren, & McConnell, 2009). The literature well acknowledges that semantic

comprehension is lagged in relation to single fixation duration (Dambacher & Kliegl, 2007;

Kliegl, Dambacher, Dimigen, Jacobs, & Sommer, 2012; Sereno, Rayner, & Posner, 1998).
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However, we are not aware of studies that would show lag to be associated with word length

and our results cannot eliminate this possibility. Fortunately, the possibility for word length

effect being lagged in the cortical responses could be tested in disappearing text paradigm

coupled with fixation-related potentials. Disappearing text is a gaze-contingent manipulation

where words of a sentence are removed after the sentence has been looked at once. In theory,

it must be possible to set the time course of the disappearance so that the participant could

still program and execute small saccades leading to re-fixations yet gain no visual input from

them. Thus, if the processing of word length is lagged, the effect of word length would still

appear on the additional fixations with no additional input. If the cortical effect observed in

the additional fixations is tied to those fixations, then elimination of the visual input from

additional fixations is likely to remove the effect. In previous research, it has been shown

that, in adults, the probability of re-fixations to the location of the word is not affected by

disappearing text (Blythe, Liversedge, Joseph, White, & Rayner, 2009); in children, this is

also true if the time window between fixation onset and word disappearance is sufficiently

long (Blythe et al., 2009).

The EEG signal is generated by synchronous activity in the pyramidal cell columns of the

grey matter of the cerebrum. Circuits which are associated with the generation of eye

movements are not limited to the cerebrum, but include regions where EEG is effectively

blind (without very specific instrumentation), such as nuclei in cerebellum and brainstem

(Martinez-Conde, Otero-Millan, & Macknik, 2013). Very recently, it was also found that

human cerebellum houses retinotopic maps in the oculomotor vermis (van Es, Zwaag, &

Knapen, 2018), a structure also implicated in the control of eye movements (Martinez-Conde

et al., 2013). Contributions of such areas to eye-movement patterns during reading are

currently unknown and, therefore, the EEG measures of the present study likely miss a few

neural processes related to the control of eye movements and visual processing. A further

limitation of the present study is related to critical modulations of cortical activity during the

first fixation, which might not be such that they impact ERP/FRP modulations. Features that

could reflect the critical features of the word length effect during first fixation and are not

investigated here include induced responses and brain connectivity patterns, which require

time-frequency decomposition and specialized analyses to uncover. For example, recently,

connectivity patterns related to words have been found in the high gamma frequency range

(60–90 Hz) (Liljeström, Vartiainen, Kujala, & Salmelin, 2018) at which FRP methodology in

current implementations is essentially blind. Overall, these two aspects are not intended to
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diminish the applicability and value of the FRP approach. FRPs are rather powerful

extensions to both EEG and eye-tracking, but the limitations of the technique do need to be

understood to come to valid conclusions.

5 Conclusions

In this study, we examined cortical and eye-movement correlates of word length and reading

ability during naturalistic reading in school-aged children. We found that eye movements

follow previously established patterns, where reading ability and word length both modulate

eye movements and that there is an interaction between these effects. In corresponding brain

activity, we observe that the intercept brain response—which reflects activity common to all

FRPs—is different (approximately 150 ms to 300 ms) between groups but that there is no

statistical support for claiming that word length effect would manifest differently in cortical

activity in children with different reading skills. Thus, we suggest that foveal difficulty in

processing of multiple visual units in parallel functions as a bottleneck for word recognition

among slow readers and, thus, leads to increased fixation durations and higher re-fixation

probability for parsing the entire word. Thus, the apparently much stronger effect in gaze

duration for slow readers is, in great likelihood, the result of each fixation contributing less

towards the recognition process for slow readers and accumulates to rather long gaze

durations. We suggested a set of FRP experiments to examine these conclusions.
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Supplementary material 1 

Fixation-related potential methodology 

In ERP research, the traditional approach to study cortical correlates of reading has been to 

present single words in succession. Research utilizing the RSVP paradigm has formed the basis 

of the knowledge on brain activity during reading; however, there are severe limitations in the 

ecological validity of the paradigm. Typical implementations of RSVP exclude the possibility for 

a participant to modulate reading behaviour in relation to text features. Thus, the participant 

cannot adjust visual information uptake periods or return to a specific point in the material. 

However, there are no such restrictions during natural reading. Recently, a more ecologically 

valid alternative was introduced, which capitalizes on the fact that fixation onsets cause highly 

similar event-related perturbations on EEG as visual stimulus onsets do (Dimigen, Sommer, 

Hohlfeld, Jacobs, & Kliegl, 2011; Yagi, 1979). Thus, by co-registering eye movements with an 

eye-tracker in synchrony with EEG, there is a possibility of extracting FRPs from naturalistic 

reading situations (Baccino & Manunta, 2005; Degno et al., 2018; Dimigen et al., 2011; 

Kretzschmar, Bornkessel-Schlesewsky, & Schlesewsky, 2009; Loberg, Hautala, Hämäläinen, & 

Leppänen, 2018; Metzner, von der Malsburg, Vasishth, & Rösler, 2015, 2016; Niefind & 

Dimigen, 2016). However, the FRP methodology has a set of problems that require significant 

attention. The better recognized problem associated with recording electrophysiological brain 

activity during free reading is related to eye-movement artefacts, that are in time-lock with the 

signal of interest; yet, ultimately, this problem has proven to be a rather trivial one that can be 

taken care of with blind source separation methods like Independent Component Analysis (ICA) 

(Kretzschmar, Schlesewsky, & Staub, 2015; Meyberg, Sommer, & Dimigen, 2017; Plöchl, 

Ossandón, & König, 2012), which are commonly used in EEG pre-processing.  

Further, FRPs have two more severe problems. First, there is the issue that eye-movement 

characteristics directly modulate brain activity (Cornelissen, Sassenhagen, & Võ, 2018; Dimigen, 

Valsecchi, Sommer, & Kliegl, 2009; Nikolaev, Meghanathan, & van Leeuwen, 2016; Ries, 

Slayback, & Touryan, 2018) and task requirements modulate eye-movement characteristics, 

which introduces confounding factors to the interpretation of observed effects in brain activity. 

Second, there is a temporal overlap (Cornelissen et al., 2018; Dimigen et al., 2011; Nikolaev et 

al., 2016) from adjacent fixations that is modulated by temporal characteristics of eye 



movements, which can indirectly result as a confounding factor in the effects observed in brain 

activity. Both these issues can be solved by abandoning averaging as a response estimation 

procedure. 

A typical method for estimating event-related activity from EEG is the averaging of stimulus 

time-locked segments by time point and channel. Averaging works well in simple experiment 

designs with few individual stimuli, such as the oddball paradigm; however, problems arise in 

experiment designs that use multiple, but different, instances of categorical stimuli—for 

example, printed words. Such stimuli have multiple sources of feature variance and all of these 

are generally not of interest, and the general idea is to control for unwanted influences by 

minimizing their influence or balancing them out in various categories. Often, the required level 

of control on naturalistic stimuli is unachievable due to the plurality of confounding factors; this 

can lead to sporadic and results that are not replicable in relation to the interesting factor. 

Essentially, this is a weakness of the averaging procedure, as it relies on the noise being random 

in relation to the forced category in the interesting factor. 

However, new approaches are available, as it was recently illustrated that averaging is essentially 

least squares regression (Smith & Kutas, 2015a). The core difference in this from traditional 

averaging is the treatment of noise. In averaging, noise is incorporated in to the average; in 

contrast, when the response is estimated with a categorical regression model, the noise is 

allocated to a separate noise term. Thus, in estimating responses from naturalistic stimuli with 

multiple confounding factors, the GLM framework is more suited to deal with ‘noise’ from 

uninteresting stimulus features than averaging is. Strong collinearities between (an) interesting 

and uninteresting factor(s) remains an issue in this regard as well (Cornelissen et al., 2018). 

Further, it must be noted that where averaging is dependent on defining categories to group the 

observations, the GLM approach does not have such a limitation but can in fact handle 

continuous variables directly. For FRPs, this is particularly beneficial, as this enables the 

separation of uninteresting direct influences on brain activity that are partially correlated to 

interesting influences on brain activity. In practice, this implies that we can isolate the effect that 

word length has on brain activity from the word length modulated saccade amplitude effect on 

brain activity (Cornelissen et al., 2018). After estimation of regression, the ERP/FRP estimates 

are treated in the same manner as averaged response is. For a discussion on the conceptual 



relationship between regression estimates and averaged estimates of electrophysiological brain 

activity, see (Smith & Kutas, 2015a). 

A temporal overlap of components can be considered to be the most severe known issue 

associated with FRPs. A problematic amount of overlap manifests in fixation-related potentials 

because fixations during reading occur from 200 ms to 300 ms, on average, from each other 

(Rayner, 1997) and known reading-related components can occur up to 900ms from stimulus 

onset (Friederici & Weissenborn, 2007). Further, critical eye-movement features are modulated 

by experimental conditions and, consequently, this modulates an overlap between conditions; in 

turn, this complicates the interpretation of the effects as overlap difference may well manifest as 

a scalp perturbation difference that can be misidentified as a correlate of cognitive activity (Frey 

et al., 2013; Nikolaev et al., 2016). To the best of our knowledge, three solutions to this issue are 

known: eye-movement feature matching (Dimigen et al., 2011; Nikolaev et al., 2016), where 

characteristics of eye movements are matched between conditions, adjacent response estimation 

algorithms (ADJAR) for EEG (Kristensen, Rivet, & Guérin-Dugué, 2017; Woldorff, 1993) and 

linear deconvolution (Cornelissen et al., 2018; Ehinger & Dimigen, 2018; Kristensen et al., 2017; 

Smith & Kutas, 2015b), which is a method that is originally from the fMRI analysis framework. 

Of these approaches, the eye-movement feature matching procedure (Dimigen et al., 2011; 

Nikolaev et al., 2016) has an obvious drawback of potentially reducing the ecological validity of 

the analysis, as modulations of eye movements are associated with the same cognitive 

mechanisms that we are interested in in the cortical activity. Of the latter two, linear 

deconvolution has recently been shown to outperform ADJAR (Kristensen et al., 2017). 

Recently, a GLM-based deconvolution approach was implemented in an easy-to-access toolbox 

(Ehinger & Dimigen, 2018); in this framework, each response is modelled in relation not only to 

the time-locking event but also to surrounding events that produce overlapping perturbations. 

The temporal variance in relative time distances between events is utilized to identify those parts 

of voltage variance that belong to each event. Effectively, this implies that brain activity related 

to events that have high temporal collinearity—for example, saccade onset and fixation onset—

cannot be deconvolved from each other (Cornelissen et al., 2018). 
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Supplementary material 2 

Post hoc source analysis. For descriptive purposes of the results, we ran source analysis on the 

group grand average intercept waveform. In addition, we generated a prediction of the linear 

word length effect on word length 13 and attempted to localize the source of the effect. We used 

Brain Electrical Source Analysis (BESA 6.1, Besa GmbH, Gräfelfing, Germany) software to 

explore the potential brain areas involved in the distributed source modelling method named 

Classical Loreta Recursively Applied (CLARA). In order to improve the accuracy of the source 

localization procedure, we applied a further high-pass filter of 1 HZ and used an age-appropriate 

template MRI for 12 year olds (Richards, Sanchez, Phillips-Meek, & Xie, 2016; Richards & Xie, 

2015). Then, the model was estimated from a time window of 150–300 ms separately for both 

groups. We obtained the distributed model and begun inserting regional dipoles in order from the 

strongest to the weakest source maxima until the residual variance in the modelled time window 

was less than 5%. In both groups, this resulted in three almost identical source models. The 

results are presented in Supplementary Figure 1 and Supplementary Table 1. 

We were unable to obtain a reasonable source solution for predicted word length effect on length 

13. This was due the fact that as an effect separated from the intercept, the predicted waveform 

contained too much noise in relation to the size of the effect (~1 microvolt); thus, the distributed 

model showed widespread activity at the borders of the model volume (temporal poles and 

cerebellum), which is symptomatic of excessively high noise contamination for the source model 

to be accurate. 



 



Supplementary figure 1: Results of the descriptive source analysis on the intercept grand 

averages. Left panel A: Typical readers. Right panel B: Slow readers. The red regional dipole is 

source 1. The blue regional dipole is source 2. The green regional dipole is source 3. Talairach 

coordinates of the sources are presented in Table 3. The source images are centred on source 1 to 

optimally display this location for both groups.  

Supplementary Table 1: Locations of the sources derived from the descriptive source analysis.  

 Typical readers  Slow readers  

 Talairach  Talairach  

 x y z C-RV% x y z C-RV% 

SC 1 24.5 -65.9 -4.3 20.365 24.5 -65.9 -4.3 21.28 

SC 2 -24.5 -65.9 -4.3 10.686 -24.5 -72.9 -4.3 7.223 

SC 3 -3.5 39.1 2.7 4.919 3.5 39.1 2.7 4.161 

 

Note: Locations of the sources are provided in Talairach coordinates. C-RV% is the cumulative 
residual variance in order of setting the regional source ‘on’ in the model; thus, the C-RV% of 
SC 1 is when SC 1 is active alone, C-RV% of SC 2 is when SC 1 & 2 are active and so on.  

 

Results of the descriptive source analysis. In both groups, source 1 was detected in the vicinity 

of the posterior portions of the right fusiform gyrus. This source had a contralateral 

correspondence in source 2, which located to the vicinity of posterior parts of the left fusiform 

gyrus. Moreover, source 3 was localized very similarly in the two groups in the vicinity of the 

anterior cingulate gyrus.  
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Abstract

In this study, we investigated the effects of context-related semantic anomalies on the fixa-

tion-related brain potentials of 12–13-year-old Finnish children in grade 6 during sentence

reading. The detection of such anomalies is typically reflected in the N400 event-related

potential. We also examined whether the representation invoked by the sentence context

extends to the orthographic representation level by replacing the final words of the sentence

with an anomalous word neighbour of a plausible word. The eye-movement results show

that the anomalous word neighbours of plausible words cause similar first-fixation and gaze

duration reactions, as do other anomalous words. Similarly, we observed frontal negativity

in the fixation-related potential of the unrelated anomalous words and in the anomalous

word neighbours. This frontal negativity was larger in both anomalous conditions than in the

response elicited by the plausible condition. We thus show that the brain successfully uses

context to separate anomalous words from plausible words on a single letter level during

free reading. From the P600 response of the scalp waveform, we observed that the P600

was delayed in the anomalous word neighbour condition. We performed group-level decom-

position on the data with ICA (independent component analysis) and analysed the time

course and source structure of the decomposed data. This analysis of decomposed brain

signals not only confirmed the delay of the P600 response but also revealed that the frontal

negativity concealed s more typical and separate N400 response, which was similarly

delayed in the anomalous word neighbour condition, as was the P600 response. Source

analysis of these independent components implicated the right frontal eye field as the corti-

cal source for the frontal negativity and the middle temporal and parietal regions as cortical

sources for the components resembling the N400 and P600 responses. We interpret the

delays present in N400 and P600 responses to anomalous word neighbours to reflect com-

petition with the representation of the plausible word just one letter different.

Introduction
Forming a mental representation of the semantic content of text is the end goal of the reading

process. This is achieved through a sequence of visual inputs and the analysis of these inputs.
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Exact features of this visual input sequence are modulated by the reading process itself. Indeed,

previous research has shown that gaze behaviour, brain activation and the properties of pro-

cessed text interact in a complicated manner [1,2]. Some attempts have been made to synthe-

sise the knowledge obtained from separate eye-tracking and brain ERP (event-related

potential) experiments, but fundamental differences in how these experiments are run impede

the joint interpretation of the results. Studying eye-movement-locked brain activity (i.e. fixa-

tion-related brain responses) related to semantic processing during natural reading provides

advances for the interpretation of both eye movements and brain responses. Specific methodo-

logical challenges arise from the dynamic nature of how eye movements occur during reading

as well as the artefactual contamination of EEG from eye movements. However, the benefits of

co-registering EEG and optical eye tracking in terms of increased ecological validity far out-

weigh the challenges, both of which are discussed below.

Semantic processing of sentences in gaze behaviour and in brain activity

The semantic processing of sentences involves not only the processing of the individual words;

the relationships between words also need to be considered to grasp the meaning contained in

the sentences. It has been proposed that forming a representation of a sentence proceeds

through three stages: 1) building a local phrase structure, 2) assigning syntactic and thematic

and semantic relations and 3) integration to semantic representation [3]. Of particular interest

here are stages 2 and 3.

Several factors affect eye movements during semantic processing. Predictability, for example, is

a major determinant of fixation duration during reading [4]. In addition, the thematic relation-

ships between words modulate the gaze behaviour. For example, when a word clearly violates the

sentence context, it will result in a longer first-pass gaze duration (sum of fixation durations dur-

ing the first pass of the target word) [5,6]. In earlier research merely implausible or improbable

word in relation to thematic rules was not reflected in the first-pass measures but rather in the

total fixation duration (sum of all fixation durations during the trial allocated to the target word),

which indicates that implausibility is processed at a later stage than outright theme violation in the

form of a semantic anomaly [5]. However more recent research with larger sample sizes and more

suitable statistical approaches has shown that plausibility is capable of modulating first pass mea-

sures[7,8] and this includes influences from parafoveal processing[9,10].

A systematic way of inducing ERP effects reflecting semantic processing is to set up a

semantic context with a sentence and then disrupt it by inserting a word that is anomalous

with the established context. Consequently, this anomalous word violates the set of thematic

rules established by the other words and gives rise to N400, a centroparietal brain response

with negative polarity typically reaching its maximum amplitude in RSVP experiments at

about 400ms post onset of the anomalous word [11]. N400 is thought to result from difficulty

in integrating the meaning of the violating word with the context of the preceding sentence

[11] or to reflect indexing of the goodness of fit of the currently processed word with the con-

text of the sentence [12]. Both of these suggested functions are similar to stage 2 of the model

described above [3]. Other factors besides congruency have also been shown to influence

N400. For example word frequency affects the amplitude of N400 in low-context situations

where prior context has not been defined, for example, at the beginning of the sentence. Thus,

in order to avoid confounds from word frequency and to maximise semantic incongruity, the

manipulation should be placed at the end of the sentence. Further, the presentation parameters

of RSVP have direct consequences to N400. Faster presentation rates diminish amplitudes and

shorten the latency of N400 [13], which emphasises the uncertainty regarding the ecological

validity of RSVP experiments with slow presentation rates.
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Generally, N400 experiments have manipulated only the semantic aspects without paying

attention to low-level features, such as word length or visuo-spatial similarities of anomalous

and plausible words. A fairly recent experiment [14] tested whether the deviation of a single

letter from a probable word was sufficient to cause N400 –i.e. does the anomalous ortho-

graphic word neighbour of the predicted word cause a similar N400 as an anomalous word

without a similar word body? N400 was found to be diminished for anomalous word neigh-

bours compared to anomalous words without orthographic resemblance to the correct word,

which was interpreted to indicate facilitated integration of words with similar word bodies.

This effect was also present for pseudoword neighbours containing no semantic information,

thus providing strong evidence that a set of orthographic features was pre-activated by the pre-

ceding context. As these findings were found in a fairly slow-paced (250ms stimulus duration

+ 250ms blank screen) RSVP design, the question remains as to whether a one-letter deviation

from a plausible word would elicit similar effects during free reading.

Recently P600, a parietal positive ERP reaching maximal amplitude at 600ms that has been

classically defined as a response to syntax violations [15], has also been shown to be elicited by

semantic anomalies [3,16,17]. Similarly to N400, the P600 effects seem to diminish with faster

presentation rates [18]. Curiously, P600 has been found to be related to regressive eye move-

ments in an FRP study investigating the effects of free reading on brain activity during reading

comprehension [1]. It was also found to be absent in the RSVP version of the experiment. This

led the authors to conclude that coupling between P600 and regressions indicates attempts to

recover or re-organise confusing content. It has also been argued that rather than encounter-

ing anomalies in a specific aspect of language, such as semantics, syntax or grammar, P600

reflects an integration phase or combinatory reprocessing of the elements of the sentence

[3,19–21] or even a conscious-level perception of the whole sentence-level semantic anomaly

[12].

The neural generators of N400 seem to be rather widespread [22,23]. Studies of individuals

with brain lesions, studies with intracranial recordings and studies with magnetoencephalo-

graphic data have implicated contributions of the left and right temporal lobe, with a left hemi-

spheric predominance [24]. The larger left than right hemispheric response can also be

observed in a study comparing typically reading adults with dyslexic adults [25]. A recent

study using a beamformer analysis of the magnetic equivalents of N400 (N400m) and P600

(P600m) found left superior temporal and posterior frontal regions to underlie N400m and

distributed activation of bilateral frontal, posterior temporal and parietal regions P600m [26].

Further, recordings with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) suggest that the pro-

cessing of semantic anomalies occurs in mid portions of the superior temporal region and

insular cortex, both bilaterally, whereas syntactic processing is associated with the anterior

portion of the left superior temporal sulcus and left posterior frontal operculum [27]. In posi-

tron emission tomography (PET) studies, the role of the angular gyrus has also been implicated

in semantic processing [28,29]. It needs to be noted here that different measuring and analysis

methods as well as different experimental designs have different sensitivities and can thus lead

to quite distinct location results. Different results do not render conclusions right or wrong

but rather reflect different aspects of the process, which are reflected in different signals.

In our current study, we investigated semantic processing and how orthographic similarity

between anomalous and plausible words affects semantic processing during free reading in

12–13-year-old children using FRPs (co-registered eye tracking and EEG time-locked to fixa-

tion onset). We employed a free sentence reading paradigm to examine the effects of a seman-

tic anomaly in two conditions: unrelated anomalous words and anomalous orthographic word

neighbours of plausible words as the target words appearing at the end of the sentence. We

were especially interested in whether a deviation of a single letter from a plausible word would

Semantic anomaly detection in school-aged children during natural sentence reading
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elicit complementary effects on gaze behaviour in relation to brain activation during free reading.

Based on previous studies [14], the anomalous orthographic word neighbours were expected to

produce reduced N400 compared to the unrelated anomalous words. As the fixation duration

and N400 effects are associated with each other [2] and react to the same manipulations, it was

expected that the fixation duration effect of the anomalous word neighbour would be similarly

attenuated (similar to the N400 effect) when compared to unrelated anomalous words. Further,

since P600 is thought to reflect an integration phase in sentence comprehension [3], we expected

that unrelated anomalous words would generate stronger P600 responses than anomalous neigh-

bours of a plausible word. We also considered the possibility that the semantic responses would

be delayed in the case of the anomalous word neighbours of the plausible words.

Methodological considerations when studying brain activity during reading

RSVP (rapid serial visual presentation) is most common stimulus presentation procedure for

studying brain function during reading. In RSVP, each word in a sentence (or other text mate-

rial) is usually presented on the screen individually one word at a time in a sequence to the par-

ticipant’s fovea, and the brain activity is time-locked to each word (screen) onset. Arguably,

the elicitation of ERPs by individual words makes RSVP an attractive approach to study read-

ing-related brain processes. Indeed experiments utilising the RSVP technique have formed the

foundation for the knowledge about brain function during word recognition and higher-level

semantic processing. However, the way in which RSVP oversimplifies reading into a static lin-

ear process decreases its ecological validity considerably. From eye-movement studies we

know that reading consists of multiple dynamic processes, such as visual intake during fixa-

tions, the lengths of which are modulated by the processing demands, skipping of words

because of their predictability and visual characteristics and frequent gaze regresses to previous

parts of the text to re-read material that are ambiguous or hard to understand [4]. Generally,

in RSVP experiments presentation times are static, and there is no chance of skipping words

or returning back in the text. However, during normal text reading, the parafoveal information

of the words surrounding the fixated words is also processed to some extent [4], which is not

possible in the standard implementation of RSVP. Alternative versions of RSVP have been

proposed to counteract these issues: self-paced RSVP, where [30] the presentation rate of the

words is controlled by the participant, and RSVP with flankers [31], where the sentence ‘slides’

over the participants’ foveal field of vision. However, these modified versions also have some

problems. Self-paced RSVP arguably requires conscious monitoring of the presentation rate

by the participant while eye movements during reading do not have such requirement, as they

are largely automatised. Meanwhile, RSVP with flankers requires suppression of the eye move-

ments towards the flankers, which is a cognitive requirement that is not present during natural

reading situations. Furthermore it has been shown that pre-saccadic attention prepares the

visual system for the next retinal input [32,33]. As pre-saccadic attention is tightly related to

impending saccade execution, its role cannot be fulfilled if saccades are not made. Recent find-

ings illustrate that volition in attention allocation and saccade generation towards words facili-

tate word recognition in a way that is not present in RSVP [34]

Co-registering EEG and eye tracking represent an ecologically valid alternative for studying

reading. This is achieved through analysing the EEG signal based on selected gaze behaviours,

for example, fixation on a target word. The combination of co-registration and a behaviour-

based analysis approach allows the participant to proceed in the reading task at his or her own

pace, with the ability to regress back in the text as well as to skip words. From this participant-

initiated reading behaviour we can extract FRPs (fixation-related potentials), electrical brain

responses that are very similar to visually evoked potentials from more traditional ERP

Semantic anomaly detection in school-aged children during natural sentence reading
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experiments [34,35]. Indeed, studies comparing the RSVP and FRP methodologies have

shown that brain activity during naturalistic FRP experiments differs drastically from RSVP

equivalents [1,34], which further emphasises the need for brain research during reading with

naturalistic experimental designs.

When performing reading studies with the FRP method, two things need to be considered.

First, the ocular artefacts and extra-ocular muscle artefacts feature prominently in the co-regis-

tered EEG signal [35]. Generally, these artefacts are stronger than the signal of interest and

thus need to be removed from the data. This can be achieved with blind-source separation

methods such as ICA and temporal selection methods [36,37]. Temporal selection exploits the

dependence between the ocular artefact independent component time course and the time

course of the optical eye-movement record [37]. Recent research has shown that artefact sig-

nals associated with FRPs can be effectively managed [1,35,38,39]. Second, a more complex

issue relates to the fact that during reading fixations occur in relatively fast succession, which

results in additional spatiotemporal mixing of the scalp-recorded EEG/ERP signals, especially

in the parts of the signal that exceed the duration of the fixation that is used as the time-locking

event [40]. As cognitive processes have an evident influence on eye movements [4], changes in

gaze pattern due to differences in conditions reflect the mixing of brain activity from different

sources in the latter parts of the averaged epoch [40]. We propose to untangle this issue by ana-

lysing the time courses of these underlying activity patterns by separating them with blind-

source separation methods, such as ICA [36,41].

Even though identifying and removing artefactual signals with ICA from the signal of interest

is the typical use in contemporary EEG analysis [42], ICA can also be applied to separate brain

signals from each other. This can be of particular interest for late latency components, which

typically have multiple neural sources, or when there are multiple overlapping sensory re-

sponses. The underlying assumptions of ICA place certain restrictions on the nature of the

sources detected. First, a signal arising from a spatial source is assumed to be temporally inde-

pendent from other spatial sources [36,41]. Second, the spatial source is assumed to be in a fixed

location throughout the duration of the measurement of the data of interest [43]. As indepen-

dent components are defined as spatially fixed sources that change in activity through time, sev-

eral interesting possibilities arise. First, there is the option to forward project an independent

component’s activity to a scalp activity and localise it [43,44]. Second, data from several experi-

ments from the same subject can be inserted into the same decomposition to determine whether

different experiments share psychological processes and underlying neural mechanisms [42].

Third, a decomposition analysis (run) can also include data frommultiple subjects, and thus the

obtained group solutions can be applied to all of the subjects [45]. Hence, the application of ICA

beyond artefact cleaning is a promising approach for FRP experiments on natural reading, as

the stationarity of sources provides a solution to the ever-present spatio-temporal overlap of

activity from previous and consequent fixations and their potential confounds to the scalp sig-

nal. Running ICA across a sample of participants also reduces measurement-related error varia-

tion (e.g. due to random individual differences in arousal state) and should thus improve the

results of ICA decomposition when looking for shared brain activity sources across the sample.

In the current study, we employed a group ICA procedure to disentangle spatially overlapping

processes during sentence reading and when encountering semantic anomalies in the sentences.

Methods

Participants

A total of 66 typically reading elementary school students in grade 6 (from 12.0 to 13.5 years;

36 female) were recruited as part of the eSeek!–Internet and Learning Difficulties: A
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Multidisciplinary Approach for Understanding Reading in NewMedia–project. In agreement

with the Declaration of Helsinki, the study was approved by the Ethical committee of the Uni-

versity of Jyväskylä. Written consent was acquired from the parents of the participants, and

the children had the opportunity to discontinue the experiment at any time. All participants

reported normal or corrected vision, no history of learning difficulties or neurological abnor-

malities and were rated higher than the weakest 13% of the whole eSeek population (whole

norming population being 542 children of the same age group) in reading fluency. Reading

fluency was estimated with three tests and reduced to a single factor with principal axis factor-

ing with PROMAX rotation using the IBM SPSS 24 statistics programme (IBM Inc.). The

three tests were theWord Identification Test–a subtest of the standardised Finnish reading test

ALLU [46], theWord Chain Test [47] and the Oral Pseudoword Reading Test [48].

Apparatus

The experiment was administered using Experiment Builder (1.10.1630) software running on

a Dell Precision T5500 workstation. Eye movements were recorded with a table-mounted Eye-

link 1000 eye tracker with a 2000 Hz upgrade (SR Research Ltd). Both eyes were recorded at

1000 Hz. The EEG was recorded with a NeurOne amplifier (Bittium) at a 1000 Hz sampling

rate with a 128 channel electrode net (Electrical Geodesics Inc.) using Ag/AgCl electrodes. The

synchrony between the eye movements and EEGmeasures was established with a combination

of triggering Ethernet messages and transistor to transistor logic (TTL) pulses, both originat-

ing from the workstation running the experiment. The stability of the synchronisation between

the eye-tracker recording and EEG was checked by comparing the time differences in the trial

onset and offset messages in both data streams. The participants leaned on a chinrest while

their eye movements were recorded, with a distance of 60 cm from the participants’ eyes, and

the EEG was recorded simultaneously. The participants’ responses were recorded into the

EEG event stream and into an individual response file on the workstation running the experi-

ment. The experiments were carried out in a dimly lit and soundproofed room at the labora-

tory facilities of the University of Jyväskylä.

Stimulus procedure

Before each trial, a black dot appeared on the left side of the screen at the vertical level of the

participant’s eyes, and the participant was instructed to remain fixated on it while the experi-

menter approved the fixation. The black dots also served as confirmation for the validity of the

calibration. If the fixation on the dot differed from the calibration by more than 1 degree, the

experiment software alerted the experimenter, and the calibration was redone. After the exper-

imenter accepted the fixation, the fixation dot disappeared, and the sentence appeared. The

participants were instructed to read the sentence as quickly as possible and then judge whether

it was sensible or not by pressing the left button for ‘yes’ and the right for ‘no’ on a two-button

response box using the right index and middle fingers. There was no time limit for responding,

and the sentence disappeared only after the response. The experiment was divided into four

blocks, between which the eye tracker was recalibrated and the quality of the EEG maintained.

Materials

The stimuli consisted of 200 sentences with a median length of six words (ranging from 5 to

9). On the screen, one letter subtended 0.4 degrees visual angle. The sentences were divided

into three categories: 100 plausible sentences, 50 sentences where the target word was severely

anomalous to preceding sentence context and 50 sentences where the target word was severely

anomalous to the preceding context but was an orthographic word neighbour of a plausible

Semantic anomaly detection in school-aged children during natural sentence reading
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word. The categories were balanced in this way to make task response (yes/no) probability

50%. Examples of the sentences are presented in Fig 1. The frequency of the target words and

the previous words was controlled for (2x3 repeated measures ANOVA: previous word vs. tar-

get word p>0.05, condition p>0.05, condition � previous word vs. target word p>0.05). The

frequencies of the target and previous words (Table 1) were extracted from a newspaper corpus

[49]. A norming study was completed with an independent sample (N = 10) to estimate the

cloze probability of the target words and plausibility of the whole sentences. Also the plausible

ending of the sentences in the anomalous word neighbour condition was included in the

norming study. Cloze was estimated with a standard cloze task while plausibility was estimated

using a seven-point Likert-type scale, where 1 corresponded to ‘not at all plausible’ and 7 to

‘highly plausible’. Unrelated anomalous words did not significantly differ from anomalous

word neighbours in either cloze or plausibility (independent samples t-test, p>0.05). The plau-

sible condition did not significantly differ from the plausible ending of anomalous word neigh-

bour sentence in cloze or plausibility (p>0.05). These norms are presented in Table 1.

EEG and eye-tracking data preprocessing

Data were preprocessed using Eeglab 13.3.2 [36] with the EYE-EEG extension [35]. The sac-

cades were detected from the gaze location data with a median velocity-based algorithm [50],

using 6 standard deviations from the median velocity as a threshold for a saccade (minimum

duration of 4ms; if the two saccades were less than 50ms apart from each other, they were

merged into a single saccade).

Fig 1. Example stimuli. The part of the sentence that deviates from the context is highlighted in red. Sentence
translations: 1) plausible–‘Main attraction of the museum was the fragile mummy’; 2) unrelated anomalous–‘For
building up muscle mass one needs an intense ring’; 3) anomalous word neighbour–‘During the night the cat caught a
slow coal’ (‘hiili’, coal, being a neighbour of ‘hiiri’, a mouse).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0209741.g001

Table 1. Target word and pre-target word frequencies and sentence characteristics.

Condition Previous Word (SD) Target Word (SD)

PLA 7.42 (21.58) 7.51 (20.86)

URA 4.98 (6.95) 3.32 (3.59)

AWN 3.62 (4.03) 4.59 (7.27)

Cloze probability Plausibility

PLA 41% (36%) 6.76 (0.35)

URA 0 (0) 1.20 (0.23)

AWN 0 (0) 1.26 (0.45)

P-AWN 51% (39%) 6.86 (0.18)

Frequencies (mean incidence in 1 million words) of target and preceding words (with standard deviations).

Plausibility: 1 = Not at all plausible, 7 = Highly plausible

Note. PLA = Plausible, URA = Unrelated anomalous, AWN = Anomalous Word Neighbour, P-AWN = Plausible

Word Neighbour of the used anomalous Word Neighbour.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0209741.t001
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EEG data were off-line filtered, with a high-pass filter of 0.5 Hz and 20 Hz as the low-pass

filter. Electric manifestations of eye movements (ocular artefacts) were modelled with ICA,

with a PCA (principal component analysis) reduction of the 128 channels to 100 principal

components prior to the ICA training. The components were selected to correspond with the

optical recording of eye movements using the temporal covariance criterion [37] of 1.1.

Selected independent components (ICs) were pruned out of the EEG data.

After the ocular artefact pruning, the EEG epochs with the fixations of interest were

selected. These included the first fixation on the target word and the previous fixation. If the

previous fixation was not on the word preceding the target word, the whole trial was discarded

to make the baseline segments of the FRP similar. Epochs for averaging were -100ms to

900ms, time-locked to the fixation onset. Trials with both correct and incorrect answers were

kept. Fixations and their corresponding epochs were discarded if the EEG during the averag-

ing epoch differed by more than 5 standard deviations from the mean on any channel or if the

trial ended within the 900ms after first fixation on the target word to avoid confounding activ-

ity from trial offset.

Segmented single trial data (-100ms to 900ms) were subjected to a second run of ICA to

determine shared fixation-related components. Prior to ICA, the data for each subject were

standardised (basic z-score conversion) so that individuals with strong voltages would not

drive the ICA decomposition. The data were downsampled to 250 Hz to make computational

requirements feasible, and the group matrix was whitened to 30 principal components with

PCA. Extended Infomax, an ICA algorithm sensitive to sub-Gaussian distributions [51], was

used because it has been shown to produce good results with non-simulated group EEG data

[52]. The resulting group-level ICA weights were then applied to the 1000 Hz individual data,

and the resulting IC activities were used for statistical inference. It is important to note here

that our application of group-level ICA does not attempt to reconstruct topographies of indi-

vidual subject’s ICs but applies the group-level weights obtained from the population-mixing

matrix directly to the individual subject data. Ten of the 30 components were determined by

visual inspection to be such that they could be generated by a cortical source by displaying a

dipolar pattern. Pattern was judged to be dipolar if it had either 1-pole uniform field on several

adjacent channels or 2-pole field on several adjacent channels and nearby polarity reversal.

Components judged to be noise were pruned out of the data if they displayed known artefact

characteristics (eye movements, single channel pop-out artefacts). Topographies of all compo-

nents derived with the group ICA are presented in Fig 2. Table 2 contains the PVAF (percent-

age of variance accounted for) values of each component calculated with the EEGLAB [36]

function compvar, PVAF is a measure that describes the amount of variance an independent

component explains.

The average quantity of fixations and the corresponding epochs for averaging for each con-

dition were as follows: plausible 83, unrelated anomalous 41 and word neighbour anomalous

41 fixations.

Statistical analysis of the eye-tracking and response accuracy behavioural
variables

The behavioural variables were analysed in MATLAB. The effects of the conditions on

response accuracy were analysed using a Wilcoxon sign-rank test, from which we report Z-val-

ues, P-values and effect sizes [53]. Based on the eye-movement variables, the previous fixation

duration (PFD), the first fixation duration, gaze duration and immediate re-fixations were

analysed. Because trials that were ended with a participant response within 900ms of the first

fixation onset were discarded, the re-fixation measure here is a binary measure of regression to

Semantic anomaly detection in school-aged children during natural sentence reading
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Fig 2. The group-level ICA estimated spatial filters. Components 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11 and 12 were retained in the data because they were judged to have a
dipolar field structure and thus were likely be generated by brain tissue. Components 8 and 10 were pruned out of the data since they were judged to be likely
to have been caused by eye movements. Components 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30 were pruned out of the data because
they were judged to be random pop-out artefacts and mechanical artefacts mostly constrained to few channels.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0209741.g002

Table 2. Descriptive values of the percentage of variance accounted for (PVAF) by the group ICA components.

Mean PVAF Sd Median PVAF Mean PVAF Sd Median pvaf

All IC 82.52% 8.08% 85.44% Cleaned scalp (�) 51.75% 20.69% 58.4%

IC 1 � 7.97% 5.19% 8.28% IC 16 1.48% 3.3% 0.63%

IC 2 � 6.93% 4.94% 6.82% IC 17 1.42% 2.8% 0.74%

IC 3 � 7.24% 5.05% 6.97% IC 18 1.5% 5.07% 0.54%

IC 4 � 6.76% 4.03% 6.41% IC 19 1.25% 2.08% 0.61%

IC 5 � 5.74% 3.25% 5.97% IC 20 1.04% 0.74% 0.88%

IC 6 � 3.98% 2.24% 3.96% IC 21 1.17% 3.29% 0.37%

IC 7 � 4.21% 5.01% 3.44% IC 22 1.05% 3.24% 0.46%

IC 8 4.53% 6.63% 2.8% IC 23 1.02% 1.05% 0.64%

IC 9 � 3.9% 4.08% 3% IC 24 1.29% 5.36% 0.32%

IC 10 3.35% 3.28% 2.57% IC 25 1.03% 1.4% 0.63%

IC 11 � 2.57% 1.14% 2.59% IC 26 1.15% 3.95% 0.25%

IC 12 � 2.46% 6.52% 1.52% IC 27 0.88% 0.88% 0.56%

IC 13 1.94% 3.76% 0.8% IC 28 1.56% 10.65% 0.18%

IC 14 1.7% 4.3% 0.9% IC 29 0.89% 1.92% 0.35%

IC 15 1.76% 4% 0.52% IC 30 0.76% 1.1% 0.35%

PVAF (percentage of variance accounted for) values for each component.

Note.
� Denotes components retained in the data for statistical analysis

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0209741.t002
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earlier parts of the sentence vs. immediate re-fixation within the target word. The eye-move-

ment variables were analysed with the linear mixed effects (LME) models (for FFD and GD)

and generalized mixed effects (GLME) models (for refixations), which is the standard proce-

dure in eye-movement research to control for random effects from the individual subjects and

items (fitlme & fitglme functions of the MATLAB statistics and machine learning toolbox). In

the LME results, we use the plausible (PLA) condition as a reference condition, against which

we compare unrelated anomalous (URA) and anomalous word neighbour (AWN). The esti-

mated random structure was simple intercept structure for trials and subjects. Possible differ-

ences between URA and AWN are explored by comparing whether their effect parameters are

different (coefTest function of the MATLAB statistics and machine learning toolbox). The

mean values of the eye-movement variables are presented in Table 3 and also in Fig 3.

Table 3. Eye-movement results.

Condition PFD (SD) FFD (SD) GD (SD) RFP (SD)

PLA 269ms (120ms) 296ms (158ms) 415ms (292ms) 31% (46%)

URA 272ms (115ms) 338ms (201ms) 571ms (410ms) 44% (50%)

AWN 273ms (118ms) 336ms (208ms) 588ms (468ms) 44% (50%)

Means and standard deviations of the previous fixation duration (PFD), the first fixation duration (FFD), gaze duration (GD) and re-fixation probability (RFP).

Note. PLA = Plausible, URA = Unrelated anomalous and AWN = Anomalous word neighbor.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0209741.t003

Fig 3. Behavioural measures. Bar graph presentation of the behavioural measures; exact values are presented in Table 3. A) Percentage of correct
answers, B) Fixation durations of the previous fixation (PFD) and the first fixation (FFD) and C) Re-fixation probability (RFP) after the first
fixation on the target word in a semantic sensibility judgement task in a sentence reading context of 12- to 13.5-year-old children (N = 66). The
error bars denote 1 standard error. PLA = Plausible, URA = Unrelated anomalous and AWN = Anomalous word neighbour.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0209741.g003
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Statistical analysis of the first fixation time-locked FRPs

FRPs were analysed with nonparametric cluster-based pairwise permutation statistics in Besa

statistics 2.0 (for the method description, see[54]), which provides a solution to the multiple

comparison problem present in multi-channel EEG recordings. Nonparametric cluster-based

permutation tests have two essential steps. First, the desired test (here normal t-test) is run

over all channels (when done at the scalp level) and time-points. Then, values over a certain

significance (here the typical p<0.05 threshold) are clustered based on clustering criteria.

Here, these criteria were temporal adjacency (significant samples were consecutive) and an

electrode distance of 3cm (a significant sample in the electrode was part of a cluster if the dis-

tance from another significant sample in another electrode was less than 3cm). All t-values of

the clusters (each sample, each electrode) are summed to form the cluster test statistic, which

is used to estimate test significance. Second, the distribution to estimate this test statistic is gen-

erated by randomly re-assigning the condition labels in each average and running the test and

clustering procedure again and storing the results in the permutation distribution. When the

real observed sum-t probability in contrast to permutation distribution is smaller than 0.05,

then the observed cluster is considered to be statistically significant. We used 10,000 permuta-

tions to define the permutation distribution. With three conditions, the pairwise condition

contrasts for the permutation statistics were as follows: unrelated anomalous vs. plausible,

word neighbour anomalous vs. plausible and unrelated anomalous vs. anomalous word neigh-

bour condition. For the sake of simplicity, when we use the terms negative or positive in the

results section, they describe the amplitude difference between the first response and the sec-

ond response in the paired comparison.

Results

Response accuracy

The mean response accuracy (percentage of sentences correctly identified as sensible/insensi-

ble) was 83.34% (SD = 7.27) for the plausible condition, 93.4% (SD = 8.82) for the unrelated

anomalous condition and 84.86% (SD = 12.02) for the anomalous word neighbour condition.

Unrelated anomalous sentences had a significantly higher response accuracy (RA) than plausi-

ble (Z = 5.525, p<0.000001, r = 0.481) or word neighbour anomalous (Z = 6.414, p<0.000001,

r = 0.558) sentences. There was no difference in response accuracy between plausible and

anomalous word neighbour sentences (Z = 1.028, p = 0.303, r = 0.09).

Eye-movement results

Fixation durations. There were no significant effects of condition between plausible

(PLA), unrelated anomalous (URA) and anomalous word neighbour (AWN) in PFDs (inter-

cept: beta = 269.77, SE = 5.70, t = 47.31, p<0.00001, CI = 258.6–280.95; URA: beta = 3.62,

SE = 4.12; t = 0.88, p = 0.37865, CI = -4.44–11.70 AWN: beta = 3.69, SE = 4.11; t = 0.89, p =

0.37042, CI = -4.38–11.76 and URA vs. AWN (p = 0.9892)). Analysis of FFD (intercept: beta =

295.49, SE = 7.29, t = 6.71, p<0.00001, CI = 281.19–309.78) showed that FFD was longer for

URA (beta = 44.613, SE = 6.65, t = 6.71,p<0.00001, CI = 31.58–57.64) and AWN (beta = 40.98,

SE = 6.65, t = 6.16, p<0.00001, CI = 27.94–54.01) target words than for PLA target words.

There was no significant difference between the FFD for the anomalous word neighbour and

unrelated anomalous target words (p = 0.6361).

First-pass gaze duration. Pattern of results for the first-pass gaze duration was the same

as for the first fixation duration (FFD) (Intercept: beta = 411.17, SE = 21.50, t = 19.13,

p<0.00001, CI = 369.04–453.30; URA: beta = 164.74, SE = 17.54, t = 9.39, p<0.00001,
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CI = 130.35–199.13; AWN: beta = 177.45, SE = 17.55, t = 10.11, p<0.00001, CI = 143.05–

211.84; and URA vs. AWN (p = 0.5308).

Re-fixation probability (RFP). RFP was higher after the first fixation on the unrelated

anomalous target word (Intercept: beta = -0.9227, SE = 0.1075, t = -8.58, p<0.00001, CI =

-1.1334– -0.7119, URA: beta = 0.6697, SE = 0.0894, t = 7.49, p<0.00001, CI = 0.4945–0.84497),

and the RFP was higher after the first fixation on the anomalous word neighbour (AWN:

beta = 0.62827, SE = 0.0895, t = 7.02, p<0.00001, CI = 0.4529–0.80365) than after the first fixa-

tion on the plausible target word. There was no difference in the RFP after the first fixation

between the unrelated anomalous and anomalous word neighbour (p = 0.6858).

Semantic anomaly and word neighbour effects in FRPs. The first FRPs (Fig 4) showed

several statistically significant clusters where the FRPs differed between the conditions (Fig 5).

The FRPs differed between unrelated anomalous and plausible conditions, which was evident

in a negative cluster in the central frontal scalp area (p< 0.0001) spanning from 138ms to

900ms, which remained stable throughout presence of the cluster, and a positive parietal occip-

ital cluster (p<0.001) with a duration of 180ms to 900ms. The cluster was initially observed in

the occipital fringe channels, from which it moved to central parietal locations (roughly 450ms

onwards). Anomalous word neighbour and plausible conditions were also significantly differ-

ent, as there was a fronto-central negative cluster from 97ms to 900ms (p<0.00001) that

remained on the frontal sites for the duration of its presence and a positive cluster in the poste-

rior occipital scalp area from 154ms to 900ms (p<0.001 which was initially constrained to

occipital fringe channels whence it moved to central parietal sites (roughly 550ms onwards).

Furthermore, unrelated anomalous and anomalous word neighbour were significantly differ-

ent conditions, as we detected one cluster in the time window from 457ms to 698ms, which

was positive in the centro-parietal regions (p<0.05).

Fig 4. FRPs to the target words. Left Panel: FRPs from the first fixation on the target word on selected channels (E11, E27, E47, E60, E62, E65, E72, E75, E85,
E90, E98 and E123 of the GSN-Hydrocel 128-channel cap (Electrical Geodesics Ltd)). Coloured bars under each channel highlight time-points with significant
differences that belong to a cluster in the nonparametric permutation test. Right Panel: the associated topographies (all channels) over time in 12- to 13-5-year-
old children (N = 66). The zero time-point is the onset of the first fixation on the target word.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0209741.g004
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Interim discussion
The behavioural results suggest clear and strong effects of semantic anomaly, as the FFDs, GDs

and RFPs on the target words all show similar results with increased reading time to anoma-

lous target words. Response accuracy was highest for the unrelated anomalous condition than

for the responses for the plausible and anomalous word neighbour conditions. It is important

to note, however, that the PFDs in the pre-target word do not show any effects of the semantic

manipulation. This effectively shows that the processing shares the same trajectory until the

first fixation on the target word. The topographical analysis of the FRPs time-locked to the first

fixation onset show a systematic pattern of early frontal negativity (at ca 100–900ms) and late

parietal positivity (at ca 500–900ms) for both of the anomalous target word categories. The dif-

ferences between conditions that we observe are long and widespread. This may, in part, also

be due to continuous reading being analogous of the RSVP with fast stimulus rates; fast pre-

sentation rates have been shown to diminish N400 and P600 amplitudes in adults [18]. The rel-

atively late parietal positivity can fairly reliably be identified as P600. The P600 difference

between anomalous word neighbour and plausible conditions was later than for the unrelated

anomalous vs. plausible words. This may suggest that semantic processing of the word neigh-

bour anomalous words of plausible words is delayed in relation to the semantic processing of

unrelated anomalous words.

The frontal negativity observed for both anomalous conditions begins quite early and lasts

through the remainder of the FRP waveform. One possibility is that this pattern is related to

the age difference of our subjects compared to most of the N400 literature reporting adult

responses. However, support for the age-related shift of the N400 topography in the previous

literature is scarce and relatively old [55]. Thus, the argument for developmental differences is

suggested here and would require more systematic developmental study with a traditional

RSVP experimentation style. Another possibility is that this pattern is due to the difference

between RSVP and FRP measurement techniques, although this is not supported by findings

Fig 5. Statistical differences in the FRP amplitude for the first fixation on the target word. The scale depicts differences between the first element of the
pair to the second element of the pair in values of the test statistic t. Rectangles signify that the sensor displays a statistically significant difference and belongs
to a cluster. The colour of the stars within the squares signifies membership in a specific cluster. PLA = Plausible, URA = Unrelated anomalous and
AWN = Anomalous word neighbour.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0209741.g005
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from previous research comparing RSVP and FRP in semantic processing [1]. A reasonable

line of thought could also be to relate the current results to the evidence of early contributions

of the dorsolateral frontal cortex to visual processing [56]. These contributions have been

assumed to be of a top-down nature [57,58], and thus one cannot rule out the possibility that

these effects are in fact also modulating the fixation durations or saccade targeting (refixation

or regression) either directly or indirectly. The possible contribution of saccadic control is sup-

ported by the fact that the difference topography is directly on the top of structures that

include frontal eye fields (FEFs) [56]. However this cannot be determined by topographical

analysis alone. Thus, this claim would gain more support from source analysis and the inter-

pretation would be constrained by providing information regarding the source time behaviour

and location estimates.

Significant temporo-spatial mixing can be observed from the difference topographies. For

example, the polarity flip of the frontal negativity (the early positivity in the fringe channels)

seems to be mixing with the later parietal positivity. Temporo-spatial mixing makes determin-

ing the time of the onset of effects difficult, as is evident for example, for the emergence time of

the P600 effect, which does not have any distinct or clearly identifiable onset. The spatial

aspects of mixing can be counteracted by analysing the time course of the components from

the group ICA procedure.

Group ICA analysis methods

Statistical analysis of the source activity

Source waveforms were statistically analysed in MATLAB utilising a method similar to the

nonparametric cluster-based permutation approach used for the scalp FRPs above [54]. Con-

dition effects were examined with pairwise comparisons using a Wilcoxon sign-rank test sam-

ple by sample. The Wilcoxon test was chosen due to the assumption that considering each

time-point of the independent component responses to be normally distributed is unreason-

able. The multiple comparisons problem was dealt with as follows. Consequent samples (mini-

mum two) with significant differences were defined to be part of the same difference between

the signals, and the duration of this difference is what we base our correction on. These ranges

consisting of significant differences are later referred to as consequent samples clusters. After

this, we employed a randomisation approach, where we flipped the label of the condition

within each given subject randomly, re-ran the Wilcoxon sign-rank test sample by sample and

stored the length of each cluster that was observed in the permutation distribution. This ran-

domisation step was then repeated 10000 times. If the randomisation iteration resulted in a

solution where there was not a single sample with a significant difference, that iteration was

entered as zero into the permutation distribution. After the iterations, the permutation distri-

bution contained the distribution of durations of significant differences when the data were

randomised. As the null-observation clusters and the true-observation clusters are based on

length and contain no negative values, the correction is one-tailed. Those true-observations

that were longer than the 95th percentile of the permutation distribution were accepted for fur-

ther analysis, and those that were shorter than the 95th percentile of the permutation were

rejected. In addition to reporting the p-value of the cluster in relation to the permutation dis-

tribution, we also report Wilcoxon statistics and effect sizes for the mean of the cluster [53].

Source localisation

In order to visualise the sources behind the group level ICs, we forward projected components

with significant differences after the correction procedure and then used cortically restricted
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LORETA implemented in Brain Electrical Source Analysis (BESA, Besa GmbH, Gräfelfing,

German) using an age-appropriate template MRI for 12-year-olds [59,60].

Group ICA results
The statistical analysis of source activity indicated significant differences between conditions

in components 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7. These components were then subjected to source analyses,

the results of which are presented in Table 4 and Fig 6. The statistical results are presented in

Fig 6 and in Table 5.

Discussion regarding the semantic anomaly effects in the
independent components and their localisation
Group ICA analysis revealed that the differences observed in the scalp had six underlying topo-

graphical sources, which differed significantly in their time course in relation to the experi-

mental manipulations. Four of those sources have a plausible contribution to the pattern of

early frontal negativity (component 1, Fig 6D) and late posterior positivity (components 4, 3

and 6, Fig 6C, 6B and 6A respectively). Component 7 (Fig 6F), albeit with a brief effect, will be

discussed as well as the source location and effect timeframe, which fit well to previous

research on semantic processing. One of the components (component 2, Fig 6E) seems to be

the manifestation of the early visual response P1 and thus not in the focus of this article. Here,

we discuss the frontal source and then the parietal and temporal source observations.

Frontal projecting component

Frontal negativity (Fig 5), which dominates the difference between conditions in scalp wave-

forms, seems to be generated by a single IC component (component 1, Fig 6D). Source locali-

sation analyses with cortically restricted LORETA suggest that it is localised in the right

posterior frontal middle gyrus, in close proximity to Brodman areas 8 and 6. In PET [61] and

some fMRI experiments [62,63], this location has been implicated as an FEF, an area that is

associated with many features related to voluntary eye movements, including maintaining fixa-

tion, releasing fixation, triggering of eye movements, saccade amplitude and velocity [56] and

inhibition of return [64]. In addition, contributions to higher cognitive functions have been

proposed, for example, retaining saccade target locations over a couple of seconds, which is

essentially a form of working memory [65], and deployment of both overt and covert spatial

attention [66]. Transcranial magnetic stimulation of the left or right site of FEF causes saccade

latencies to the contralateral direction be altered [56], and cortical electrical stimulation conju-

gates eye movements to the contralateral direction [67]. Our manipulation is associated with a

difference in the next saccade target (refixation vs. regression), which in most cases is in the

Table 4. Source locations of the independent components.

Component Location

IC 1 Prefrontal cortex, Right

IC 2 Occipital cortex

IC 3 Parietal cortex, Central

IC 4 Parietal cortex, Right

IC 6 Parietal cortex, Left

IC 7 Left temporal cortex

Table 4 summarises the source locations of the independent components that contained significant time course

differences after minimum duration correction.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0209741.t004
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Fig 6. Condition effects in independent components. Topographies of the individual IC spatial filters are shown on the left side of the sub-figure. Red denotes a
positive spatial filter weight and blue a negative spatial filter weight. Please note that depending on the activity of the component polarity on the scalp, the sensors
change accordingly (for example, in sub-figure A, component 6 is contributing positive voltage to the scalp; however, roughly between 200ms to 500ms anomalous
conditions have a more negative–or ‘less positive’–contribution to the measured scalp activity). Cortically restricted LORETA solutions of the individual
components are presented in the middle. Temporal evolutions of the components in each condition are shown on the right side of picture (solid black line denoting
plausible condition, solid red line unrelated anomalous condition and dashed black line indicating anomalous word neighbour condition); bars under the
waveforms denote statistically significant clusters of observations after minimum duration correction (green: unrelated anomalous vs. plausible, yellow: anomalous
word neighbour vs. plausible and blue: unrelated anomalous vs. anomalous word neighbour). Acronyms: PLA = Plausible, URA = Unrelated anomalous and
AWN = Anomalous word neighbour.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0209741.g006

Table 5. Statistical results from the independent component comparisons.

Component Contrast Cluster onset (ms) Cluster
offset (ms)

Cluster duration (ms) Cluster duration p Cluster mean Z Cluster mean p Cluster mean R

1 URA-PLA 238 738 501 <0.0001 -4.168 <0.0001 -0.363

URA-PLA 754 854 101 <0.05 -3.542 <0.001 -0.308

AWN-PLA 167 547 379 <0.001 -3.600 <0.001 -0.313

AWN-PLA 551 714 164 <0.01 -2.610 <0.01 -0.227

2 URA-PLA 565 767 203 <0.01 2.661 <0.01 0.232

AWN-PLA 157 273 117 <0.05 2.986 <0.01 0.260

3 URA-PLA 263 447 185 <0.01 2.891 <0.01 0.252

URA-PLA 792 869 77 <0.05 -2.495 <0.01 -0.217

AWN-PLA 648 739 92 <0.05 -2.571 <0.01 -0.224

4 URA-PLA 564 709 149 <0.01 3.338 <0.001 0.291

URA-PLA 739 813 75 <0.05 2.693 <0.01 0.234

6 URA-PLA 254 445 192 <0.01 -2.776 <0.01 -0.241

URA-PLA 558 899 342 <0.001 4.124 <0.0001 0.359

AWN-PLA 309 535 227 <0.01 -3.229 <0.001 -0.281

AWN-PLA 710 899 190 <0.01 3.804 <0.001 0.331

URA-AWN 484 683 200 <0.01 3.804 <0.01 0.255

7 URA-PLA 342 434 93 <0.05 2.967 <0.01 0.258

Table 5 summarises statistically significant condition differences in the independent components. Cluster onset is the first time-point where the cluster is present while

the cluster offset is the last. Cluster duration is the amount of time-points belonging to the cluster, and the cluster duration p is the p-value category of that cluster

duration. Cluster mean Z, P and R are Wilcoxon sign-rank test parameters when the contrast is tested over the average of the cluster time window.

Note. PLA = Plausible, URA = Unrelated anomalous and AWN = Anomalous word neighbour.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0209741.t005
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earlier parts of the sentence, contralateral of the right FEF. Localisation of the early frontal

activity to the right FEF, the pattern of saccade targeting differences and previous findings on

associated functions of FEF together strongly suggest that the early frontal activity difference

that we observe is associated with the first fixation behavioural effects (FFD, refixation proba-

bility) that we observed.

Parietal and temporal projecting components

In the time behaviour of the independent components projecting to the parietal scalp, a

biphasic N400/P600-like pattern can be observed. The biphasic N400/P600 pattern appears in

two components (components 3 and 6, Fig 6B and 6A, respectively) for both the anomalous

conditions. One component (component 4, Fig 6C) only contributes to the P600 effect of the

unrelated anomalous condition. As a whole, the parietal brain source structure (in the LOR-

ETA analysis) is highly reminiscent of the beamforming results in recent research on semantic

and syntactic processing [26], where N400m was localised to left superior temporal and poste-

rior frontal regions and P600m was found to have a plurality of sources, including the bilateral

frontal, posterior temporal and parietal regions. In our data, the pattern was similar, with the

two components exhibiting a biphasic N400/P600 pattern localised in the left parietal and left

posterior temporal areas (component 6) and in the central parietal areas, spreading to the right

anterior temporal regions (component 3). Component 4 contributing only to the P600 pattern

of the unrelated anomalous condition was localised in the right parietal regions. We will next

discuss each of these parts of the parietal pattern in detail.

Component 4 was localised in the right parietal cortex in the approximate area of the right

angular gyrus (AG), in the vicinity of Brodman areas 39 and 40 (Fig 5C). AG has been most con-

sistently associated with semantic processing. This is especially the case for the left AG area,

although less strong yet equally consistent findings of right AG activation in semantic processing

exist as well [68]. Right AG activity has also been found to be associated with cognitive conflict

without semantic constraints. This was apparent in research comparing a flanker, stroop and sen-

tence plausibility comprehension tasks, where it was found that the left AG would react to the

semantic conflict only while the right AG would respond to all three types of conflict equally [69].

Inhibition of inappropriate responses during no/go tasks has also been associated with the right

AG [70]. Thus, in our case, where independent component 4 is contributing only to the P600 pat-

tern of the unrelated anomalous condition, a right AG origin might be related to the capacity of

the right AG to process cognitive conflict in several modalities. In the case of the unrelated anom-

alous condition, the conflict might be gross enough to also be processed in the right AG in the late

P600 phase, although the detection of single letter deviation is not strong enough to elicit a signifi-

cantly different response in the right AG, which is not linguistically specialised.

The independent component 3 topography shows an archetypical centro-parietal N400/

P600 complex, and the time course of the component complements this observation (Fig 6B).

Unrelated anomalous words significantly modulate both N400 and P600 patterns, whereas

anomalous word neighbours modulate only the P600 pattern. The cortical LORETA model

shows a pattern of two distinguishable loci of activation: the bilateral superior parietal cortex

and right anterior temporal cortex. However, one needs to be particularly cautious when inter-

preting distributed source model solutions implicating anterior temporal regions, as noise in

the frontal and face region scalp sensors tends to migrate to these locations, with a gradual

increase of source strength towards the temporal pole being a specific sign of possible artefac-

tual contamination (as stated in discussion with Monto. S. on February 2, 2018, a University

researcher at the Centre of Interdisciplinary Brain research at University of Jyväskylä). This is

not, however, the case in our data. The locus of the temporal activity is located at the anterior
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part of the middle temporal gyrus rather than at the anterior pole. If our localisation on this

part was actual rather than artefactual, our effects in component 3 could reflect semantic fea-

tures of the word, as anterior temporal lobes have been argued to act as semantic storage hubs

[71]. Anterior temporal lobe contribution to very precise semantic features is particularly evi-

dent in semantic dementia, in which bilateral degradation of anterior temporal structures is

typical [72,73]. The other areas implicated in our LORETA source localisation solution of

component 3 were the bilateral superior parietal areas, which were also implicated in recent

research on semantic violations [26].

Component 6 (Fig 6A) contains a highly interesting temporal pattern of activation. First, it

displays a contribution to the biphasic N400/P600 for both anomalous conditions. Unlike the

other components, component 6 also displays significant differences between the anomalous

conditions, and this is essentially because there is delay in the onset of the N400/P600 pattern

for the word neighbour anomalous condition. The difference that contributes more negative

voltage for the word neighbour anomalous ending than for the plausible ending begins roughly

50ms later than the negative difference in responses between the unrelated anomalous and

plausible conditions. Furthermore, the onset of a positive difference between the word neigh-

bour anomalous and plausible conditions occurs roughly 150ms later than the difference

between the unrelated anomalous and plausible words. Second, component 6 localises in the

LORETA analysis to a broad patch of the left temporal and parietal cortex. Given their heavy

involvement in reading and semantic processing in the current experiment, these regions are

expected to show activation. For example, the left AG, which is one of the areas implicated in

our cortical LORETA model of component 6, is largely involved in all aspects of semantic pro-

cessing that require concept retrieval and concept integration [68]. Moreover, the left AG has

been claimed to provide semantic constraints during language comprehension [74] and to

engage when semantic associations are made [75].

The left temporal lobe was also part of the cortical LORETA model of component 6 (Fig

5A). In previous research, the left temporal lobe has been found to be a major contributor to

N400 effects in brain lesion, intracranial and MEG studies [24]. These findings converge with

fMRI studies, which commonly find middle temporal gyrus activation associated with seman-

tic context manipulations [24]. Overall, the source pattern of component 6 is very consistent

with previous research on semantic processing.

In addition, component 7 (Fig 6F) displays a significant difference between URA and PLA

around 400ms, and the LORETA model implicates the left temporal lobe as a potential source

for activity reflected in the component. However the significance pattern and the waveform of

the component make it difficult to interpret how component 7 relates to the pattern observed

at component 6. It may well be that the short-lived difference reflects sensitivity to large-scale

anomalies but a lack of sensitivity to recognise anomalies of one letter.

The temporal pattern and LORETA solution of the forward-projected independent compo-

nents converge on an interpretation that the semantic processing of anomalous word neigh-

bours is delayed in relation to the semantic processing of unrelated anomalous words. It could

be that the assignment of the semantic role of the anomalous word neighbour becomes delayed

because sentence context would favour the semantic role of the plausible word over the anom-

alous word. The negative contributing cluster is longer for the contrast between the anomalous

word neighbour and the plausible word than between the unrelated anomalous word and the

plausible word. This could indicate that the assignment of a semantic role or fitting the anoma-

lous word neighbour to the context is more laborious, as the semantic system receives interfer-

ence from the plausible word that is just one letter away. The delay of onset and longer

duration in the earlier negative-contributing phase builds up to a greater delay at the onset of

the positive contributing phase. It could be that difficulty in the assignment of the semantic
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role results in a heavily delayed onset of the integration processes, reflected by the P600 that

independent component 6 seems to be contributing to in the later parts of the waveform.

Summary discussion
Our findings show that when reading sentences with a semantic manipulation of the last word,

two types of semantic anomalies (the unrelated anomalous words and the anomalous word

neighbours of plausible words) produce similar effects on the FFDs, GDs and the RFP patterns

in 12–13.5-year-old children in the grade 6 The FRPs for the unrelated anomalous words share

a highly similar morphology with the anomalous word neighbours up to about 500ms after the

fixation onset on the target word. The most prominent difference between FRPs for the anom-

alous and plausible words is the frontal negativity from as early as 100ms to the end of the

epoch. The brain source analysis of this negative activation suggested the FEF as a likely

source. FEF is an area that has a close relationship with eye-movement execution and contrib-

utes to a variety of visuo-spatial attention functions [56]. A parietal positivity, which can be

identified as a P600 response, starts to emerge at about 500ms, but only for the contrast

between unrelated anomalous and plausible sentence endings. In the responses for the contrast

between word neighbour anomalous and plausible sentence endings, this parietal positivity

can be observed later, starting at around 700ms. P600 response has been linked to the integra-

tion of sentence meaning [3] and a conscious perception of semantic anomalies on the whole

sentence level [12]. The time behaviour of the underlying independent components revealed

that this delay is also present in an earlier time window around 250ms (see Fig 6A). The source

analysis of the components projecting to the parietal scalp areas revealed bilateral contribu-

tions from the angular gyri and temporal lobes, both related to semantic processing [24].

The response accuracy was similar to the plausible endings and the anomalous ortho-

graphic word neighbours, and it was clearly highest for the unrelated anomalous sentence end-

ing. We propose that the effects of the FFD, GD, RFP and frontal negativity stem from

encountering anomalous visual features in relation to sentence context and that the deviation

of a single letter from the plausible word is sufficient to elicit these effects. The effects in P600

amplitude and timing, in components projecting to parietal scalp and in response accuracy

suggest that the semantic processing of anomalous word neighbour endings is slower than the

processing of unrelated semantic anomalies.

FFDs and GDs were longer and re-fixation probability was higher for both the word neigh-

bour anomalous and unrelated anomalous target words than for the plausible target words.

Longer GDs for semantic anomalies are typical [6,76], but also FFD effects in relation to

semantic manipulations are found in more recent research (see [1,7–10]). The lack of an FFD

effect between the unrelated anomalous and word neighbour target words shows that a devia-

tion of a single letter from a plausible word was sufficient to modulate the fixation durations to

a similar extent as the anomalous target word without orthographic similarity. In principle,

one could expect that processes reflected by the early occipital components P1 and N1 could

precede these behavioural effects. However, the absence of P1 and N1 modulations in the cur-

rent experiment is reasonable since the common modifiers of P1, such as low-level visual fea-

tures including stimulus size [77], and of N1, such as word frequency [78,79], word length [78]

and lexicality [79], were controlled for.

Instead we found early frontal negativity that separates the anomalous conditions from the

plausible condition and precedes the gaze behaviour effects. The LORETA source analysis of

the frontal independent component resembling the frontal negativity pinpointed the right

FEF, an area implicated in eye-movement control [56], as the source of the response, which

strongly suggests that the patterns of gaze behaviour and frontal activity are interrelated. FEF
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also receives fast connections from the primary visual cortex, so it is possible that the effects

we observed between conditions are visual rather than semantic and may be related to pre-sac-

cadic parafoveal prediction of post-saccadic foveal input, and thus they may be an effect of

visual rather than semantic processing [32,33,80].

In summary, complementary evidence from the FFDs, RFP, GD and frontal negativity suggest

that there is a mechanism in the pre-300ms time period that is able to differentiate read words

from plausible words on a single-letter level. In all of these variables, the unrelated anomalous and

word neighbour anomalous target words differed significantly from the plausible target words.

The effects of semantic context and expectation are systematically found at later latencies,

from 200ms onwards from the stimulus onset, and they are reflected in the extensively studied

N400 component [11]. Severe semantic anomalies have also been found to elicit P600

responses [3,16]. We can identify P600-like modulation in our scalp waveforms, but the arche-

typical N400 with central-parietal topography is missing from the scalp waveform. However,

analysing the underlying components separately, we can identify two components that project

more negative voltages to the parietal scalp between 200–500ms in anomalous conditions and

also localise to known N400 generator locations in our LORETA models. Thus, it seems that

the frontal negativity that we observe in the scalp waveform is hiding the N400 modulations.

Our N400 results are quite different from those presented in similar RSVP designs in

English [14], where N400 was found to be diminished for word neighbours. Authors inter-

preted that the recognition facilitation from the context spreads to the orthographic informa-

tion of the neighbouring words. The differences in our results and those of previous RSVP

results could stem from various differences in the experimental setups and participants popu-

lations–one obvious difference being the utilisation of the FRP technique on our part, which

effectively introduces differences in timing between words, parafoveal previews including pre-

saccadic attention and volition into the mix. Another plausible reason is the age difference

between our participants and those utilised in previous research [14].

In previous research, P600 has been connected to the integrative phase of sentence compre-

hension [3], response to the impossibility of the sentence [16,81] and syntax anomalies [15]. It

has been suggested, however, that rather than signifying the encountering of an anomaly, the

P600 effect would reflect re-attending to the complete sentence in an attempt to revise the ini-

tial parse of the sentence [3,19–21] or a conscious perception of the semantic anomaly at the

whole sentence level [12]. The occurrence of P600 in the anomalous conditions could thus

indicate that encountering clearly anomalous words triggers a re-evaluation process for the

whole sentence. However, for the word neighbour anomalous condition, P600 seems to have

significantly delayed onset, which seems to begin in the earlier N400-contributing phase and

accumulate to a more substantial delay in the P600-contributing phase. The accumulated delay

of the P600 effect in the neighbour condition could imply that the comprehension process

does not orient on the preceding sentence immediately for anomalous word neighbours. The

re-evaluation of the preceding sentence could be inhibited by the context, that is, assigning

and integrating a semantic role of a plausible word instead of the read anomalous word neigh-

bour target word. The comprehension systemmight be inclined to consider the deviating letter

of the word neighbour as a typographical error and not re-orient the comprehension process

immediately to the preceding context. The sentences with neighbour manipulations are mostly

considered nonsense at some later point, as indicated by the relatively high response accuracy.

Conclusion
Based on the data pattern, we arrive at two broad conclusions. First, the observed FFD, RFP,

GD and frontal parts of the fixation-related brain response form a pattern that implicates that
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a divergence of a single letter from a more expected plausible sentence is sufficient to signifi-

cantly alter gaze behaviour. It is important to note that the difference in frontal activity pre-

cedes the difference in gaze behaviour. However, we do not think that these effects are directly

related to semantic processing but rather reflect encountering anomalous visual features in

relation to sentence context. This is supported by our source localisation of the component

resembling the frontal activity in the FEF, a brain area that in addition to making a direct con-

tribution to eye movements also contributes to a variety of visuo-spatial attention functions

and can thus be considered a part of the visual processing hierarchy. Further, the very early

onset of these frontal effects supports the notion that these effects are related to visual rather

than semantic processing.

The second data pattern relates more directly to semantic processing of the anomalous

words. The delayed P600 of the scalp waveform for the word neighbour anomalous condition

indicates that it takes longer for a single-letter word anomaly to reach the integration stage and

perhaps conscious detection compared to a full-word anomaly. The underlying component

waveforms indicate that this delay in fact begins earlier in the processing, in the time window

corresponding to the archetypical N400. We thus argue that the delay associated with the word

neighbour anomalous condition is a result of the difficulty in assigning the semantic role of

the word, as it is competing against the semantic role of the plausible word that is just one let-

ter away. This competition is eventually resolved correctly, as can be observed from the

delayed but significant onset of P600 for the word neighbour anomalous ending and the rela-

tively high response accuracy for this condition.

Limitations, boundary conditions and discussion

There are several methodological limitations in the current study. First, to fully control the

contributions of parafoveal processing to the process under study, we could have used parafo-

veal masking of the target word until it was foveated. The hardware that we utilise certainly

makes this possible. Forcing parafoveal prediction error with the parafoveal mask would have

allowed us to probe whether the pattern that we observed in the frontal scalp and in compo-

nent 1 was truly a result of a prediction error based on pre-saccadic attention. Then again, it

could be argued that including parafoveal masking in our experiment would require us to go

through all combinations of mask type with counterbalancing, resulting in nine conditions

instead of three, which would have increased the requirements related to the experiment

length and population size radically to achieve required signal quality and statistical power.

Nevertheless, such a study would be particularly interesting for testing the hypothesis about

pre-saccadic attention generating predictions in FEF of the next retinal input during reading.

Second, there is the crucial issue regarding the temporal overlap of activation from previous

and subsequent fixations, which effectively creates a situation where one cannot be exactly cer-

tain of the degree to which other fixations besides the fixation of interest are contributing to

the pattern observed on the scalp. In some studies, this is resolved by a procedure called ‘fixa-

tion matching’, where FRPs are matched to eliminate the possible effects of diverging gaze

paths. This means that from the condition that has a shorter fixation duration on average, the

longer fixations are kept in the FRP, and from the condition that has longer fixations on aver-

age, the shorter fixations are selected for the FRP. However, this creates a psychologically

biased dataset, as fixation durations and other gaze events are thought to reflect cognitive oper-

ations and their processing costs [35]. We thus adopt the position that ‘fixation matching’

compromises the ecological validity of FRP studies, and thus the overlap issue should be

addressed with signal processing techniques. We have addressed this issue through a group-

level ICA procedure and a separate analysis of the unmixed components. Examination of
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component 2 (see Fig 6E) highlights the first clear-cut feature that we can observe in the wave-

forms, the P1/ -response. This component localises to the primary visual cortex and reflects

the initial processing of the low-level features of the foveated stimuli. Thus, if we expect the

subsequent fixations to confound the conditions differently, we should observe signs of it in

the later parts of the time course of component 2. Of course, this applies mainly to the timing

distribution differences between conditions, not to the semantic or other features to which the

primary visual cortex is insensitive. From the statistical results of component 2, we see that

there is a late difference between the unrelated anomalous and plausible words between 562ms

and 774ms. As it is highly unlikely that this difference would reflect semantic processing, we

conclude that it is a manifestation of the difference in the fixation timing of the subsequent fix-

ations between conditions. It would take roughly 100ms (from the first positive peak of com-

ponent 2 to the first positive peak of component 6 and component 4) for effects from this

difference in the primary visual cortex to influence the P600 results. All of our results begin

prior to this time-point of 660ms. Hence, if the confounding influence is there, it is very

minor. If the activity of component 2 would suggest otherwise, the temporal overlap could be

further investigated with recently developed signal processing techniques. For example

ADJAR (Adjacent Response algorithm)[82,83] or GLM-based linear deconvolution[84] would

be suitable (with concrete adjustments to pre-processing pipeline).

Third, we did not rotate sentence frames across conditions, so each target word was always

associated with a specific sentence. Therefore, we cannot eliminate the possibility that our

results could be affected by random differences between the sentences rather than by our

manipulation within these sentences. However, the behavioural results from PFDs argue

against this possibility. If the difference between sentences is driving our effects, it should also

be present in the PFDs. We do not see any modulation that would signify confounds from the

sentences preceding the target words.

Fourth, the target word was sentence final. This is generally not done in eye-movement

studies in order to avoid confounds from wrap-up effects that are associated with the final sen-

tence words. However a recent review of ERP studies illustrates that this assumption of a ‘gen-

eral wrap up’ process at the sentence end is not supported by empirical evidence and suggests

that psycholinguistic research has been damaged by the last word target word avoidance

dogma [85]. Moreover, given that our focus is on late responses related to semantic processing,

where the context provided by the whole sentence is crucial, we think that our placement of

the target word is justified. Semantic anomaly manipulation might cause different reactions if

placed in earlier parts of the sentence, which would be an interesting research subject.

Fifth, there is confound in the cloze probability of the plausible condition and the plausible

word neighbour of the anomalous word neighbour and thus differences between the plausible

and two other conditions can partially be due difference in predictability. However the seman-

tic anomaly in the stimuli is clear and thus we consider it to be the driving influence behind

the effects. It is important to note that this confound does not impact comparisons between

unrelated anomalous and anomalous word neighbour conditions and thus does not impact

the main finding of delayed processing of the anomaly in anomalous word neighbour

condition.

Finally we studied 12–13.5-year-old children while typical cognitive neuroscience experi-

ments employ university students around 20 years of age. Our sample is a sub-population of

the eSeek-project (eSeek! Internet and Learning Difficulties–Multidisciplinary approach for

understanding information seeking in new media), and this article essentially describes how

school children process semantic information. The pattern of results might change due to

developmental effects if this experiment were to be conducted with a representative adult

sample.
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